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Announcements and News
The Broadcom Suite of VM Management Products is Now Certified for Use on z/VM 7.3, the latest release of
IBM's Virtualization Platform

Among other z/VM 7.3 features, Broadcom's VM suite of products now supports:

• Up to eight members in an SSI cluster.
• External security manager (ESM) enhancements for DEFINE MDISK authorizations
• NVMe emulated Fixed-Block Architecture (FBA) device (EDEVICE) support
• For details on the PTFs that are required to enable the new functionality, refer to the Release Notes/New

Features for VM:Secure, VSEG, VM:Spool, Mainframe VM Product Manager, and Explore PM for z/VM.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV File
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information. You can also access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about
the security or integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this
Broadcom Support article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: June and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Plano, Texas (June 13-15) and virtually on October
3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who share the latest technical education and product demos and respond
to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational events are a great way to network with peers and
experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of the Broadcom support program, which is
documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written
notification of End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM
installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see
the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
VM:Spool™ V/SEG Plus Component (VSEG) Release 1.7 contains changes to support z/VM Single System Image (SSI)
Clusters.

This Release Notes contains the following information:

• Information about new features and changes to existing features in VM:Spool.
• Documentation changes to reflect PTF RO58280 to support multiple levels of z/VM in a SSI Cluster and z/VM 6.3.
• Documentation changes to reflect PTF RO90120 to support z/VM 6.4.
• Documentation changes to reflect PTF SO05261 to support z/VM 7.1.
• Documentation changes to reflect PTF SO14416 to support z/VM 7.2.

Broadcom Branding Changes
Contents

This section provides information about branding changes specific to V/SEG.

Changes to V/SEG

The current release of the product has been rebranded as VSEG Feature Release 1.7.

Changes to Release Naming and Numbering

The current release name and number of VSEG is Release 01.7, following the convention Release vv.r where:

• Release denotes the expanded form of a release
• vv denotes version level
• r denotes release level.

NOTE
The product interface includes a leading zero in the version field, but references in documentation omit the
leading zero.

New Features
This section presents a cumulative account of new and changed features introduced in the releases Release 1.7 and 1.6.

New Features in Release 1.7
This section provides a summary of new features provided in the current release of the product.

PTF LU06877 - VSEG Supports z/VM 7.3

VSEG is now certified for use with IBM's z/VM 7.3. The z/VM 7.3 operating system provides many updates and
advantages to the products that run on it, as detailed in theIBM Announcement. To take full advantage of using VSEG on
the z/VM 7.3 operating system, you must install and deploy the PTF before you install or upgrade to z/VM 7.3:

• To install a new z/VM 7.3 system, refer to Deploying the Product for the First Time.
• To upgrade from z/VM 7.1 or z/VM 7.2, refer to the When Upgrading z/VM In Place topic. The upgrade in place

process installs and deploys the z/VM 7.3 versions of certain locally modified (LOCALMOD) files, specifically HCPxxx
LCLVS73 and VMV730 TXTLIB files. Earlier versions of the LOCALMOD files cannot be used with z/VM 7.3.
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Virtual Machine MODE Options for the VSEG SET Command Have Been Updated

PTF LU06841 updates the available NSS/DCSS alias virtual machine MODE options for the VSEG SET command. This
update ensures consistency within z/VM environments, and enables users to take full advantage of z/Architecture mode,
as they define aliasing for their virtual machines. With this update, the VSEG MODE options changed as follows:

• The Z mode option was added. Z mode applies to SET MACH Z and SET MACH z/XC virtual machine IDs.
• The ESA mode option was added. ESA mode applies to SET MACH ESA or SET MACH XA (including ESA/XC) virtual

machine IDs.
• The XA mode was removed, as it was deprecated. ESA should be used in place of XA.
• The 370 mode was removed, as it is no longer supported by in the z/VM environment. ESA should be used in place of

370.
• The ALL mode remains unchanged.

For additional detail, refer to the VSEG SET topic.

After you have installed PTF LU06841, you must do the following to complete the installation:

1. Run VMDeploy.
2. Replace the updated VMVnnn TXTLIB on the CP PARM Disk.
3. Do one of the following:

– IPL the system to load the updated V/Seg CP EXIT code.
– Use CPXUNLOAD to remove the current V/Seg CP EXIT code and then use CPXLOAD to load the updated V/Seg

CP EXIT code.

Single System Image Support

VSEG Feature can run in an SSI complex. We recommend all V/SEG-PLUS service virtual machines to be installed as an
IDENTITY user on each member of the complex where V/SEG functionality is required. Spool files from other systems can
be accessed from V/SEG screens as long as the user that the spool files belong to is logged on the system.

Linux and DCSS

If a Linux guest uses discontiguous saved segments (DCSSs) and is to be relocated to another member of the SSI
complex the same DCSS must exist on that system otherwise live guest relocation is not possible. The SPDISK utility of
V/SEG-PLUS can be used to back up a DCSS used by Linux and restore it on another SSI member.

Support for RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade) Installation

Broadcom is now able to generate RSU tapes in VMSES/E PSU (Product Service Upgrade) format, delivered by a
published PTF. The  VSEG Installation Guide has been updated to include the new Installation Topic Installing a Product
RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade). The new topic documents the procedure. Providing RSU installation PTFs will
help reduce the effort needed when you have several published PTFs to apply to VSEG for product stability; or, that are
required to install a new VSEG feature.

New Features in Release 1.6
Contents

This section provides a summary of new features provided in the Release 1.6 of the product.

New Install Procedure

IBM VMSES/E (Virtual Machine Serviceability Enhancements Staged/Extended) and a new utility, Mainframe VM Product
Manager, are now required to install, deploy, and maintain V/SEG.
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NOTE
For more information, see the Installing.

Changes to Existing Features
The following features were changed for this release of VSEG.

Installation: Install Localmods Using LOCALMOD Command (SO12953)

PTF SO12953 changes the installation procedure of the VSEG CP local modifications that implement the VSEG and
VSPOOL commands. The VMVCPG Utility is included in the PTF. For more information see Step 5 of Deploying the
Product for the First Time, Step 4 of Deploying the Product for an Upgrade, and When Upgrading z/VM in Place.

The UNPURGER Service Virtual Machine

SSI copy files can now be unpurged. To support this feature, an UNPURGER SVM must be running on all members of the
SSI complex. When an SSI copy file is purged, it is transferred to the UNPURGER SVM on the SSI member where the
spool file originated from. Spool files that were unpurged can only be restored on their respective system of origin.

Documentation Changes
The following documentation updates have been made since the first edition of this document:

• Deploying the Product for the First Time, Step 5. Install and Implement the VSEG and VSPOOL V/SEG Plus CP
Commands -- Revised all sub-steps to coincide with PTF SO12953.

• Deploying the Product for an Upgrade, Step 4. Replace and Rebuild CP Components -- Revised all sub-steps to
coincide with PTF SO12953.

• When Upgrading z/VM in Place – Updated all steps in the Before You IPL the New Release of z/VM (Rework Your
Local Modifications) section to match the Step 4 changes in Deploying the Product for an Upgrade.

• Deploying the Product for the First Time, Step 5. Install and Implement the VSEG and VSPOOL V/SEG Plus CP
Commands -- V/SEG update file names and SYSTEM CONFIG file entries were changed to allow variation in the CP
release being used. z/VM 6.3.0 TXTLIB file was added.

• Deploying the Product for an Upgrade, Step 4. Replace and Rebuild CP Components -- Procedures, V/SEG update file
names and SYSTEM CONFIG file entries were changed to allow variation in the CP release being used. z/VM 6.3.0
TXTLIB file was added.

• Preparing for Installation – Clarified that a 3270-type terminal of 24-43 lines is required.
• All references to installation from a physical tape have been removed. Instructions now refer only to a downloadable

envelope file.
• Added Installation Topic Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade).
• Updated Installation Topic Servicing Your Product to included detailed information on what to do if VMSES/E

message VMFBLD2185R is received when you run the VMFBLD step.
• Updated Installation Topic with When Upgrading zVM in Place information to reflect the currently supported releases of

z/VM.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• Mainframe VM Product Manager
• VM:Secure™ for z/VM without security (VM:Secure without security)
• VM:Spool™ ( VM:Spool)
• VM:Spool™ V/SEG Plus Component ( VSEG)
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Getting Started
 VSEG adds system management function and flexibility to z/VM SPOOL facilities and discontiguous saved segment
(DCSS) and named saved system (NSS) facilities. The tools supplied with this product facilitate SPOOL and DCSS/NSS
planning, control, auditing, and maintenance.

What is SPOOL?

SPOOL -- allegedly an acronym for Simultaneous Peripheral Operations On-Line -- originated in computing's pioneering
days. Early computers did not multitask, so operations such as printing or punching output required dedicated machine
time. SPOOL -- originally literally a spool of paper or magnetic tape -- provided a means to save the data to be printed or
punched later, or perhaps using another, less-important machine.

As operating systems evolved (and, especially, started multitasking), this concept was extended to remove any
requirement for reels of tape: instead, data was saved in memory or on DASD, and processed automatically by the
operating system as resources were available.

What are NSSs?

Named Saved Systems -- NSSs -- have been an important part of VM since the first release of VM/370 in 1972. The
original facility allowed saving a memory-image copy of a virtual machine operating system for later IPL. This saved entity
is called an NSS.

This function provided an efficient means for CMS users to share reentrant code, saving CPU resources and overhead by
reducing related paging operations, in addition to lowering real memory requirements.

What are DCSSs?

In later releases of VM/370, Discontiguous Saved Segments -- DCSSs -- were added to allow installations to save, attach
(load), and share applications which run under CMS.

DCSSs are areas of virtual storage (usually) outside the normal address range of a VM user or VM service machine.
Each segment in a DCSS is loaded at a fixed virtual address. The memory locations are determined based on product
requirements, VM user virtual storage size, and other DCSSs installed. If desired, a DCSS can be shared by multiple VM
users and service machines.

Recent versions of CMS allow loading a DCSS within the normal address range of a VM user, if that storage is not already
in use; this feature simplifies DCSS use with large virtual storage sizes, but is otherwise unimportant.

Before VM/XA SP, DCSSs and NSSs were saved in special areas on CP-owned DASD; in z/VM, DCSSs and NSSs are
saved in special system SPOOL files called System Data Files (SDFs).

Both power and complexity were also added, with a facility called segment spaces, which allows multiple logical DCSSs to
be grouped into a single entity, managed by CP.

Why use NSSs and DCSSs?

Using NSSs and DCSSs is the only practical way to execute large programs or systems. With shared NSSs or DCSSs, all
users access the same pages of memory, which are dynamically attached to each requesting virtual machine. If a page
referenced is already in memory, due to a previous request, no I/O takes place to fetch it.

For example, CMS runs with all but a few pages shared. In CMS level 7, this means two 1MB segments of CMS are
shared. This means that all CMS 7 users share two 1MB segments of storage. In an environment of 2500 users executing
non-shared CMS segments, 5GB of memory would be required to avoid massive paging overhead -- hardly practical,
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even on the largest machine currently available. Large installations commonly run with at least that many logged-on CMS
users, using far less memory and paging space. This is possible because of the benefits of using NSSs.

Why V/SEG-Plus?

As SPOOL and DCSS/NSS capabilities have grown, VM applications and systems have become increasingly dependent
on them.

For example, although originally designed as a temporary holding area for files to be printed or punched on real devices,
SPOOL has become the primary repository for many types of files, including electronic mail (e.g., PROFS notes), system
ABEND dumps, and large output files kept online to be viewed by staff or scanned by programs.

Facilities for managing and controlling SPOOL have not kept pace with the growing demand for and use of SPOOL. As a
consequence, the system administrator is continually facing new challenges with respect to SPOOL management.

 

SPOOL Management Features
Contents

Controlling SPOOL Acquisition

When SPOOL fills to near capacity, CP acts to prevent the system from crashing. When SPOOL becomes full, CP creates
a NOTREADY or intervention required status on all active output devices owned by virtual machines. Unfortunately, this
can destroy data and disrupt (or even ABEND) virtual machine execution.

Furthermore, there is no facility to automatically reset these devices once SPOOL space is available. This often interrupts
service virtual machine execution, requiring recovery procedures to restore normal operation. In many cases, these
actions only postpone the inevitable: the system crashes due to unavailability of SPOOL space, or must be re-IPLed to
allow user activity to continue.

For example, consider an RSCS link where a New York office is routed to Los Angeles through a link in Pittsburgh. The
New York system is sending a large file which can be accommodated in Los Angeles, but Pittsburgh is running a large
accounting job, and does not have sufficient SPOOL space available. The entire file being sent must reside in Pittsburgh's
SPOOL area until it is completely received before sending it to Los Angeles.

This will cause Pittsburgh's system operation to be disrupted, even though Pittsburgh is just an "innocent bystander."
V/SEG-Plus can prevent the system from crashing by freezing SPOOL activity for RSCS until Pittsburgh has sufficient
SPOOL space.

Another common cause of SPOOL filling is a looping virtual machine writing output to a device.

This product prevents catastrophic SPOOL filling by temporarily suspending any number of users from obtaining SPOOL
space. This is accomplished by the CP VSPOOL FREEZE command. A V/SEG-Plus service machine monitors SPOOL
utilization and uses this command to automatically "freeze " active users until SPOOL space becomes available.

This product will suspend SPOOLing activity while the administrator or operator identifies the offending virtual machine.
Once identified, other users can resume SPOOLing activity while the offending virtual machine remains suspended until
appropriate action can be taken.

Reporting SPOOL Utilization

SPOOL space is allocated as SPOL by the CP FORMAT/ALLOCATE utility. SPOL space can also be used for PAGE
overflow, and for system ABEND dumps. This product shows where and exactly how much of SPOOL is being used as
PAGE and DUMP, and one action the installation of this product can trigger is to automatically release DUMP DASD
space to immediately relieve SPOOL space in a critical situation.
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The CP command QUERY ALLOC does not display the percentage of SPOOL area being used. CP only warns the
operator when SPOOL is 90% full, and again when it is completely full, often only moments later. This precludes
preventive measures an operator or system administrator might take to avoid a system failure due to SPOOL space
depletion. This product can warn one or more users when SPOOL reaches installation-specified percentages, and
provides comprehensive SPOOL utilization summaries for both closed and open files, ordered by highest utilization.

Managing Console Files

Many system administrators have partially solved the problem of being able to trap and access service virtual machine
consoles by instituting a standard that all SPOOLed consoles be sent to a sink virtual machine. However, this solution
requires total compliance from all users; otherwise, the system administrator is forced to manually delete files that
accumulate in the SPOOL queues of the users who do not follow this solution, increasing the chances of deleting
important and needed data.

V/SEG-Plus's console file management service virtual machine (named CONSOLES by default) serves as a collection
point for console files. CONSOLES logs console files to disk, under control installation-defined rules specifying retention
periods for disk-resident files, users whose consoles are to be purged or forwarded to another virtual machine instead
of being logged, size thresholds at which to warn other users (useful for detecting service virtual machines which are
experiencing problems), and other parameters. Each day's console log is kept separate for each user, and CONSOLES
can close other virtual machines' SPOOLed consoles at midnight, enabling a true day-by-day record of each user's
activity. CONSOLES can be configured to "scavenge" console files from selected users, who may be known to
deliberately collect them in SPOOL, and can also periodically restart consoles for other users, reducing lost data from
service virtual machines which do not SPOOL their consoles. Console files can be forwarded to a "filter" userid, which will
be XAUTOLOGged when the file is forwarded, for data reduction; the returned file is logged as if from the original userid.

This product's SPOOL UNPURGE facility causes purged SPOOL files, rather than simply being deleted, to be transferred
from the owning userid to a service virtual machine. This service virtual machine can back them up to disk, retaining
the backups over a CMS minidisk backup cycle before deletion; create accounting records showing SPOOL residency;
forward files to other users (particularly useful for forwarding SPOOLed console files to CONSOLES); and other functions,
under installation control. The fact that all SPOOL files are trapped ensures that a complete SPOOL

backup/archive is produced. Users can be explicitly excluded from SPOOL UNPURGE, either at the CP level or when
UNPURGEd files are received (useful for service virtual machines such as RSCS).

Accounting for Real Output

Under operating systems such as MVS, a system administrator can account for use of real printers -- that is, files
physically printed can be charged back to a user. No such accounting exists in VM for files processed on real CP-owned
printers and punches.

This product creates standard VM accounting records for files processed by CP-owned printers. This allows implementing
charge-back procedures for real printers.

CP Commands

This product permits privileged users to control SPOOLing activity for other virtual machines by allowing CP SPOOL and
CP CLOSE commands to be issued on the other machine's behalf via the CP VSPOOL command. This can stop and start
console SPOOLing, redirect SPOOLed output, etc.

CP VSPOOL can also issue any CP command for another user, with or without echoing it on the user's console. This is
useful for taking a VMDUMP of an ailing service virtual machine, for example.

SPOOL File Inspection

CP allows viewing SPOOL files in a virtual machine's reader. Files in the PRINT or PUNCH queue or those that are active
(open) cannot be viewed, nor can files owned by other virtual machines.
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It is often necessary to inspect another virtual machine's console log. This requires logging on to the virtual machine
guest, closing and transferring the console to another user, then inspecting it. This process of dissecting the console file is
cumbersome and time-consuming.

This product allows authorized users to browse all SPOOL files in the system including those that are actively SPOOLed
(open). This provides great flexibility in seeking information from another virtual machine without interrupting the
virtual machine's operation. SPOOL files are never transferred from their owner or queue. Access is completely user-
transparent. When an open files such as a SPOOLed console is updated while being browsed, the browse display is
updated with the new data.

Powerful XEDIT-like browse functions allow printing portions of files, searching for character strings, displaying carriage
control, and more -- even for files which would be too large to edit. Sensitive SPOOL files are protected from access
through a tailorable authorization exit, written in REXX.

In V/SEG-Plus Release 3.00, the previous SPOOL file browse program was replaced with the public domain SHOW
program, written by Michael Johnson while at the University of Maine. This program is provided courtesy of the University
of Maine System.

DCSS/NCSS Management Features
Contents

Segment Management

This product provides full auditing of segment usage, allowing for:

1. Instant notification to the AUTOVSEG machine for DCSS/NSS backup and restore functions, eliminating the chance
that a DCSS/NSS change can be missed in case the system goes down.

2. Improved system security and reliability by providing records of DCSS/NSS configuration changes showing who
deleted or resaved a restored file.

3. Accounting for usage of Named Saved Systems and DCSS-resident software.
4. Diagnosis of problems related to usage of DCSS-resident software.

DMKSNT Conversion

When first converting to z/VM from VM/SP or VM/SP HPO, this product helps by converting the NAMESYS macros in
DMKSNT ASSEMBLE to CP DEFSYS and DEFSEG commands.

Packed Space Assist

Packed segment spaces allow saving multiple products in a single 1MB saved segment (or in a single named set of
1MB saved segments), and to define a single member product segment as a common member, appearing in multiple
segment spaces. This feature greatly improves the ability to deliver the required mixture of DCSS-resident products in
reasonably large virtual machines, but it also adds overwhelming complexity. As a result, many z/VM installations are not
using packed segment spaces to their full potential.

V/SEG-Plus's packed space assist provides an intuitive, full-screen tool for defining packed spaces -- including support
for common members. Mixed-mode pages are automatically aligned on the proper segment boundary (e.g., for PROFS),
as required by the architecture. The programmer can easily manipulate the order of members for optimal memory
management, and can optionally specify "slack" space to be left between members, for future growth.

Interproduct Dependency Assist (IPD)

Even with packed space assist, the system programmer must figure out which products to place in spaces, and how to
define the segment layout to exploit common member segments.
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This product's inter-product dependency assist (IPD) automates this process. The system programmer creates a
simple list of DCSS-resident products to be saved, and invokes IPD: then by simply placing the cursor on each product
name on the screen to indicate the calling sequence, the required segment layout to allow co-residency is created. IPD
saves system programmer time and end-user time, by allowing the most optimal layout of packed segment spaces.

DCSS/NSS Maintenance Functions

This product uses a service virtual machine to define, redefine, purge, audit, backup, and restore DCSS/NSS files
using userid-specific and DCSS/NSS-specific authorizations. This frees system programmers from mundane DCSS/NSS
maintenance tasks such as redefining a skeleton (class S) file for an applications programmer who wishes to test a new
product version, without giving the applications programmer access to all DCSSs and NSSs, risking calamity due to a
mistyped command.

This product can manipulate packed segment spaces as separate files or as a single entity: an entire space can be
redefined, purged, backed up, or restored with a single command.

Automatic Backup and Restore

This product can also be configured to automatically backup and restore some or all System Data Files (SDFs) whenever
they are created or changed, again improving system reliability by avoiding application outages should a needed file get
purged accidentally.

If SECURE NSSs are used, this product provides a single point of control, simplifying backup and restore.

V/SEG-Plus SDF backup and restore for this product uses CMS files rather than the CP SPTAPE command. This avoids
tape handling costs and delays, and also ensures that (with appropriate configuration options) all SDFs are backed up
whenever changed, and that those backups are accessible using installation-standard backup/restore procedures.

Maintenance Distribution

Minidisk backups also allow images of DCSS/NSS files to be sent across a network, enabling distributed DCSS/NSS
maintenance at remote installations.

Alias Assignment

With this product's alias assignment, new versions of existing DCSSs/NSSs can be installed and tested without affecting
production versions, and without having to modify vendor-provided installation programs. Aliases may be specified to
apply to all users, or to specific users, ACIGROUPs, or accounting codes.

Alias by virtual machine mode enables automatic selection of mode-specific versions of software: for example, GDDM can
be installed both above and below the 16MB line, with the appropriate segment loaded at execution time depending on
whether the

requesting virtual machine is in 370 mode or not. This avoids having to cater to the "lowest common denominator" with a
mixed user community.

AUTOFIT

This product's AUTOFIT feature reduces or eliminates problems with DCSS/NSS placement by defining multiple copies of
a DCSS/NSS at different virtual addresses and "custom fitting" the DCSS/NSS to the user's specific environment.

CP Commands

The privileged CP VSEG command sets and queries DCSS/NSS aliases and AUTOFIT groups.
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Full-Screen Utilities

The VSEGPLUS utility provides full-screen access to the DMKSNT-to-DEFxxx converter, packed space assist,
interproduct dependency assist, and more. With VSEGPLUS, you can:

1. Issue this product's CP commands, using full-screen prompting menus.
2. Browse or print a full screen display of the existing online DCSS/NSS configuration.
3. Browse or print an online DCSS/NSS memory allocation map.
4. Backup and restore System Data Files (SDFs).
5. Generate DEFxxx commands from the existing online configuration.
6. Display system SPOOL usage, separated by user.
7. Display overall system SPOOL space utilization.
8. List and browse user SPOOL files.

These utility functions allow easy extraction and manipulation of NSS definitions.

NOTE
The VSEGPLUS command replaces the SGXUTIL command; SGXUTIL is still available as an alias for
VSEGPLUS.

How Does V/SEG-Plus Work?
Contents

This product consists of several CMS programs and CP enhancements. Five service virtual machines provide console file
management, SPOOL backup/accounting, SPOOL system integrity, controlled access to SPOOL files, and DCSS/NSS
maintenance and services.

V/SEG-Plus facilities can be divided into two categories: user and administrative. User programs display and manipulate
files owned by the requester; administrative functions provide the installation with SPOOL and DCSS/NSS control and
integrity. Most administrative functions require CP privilege class C or E. Privilege classes for this product are discussed in
the section What Privilege Classes are required in the next section.

The VSPSERV Service Virtual Machine

The VSPSERV service virtual machine provides Read/Only access to SPOOL files through the SHOW program.
VSPSERV is given Read/Only (R/O) access to SPOOLing areas, and requests to browse files are passed to this machine
via IUCV.

VSPSERV automatically grants access to files owned by the requester; for other files, it invokes an EXEC to request
authorization. Information is passed to the EXEC specifying the user, owner, user privileges, and so on. This user exit
decides whether or not to grant access to the file.

An advantage to this approach is that files remain with their owners at all times. Because VSPSERV reads data directly
from SPOOL, a single file may be browsed simultaneously by several users. This is valuable when, for example, a system
programmer needs to point out something to the operator from the active console: both can browse it simultaneously.

The CONSOLES Service Virtual Machine

CONSOLES manages users' SPOOLed console files. When users direct SPOOLed console files to CONSOLES, they are
(using installation-defined parameters) read onto disk, separated by day and origin userid. Thus if userid MAINT creates
five consoles on Tuesday August 11, 2002, they will be combined into a single file, called MAINT 02-08-11. This file may
be accessed by users authorized to do so through the CONSOLES configuration file (CONSOLES ACTFILE), using LIST
and SEND subcommands issued to CONSOLES via CP SMSG.
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For userids such as service virtual machines which do not log on and off during the day, CONSOLES can be configured to
close their SPOOLed consoles at midnight (actually 11:59 PM), thus enabling a day-by-day record of the user's activity.

For virtual machines which do not SPOOL their consoles, or for whom it is considered critical to produce a console log
even if someone stops console SPOOLing, CONSOLES can be configured to restart their consoles periodically.

CONSOLES can also proactively seek console files residing in creating users' SPOOL queues which are older than a
specified number of days, transfer them, and read them.

Site-specified daily console file size limits control whether files are read, saved in the punch queue until the next cleanup,
or purged. User macros can also be invoked to process files.

CONSOLES can also be configured to forward console files for specified users to another user for processing. For users
whose SPOOLed consoles tend to be extremely large, only some of whose contents are worth keeping, CONSOLES can
forward the files to another user for filtering. The filter userid will be XAUTOLOGged if necessary, and can read the file,
process it, and send back a reduced version, which will be read as if it came from the original userid.

Disk-resident files are kept for an installation-specified number of days before deletion.

The UNPURGER Service Virtual Machine

UNPURGER is the target userid of SPOOL file UNPURGE. When a user purges a SPOOL file on a system with this
product installed and SPOOL file UNPURGE enabled, the file disappears as far as the user is concerned, but "under the
covers" is transferred to UNPURGER for processing.

According to UNPURGER configuration options, the file will then be purged, backed up to minidisk, or forwarded to
another user. The UNPURGER service virtual machine also allows you to restore an accidentally-deleted SPOOL file
immediately, since the backup is disk-resident.

Accounting records can also be created for SPOOL files, showing creation and deletion date and time, userids involved,
and file size. This enables full accounting for SPOOL usage.

The VSPWORK Service Virtual Machine

VSPWORK prevents SPOOL from filling and maintains SPOOL utilization statistics. It accomplishes this by using this
product's utilities to monitor SPOOL activity. When SPOOL reaches installation-specified thresholds, VSPWORK acts to
prevent SPOOL from filling by taking built-in actions selected by the installation, such as warning a list of users, freeing
DUMP space to relieve SPOOL occupancy, and, if necessary, freezing SPOOL space acquisition.

The AUTOVSEG Service Virtual Machine

With this product installed, the AUTOVSEG service virtual machine becomes the preferred interface for manipulating
DCSS/NSS files. AUTOVSEG functions define, redefine, purge, audit, backup, and restore DCSS/NSS files using
userid-specific and DCSS/NSS-specific authorizations.

Using User Class Restructure (UCR), installations can distribute DCSS/NSS maintenance to otherwise non-privileged
users, avoiding the need for system programmers to be involved in mundane maintenance tasks.

CMS Programs

CMS programs include the VSPOOL EXEC, which provides full-screen SPOOL utilization reports and file lists, as
well as access to those files; VSEGPLUS EXEC, which provides full-screen access to all of this product's DCSS/NSS
management features; and utilities to support VSPOOL and VSEGPLUS functions.

The older SGXUTIL utility is still provided, and invokes VSEGPLUS.
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The CP Interface

CP enhancements include the CP VSPOOL command and intercepts in appropriate CP modules. When a virtual machine
is suspended by the VSPOOL FREEZE command, its name is added to an internal table. When the virtual machine
subsequently requests a new SPOOL page, its operation is suspended until a VSPOOL UNFREEZE command is issued
for that virtual machine.

While suspended, a user can usually issue CP commands, including LOGOFF, and can be CP FORCEd.

Accounting Record Formats
There are three different accounting record types that can be created by V/SEG-Plus.

This product's CP code creates an accounting record when a file finishes printing on a CP-owned printer. For information
on how to disable generation of accounting records for real printed output, see Suppressing Real Unit-Record Accounting
in the section "Installing V/Seg Plus." An accounting record is created for each copy of the file printed: if a copy is flushed
(by a CP error or the CP FLUSH command), no record is created. The record type is V0 in columns 79 and 80. The format
of this type of accounting record is:

8 Userid of the file originator
8 Userid of the file owner
6 Date (MMDDYY)
6 Time (HHMMSS)
4 Number of records printed
2 Binary fileid
1 Output class
1 Start copy number in hexadecimal
8 First 8 bytes of the filename
8 First 8 bytes of the filetype
8 User-specified form
8 Operator-specified form
1 RDEVTYPE value in hexadecimal
3 Reserved for future use
4 Number of 4K SPOOL pages
2 Reserved for future use
2 Accounting record identifier (C'V0)

AUTOVSEG creates accounting records, if requested, to log DCSS/NSS activity. AUTOVSEG requires OPTION ACNT
in its directory entry if accounting records are to be created. The record type is C0 in columns 79 and 80, and the record
subtype is NSS is columns 76 through 78; this record subtype may be changed by the installation in file AUTOVSEG
ACTFILE if desired. The format of the AUTOVSEG accounting record is:

Length Description
8 Userid being audited
8 Filename of System Data File
3 Packed yymmdd when record created
3 Packed hhmmss when record created
8 Function name (LOAD, PURGE, etc.)
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8 Subfunction (if any), or blanks
8 Alias or EBCDIC file number (varies by function)
21 Reserved for future use
3 Account card pseudo-code (NSS by default)
2 Accounting record identifier (C'C0)

UNPURGER creates accounting records, if requested, to log SPOOL usage. UNPURGER requires OPTION ACNT in
its directory entry if accounting records are to be created. The record type is C0 in columns 79 and 80, and the record
subtype is USS is columns 76 through 78; this record subtype may be changed by the installation in file UNPURGER
ACTFILE if desired. The format of the UNPURGER accounting record is:

Length Description
8 Owning userid at PURGE time
8 Originating userid
3 Packed yymmdd when record created
3 Packed hhmmss when record created
2 Binary file number
4 Top half of TOD at PURGE (or zeros)
4 Top half of TOD at file open
4 Top half of TOD at file close
4 Binary data page count
4 Binary file record count
1 SPOOL file class
1 SPOOL file type (as found in HCPSPFBK field SPFTYPE)
1 Queue when purged (as found in HCPSPFBK field SPFQUEUE)
8 Filename (if any, or blanks or nulls)
8 Filetype (if any, or blanks or nulls)
4 Reserved for future use
3 Account card pseudo-code (USS by default)
2 Accounting record identifier (C'C0)

Format Conventions for Code Syntax
This section describes the format and conventions used to document commands, utilities, and user exits. Each convention
provides examples, describing how to use commands, how to use options, or how the system responds to user entries.
Also, note that the examples and instructions throughout this document use VMANAGER as the user ID for system
administrator and maintenance functions. If you use a different user ID for the system administrator or the service virtual
machine, replace those names in any instructions in which the default ones appear throughout this document.

Command Abbreviations 

When a command contains uppercase and lowercase letters, then the uppercase letters denote the shortest acceptable
abbreviation that you can use to type the command. However, when a code item appears entirely in uppercase letters,
you cannot abbreviate the item.

You can type the code item in uppercase letters, lowercase letters, or any combination.
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Example: 

CMDNAme

In this example, you can enter CMDNA, CMDNAM, or CMDNAME in any combination of uppercase and lowercase letters.

 Continuation 

The code syntax or code fragment definitions can continue from one line to the next line. The following examples describe
code continuation:

Example 1: 

A | B C | D

This code is equivalent to the following code:

A

| B C

| D

Example 2: 

{choice1 | choice2 | choice99}

This code is equivalent to the following code:

 { choice1

 | choice2

 | choice99 }

Default Values 

An underlined code item denotes the default value. The system uses the default value unless you override it. You can
override the default value by coding an option from the available list.

Example: 

[parm1 | parm2 | parm3]

In this example, the code item parm1 is the default value, and this is used by the system when you do not specify any of
the options. However, you can code parm1, parm2, or parm3. 

Keywords and Constants 

A keyword name or constant always appears in uppercase letters. Code the keyword name or constant exactly as shown
in the following example:

Example: 

STOP {tracenumber | * | [USER] userid}

This example displays the USER keyword.

Optional Choices 

Defines optional code items -- denoted by square brackets around a code item.

Example: 
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CMDName [parm1]

In this example, you can choose parm1 or no parameter at all. However, when two or more items are enclosed in square
brackets and separated by vertical bar characters, all of them are optional.

 Multiple Optional Choices 

When two or more items are enclosed in square brackets and separated by vertical bar characters, all of them are
optional.

Example: 

In this example, you can choose parm1, parm2, parm3, or nothing at all.

[parm1 | parm2 | parm3]

Positional Parameters 

Commands with positional parameters are identified by nested square brackets. Each positional parameter requires the
specification of all previous positional parameters. The following example describes the positional parameter:

Example: 

CMDName [posparm1 [posparm2 [posparm3]] ]

In this example, posparm3 can be specified only when posparm1 and posparm2 are also specified.

Repetition 

An ellipsis following a code item means that the code item can be repeated. A list of code items enclosed in brackets and
followed by an ellipsis means that you can select more than one item or, in some cases, repeat a single item.

Example 2: 

Repeat...

Example 3: 

{Operand1 | Operand2}...

In this example, you must choose at least one operand and you can choose both operands. If one of the operands is a
variable, you may also be able to repeat that operand with different values.

Required Choices 

You must select one item from a list of items when they are enclosed in curly braces. The items are separated by a
vertical bar character.

Example: 

CMDNAme {A | B | C}

In this example, your choice results in CMDNAME A, CMDNAME B, or CMDNAME C.

Special Symbols 

The following list describes the meaning of the special symbols used in codes:
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• {} (encloses a list of operands, one of which is required).
• [] (enclose an optional operand or operands).
• " " (enclose the name of a syntax fragment)
• underline (identifies a default value)
• | (separates alternative operands)
• . . . (Indicates that the preceding item or group can be repeated).

Symbols 

The following list displays symbols. These symbols should be coded exactly as they appear in the code syntax.

• * (Asterisk)
• : (Colon)
• , (Comma)
• = (Equal Sign)
• -- (Hyphen)
• ( )(Parentheses)
• . (Period)

 Syntax Fragments 

Some codes use fragments, when the code syntax is too lengthy. The fragment name appears between double quotes in
the code syntax.
The expanded fragment appears in the syntax after all other parameters or at the bottom of the code syntax. A heading
with the fragment name identifies the expanded fragment.

  Example1: 

CMDName "Parms"

Parms:

[ParmA] [ParmB] [ParmC]

In this example, the fragment is named "Parms", and the expanded fragment appears at the bottom of the code syntax.

  Example 2: 

CMDName [( "Options"]

Options:

  OptionA

| OptionB

| OptionC

| OptionD [OptionD1]

In this example, the fragment is named Options. The list of options is too long to fit on one line, so they are listed vertically.
Note that the outermost brackets and the "(" symbol are in the main line, not in the vertical list. Also note that one option
has its own optional parameter.

 System Response 

Uppercase characters represent system responses or prompts.

  Example: 

ENTER YOUR LOGON PASSWORD:
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This example displays a system response.

 User-Entered Commands or Records 

User-entered commands are shown in bolded lowercase letters even though you can enter commands in either upper or
lower case.

  Example: 

vmsecure addentry writers tcom (noformat nowait

This example shows what a user-entered command looks like.

In this example "writers tcom" is the file name and file type of the directory entry you are adding.

However, if the entry is a record, it appears in uppercase letters.

  Example: 

ACCESS DRCT 1B0 U

This example shows a configuration record that is entered by a user.

 Variables 

Lowercase items in italics denote variables.

  Example: 

CMDNAme varname

In this example, varname represents a variable that you must specify when you code the command CMDNAME.
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Installing
Install VSEG - 1.7 with IBM VMSES/E. Require Mainframe VM Product Manager to install VSEG - 1.7. Required for use
with PTF RO58280 and z/VM 6.4.0

This document describes how to install, deploy, and service the V/SEG product.

Audience

To install this product, you must have knowledge in the following areas:

• CP, CMS components
• VMSES/E procedures
• VM environment and installing software in this environment
• Your organization's IT environment, processes, and procedures

You may need to work with the following personnel:

• Systems programmer, for CP and CMS definitions
• Storage administrator, for disk space allocation
• Security administrator, for establishing resource authorizations

Installation Process

The installation process is a series of steps which installs product materials and deploys a product instance from a
tape image envelope file. You obtain the envelope file by downloading it or transferring it from a DVD. Following initial
installation preparations, the product code is loaded to a staging area, where it can be serviced. Next, the product code
is deployed either into a server virtual machine, or to a user accessible location for use. This allows a single copy of the
code to be maintained in the staging area over time, and deployed to the various machines and runtime locations where
the product code is accessed for execution.

The following steps describe the installation process:

1. Prepare for installation by ensuring that hardware, software, and security prerequisites are satisfied.
2. Install the product code for a specific product and version level.

a. Retrieve informational files to determine the contents of the envelope file, and obtain the latest information about
the product or products in the file.

b. Retrieve the resource requirements for a particular product. These requirements include user ID definitions and
disk space allocations.

c. Allocate disk space to hold the product materials, either on minidisks or Shared File System directories.
d. Load the product code from the envelope file. The code is loaded to a staging area where it can be updated with

any needed fixes, without impacting running product servers.
e. Update the build status table to complete the product code installation.

3. Deploy the product. This activity may occur many times for a single set of product code to create multiple executable
instances of the product.
a. Define the attributes for a product server virtual machine or a runtime code location. A default set of server

attributes is provided in the product code, and is tailored, if needed, for a specific server instantiation.
b. Allocate any needed server virtual machines and the associated disk space for the server.
c. Copy the needed code and other files from the product staging area to where it will be used by a server or by

an end user. The staging area may then be maintained and updated without impacting running server or user
processing.

d. Test the deployed product.
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Service Process

The service process is a series of steps which installs updates to product materials and deploys a product instance from
the updated materials. Following initial installation preparations, the product code is updated on the staging area created
during initial installation. Next, the updated product code is deployed either into a server virtual machine or to a user
accessible location for use.

 

Preparing for Installation
This section describes what you need to know and do before you install the product.

Hardware Requirements

This product requires a level of the z/VM licensed program which is currently supported by IBM. IBM specifies the
hardware level of each computer system supported by each level of VM, and only those hardware levels are supported for
running this product.

You must use a display or full-screen terminal (3270-type) with a minimum of 24 lines and a maximum of 43 lines.

Software Requirements

The following software is required for installing this product:

• An installed VM system running a release of VM which is supported by IBM.
• An installed deployment of the Mainframe VM Product Manager system.

WARNING

Before installing or servicing this product, we recommend to have the most current release of Mainframe
VM Product Manager installed. Apply all published maintenance for that level. For more information
about the installation and the configuration of this facility, see Installing  in Mainframe VM Product
Manager documentation.

Resource Requirements

All user ID characteristics, directory entry definitions, and disk space resources are defined in a PLANINFO report created
by VMSES/E during the installation process, as described below. You must be prepared to allocate these resources during
the installation procedure.

Concurrent Releases

You can install this release of V/SEG and continue to use a deployed instance of an older release for your production
environment. If you plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

Certain public files for this product, such as the product command MODULE, may only operate with a specific version of
the product server. Take care to prevent product public files from one level from overlaying the same files from an earlier
level of the product. You should keep such public files on different public disks or directories.

Installing Product Materials
Contents
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Installation Process Overview

The following is a brief description of the main steps in installing this product using VMSES/E.

1. Plan your Installation
Use the VMFINS command to load several VMSES/E files from the product envelope and to obtain product resource
requirements.

2. Allocate Product Resources
The information obtained from the previous step is used to allocate the appropriate minidisks (or SFS directories) and
a user ID to own them. This set of disks contains the loaded product materials and is where the code is serviced. The
allocation of resources used to deploy the product is described separately in the section Deploying the Product.

3. Install the Product Materials
Use the VMFINS command to load the product files from the envelope to the test BUILD and BASE minidisks/
directories. VMFINS is then used to update the VM SYSBLDS file used by VMSES/E for software inventory
management.

4. Update the Software Inventory
Use the VMFINS command to update the software inventory to prepare the product materials for later service
application by updating the Software Inventory status tables.

Step 1. Plan Your Installation

Use the VMFINS command to load several VMSES/E files from the product envelope and to obtain product resource
requirements.

Step 1.1 Prepare .SERVLKPK Files for Product Installation 

The product download file is in SERVLKPK format. The SERVLKPK files are VMFPLC-format VMSES/E product envelope
files that have been compressed using the CMS COPYFILE command with the PACK option.
Follow these steps: 

1. Upload the packed product envelope file to your mainframe z/VM ID, using a file transfer program, such as IND$FILE
or an FTP client.
The packed product envelope file that you extracted from the zip file product package has a name similar to
nnnnnnnnnnn.SERVLKPK. The file transfer must use a binary protocol. Rename the file during the file transfer to
conform to the z/VM file name file type naming conventions. Use a file type of SERVLKPK.
Note: For more information about the required file names, see your product Cover Letter.

2. Unpack the file using the CMS PIPE command with the UNPACK option:
PIPE < ifn ift ifm | FBLOCK 1024 | UNPACK | > ofn SERVLINK ofm 

where:
ifn

Indicates the file name of the packed envelope.
ift

Indicates the file type of the packed envelope.
fm

Indicates the file mode of the packed envelope.
ofn

Indicates the file name to give to the unpacked envelope file. For this release, the CMS filename is ZVMV017A.
ofm

Indicates the file mode to give to the unpacked envelope file.

Note: SERVLINK appears for the unpacked file type because VMSES/E requires an envelope file to have a file type of
SERVLINK.
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Step 1.2 Establish the Mainframe VM Product Manager Environment 

Follow these steps to establish the Mainframe VM Product Manager environment:

1. Log on to the VMANAGER user ID to access the Mainframe VM Product Manager environment.
2. Make the SERVLINK file available to the VMANAGER user ID. The SERVLINK file must be on a minidisk or Shared

File System directory accessed as file mode A or C.

Note: The PROFILE EXEC on the VMANAGER user ID will access the disks or SFS directories needed for the Mainframe
VM Product Manager environment as follows:

• The work disk is accessed as file mode A.
• The Mainframe VM Product Manager code is accessed as file mode B.
• The VMSES CA Software Inventory disk is accessed as file mode D.
• The Mainframe VM Product Manager database is accessed as file mode V.
• The Mainframe VM Product Manager Common disk is accessed as file mode W.
• The IBM VMSES system disk is accessed as file mode X.

Step 1.3 Load Product Control Files and VMFINS PRODLIST 

The product control files include the following:

• Memo-to-Users file (MEMO)
• Product Parameter File (PPF)
• PRODPART file

The VMFINS PRODLIST contains a list of products on the installation envelope file.

The VMFINS command loads the control files to the Software Inventory Disk and creates the VMFINS PRODLIST file on
the A-Disk. VMFINS loads from an envelope file. The envelope is either downloaded or retrieved from a DVD media.

Issue the following command to install the product control files and create the VMFINS PRODLIST file:

VMFINS INSTALL INFO ( NOMEMO ENV ZVMV017A

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is ZVMV017A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

 Step 1.4 Load and Generate the Planning Resource File 

The planning resource file (PLANINFO) contains the planning information required to install the product. The VMFINS
command with the PLAN option loads the necessary components from the envelope file and generates the PLANINFO
file.

Files may be loaded either to minidisks or to Shared File System (SFS) directories using the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( PLAN NOMEMO ENV ZVMV017A

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMV017A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
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For the component value, use VSEG for installing on minidisks. Specify VSEGSFS for installing on the Shared
File System directories.

PLAN
Creates a PLANINFO file. This file contains product requisites and resources required for the product (user IDs,
minidisks, and SFS directories). PLAN does not generate, allocate, or commit any system resources.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is ZVMV017A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

During the execution of the VMFINS command, you are prompted to create an override for
the ppfname and component you specified:

VMFINS2601R Do you want to create an override for :PPF ZVMV017A

VSEG :PRODID ZVMV017A%VSEG?

Enter 0 (No), 1 (Yes) or 2 (Exit)

Do one of the following:

• If you are accepting the default resource names and values, specify NO to the override prompt and skip to the next
section.

• If you specify YES, you are presented with a panel for changing resource values such as disk owners, disk addresses,
or SFS directory names. See the appendix Create Product Parameter File (PPF) Override for a sample of creating a
PPF override.

Note: If you are not familiar with creating PPF overrides using VMFINS, you should review the Using the Make Override
Panel section of the IBM VMSES/E Introduction and Reference before you continue.

Back to Top of Step 1

Back to Top of Page

Step 2. Allocate Product Resources

Step 2.1 Allocate User ID Entry and Disk Space 

The VMFINS command in the previous section produces a report file containing a list of the resources needed to install
and service the product. The file has the same CMS file name as the PPF file, and the file type is PLANINFO. It is created
on the VMANAGER A-disk. Several alternative methods are available to allocate the needed user ID entry and disk space
specified in the PLANINFO file.

In this step, disk space is allocated and owned by a VM user ID created specifically for one release of this product. The
default user ID for this user is the same as the PPF CMS file name.

Disk space may be allocated either on minidisks or on Shared File System (SFS) directories. Minidisk space is often
easier to setup, but is more complex to manage in that they need to be enlarged when more files are added during
service. SFS directories provide more automatic space management, but need more time to setup initially.

NOTE
For more information about how the VMALLOC command is configured and used, see the appendix Allocating
User ID Entries and Disk Space, and then issue the command as described.

To create the product staging area user ID and allocate minidisk space, enter the following command:

VMALLOC PRODUCT ppfname component
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ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMV017A.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VSEG for installing on minidisks. Use the name VSEGSFS
for installing on SFS.

Depending on the configuration described in the appendix Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space, you may have to
perform additional steps to finish the allocation task using DIRECTXA or a Directory Manager product.

Step 2.2 (Optional) Allocate SFS Directories 

An SFS Installation requires the following additional steps:

1. Enroll the user ZVMV017A in a SFS filepool using the CMS ENROLL command. This command may only be issued
from a user authorized as an SFS Administrator for the filepool. 

2. Create the necessary directories for user ZVMV017A with the CMS CREATE DIRECTORY command. The suggested
fully qualified directory names are defined in the :DCL  section of the VSEGSFS component override section of the
ZVMV017A PPF file. 

3. Give the VMANAGER user ID WRITE and NEWWRITE access to those directories with the CMS GRANT
AUTHORITY command. 

Back to Top of Step 2

Back to Top of Page

Step 3. Install the Product Materials

Use the VMFINS command to load the product files from the installation media to the BUILD and BASE minidisks or SFS
directories. Enter the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( ADD NOMEMO ENV ZVMV017A

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMV017A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VSEG for installing on minidisks. Specify VSEGSFS for installing on Shared File
System directories.

ADD
Loads the product materials onto disk areas. These materials will later be deployed to a product server for
production use.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for a specific product and
release. For this release the CMS file name is ZVMV017A. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Back to Top of Page
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Step 4. Update the Software Inventory

Update the software inventory to prepare the product materials for later service application by updating the Software
Inventory status tables.

Enter the following command to update the software inventory:

VMFINS BUILD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMV017A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VSEG for installing on minidisks. Specify VSEGSFS for installing on Shared File
System directories.

SERVICED
Specifies that the Software Inventory Status tables be built.

Back to Top of Page

Deploying the Product
If you are migrating from an existing version of this product, which was installed using AIM and VMRMAINT, you must use
the procedure in Migrating V/SEG from AIM to Mainframe VM Product Manager to deploy the product. This is expected to
be a one-time action.

If you are upgrading an existing version of this product, which was installed using Mainframe VM Product Manager, you
must use the procedure in the section to deploy the product Deploying the Product for an Upgrade.

If none of those situations apply, only then proceed with the procedure in the section Deploying the Product for the First
Time.

Deploying the Product for the First Time

Overview

A brief description of the main steps in deploying an instance of this product by issuing Mainframe VM Product Manager
commands follows. One installation of the product materials for a specific product version can be used to deploy multiple
instances of the product. These instances might run on the same VM system, or on different VM systems at your
installation.

1. Define the Product Deployment
Use the VMDEFINE command to establish a set of parameters for the deployment. These parameters include the
server machine user ID and the target disks or directories to contain the product files that are used by the server or
end user.

2. Tailor the Product Deployment
Follow the steps in this section to modify the default values for the allocation and deployment parameters that are
established by the VMDEFINE command. Tailor the values to meet your requirements.

3. Allocate Resources for Production Use
Use the VMALLOC command to create any user IDs and allocate disk space that is needed for the product
deployment. Server products need a server virtual machine and its own copy of the product code. A running server is
protected from code changes that are made by service updates because it has its own copy.
If you are installing the product into a Single System Image (SSI) cluster, define your product server and any
associated worker virtual machines as IDENTITY rather than USER machines in the z/VM directory. Defining the
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machines as IDENTITY ensures that each machine can log on and can run simultaneously on each node of the
cluster.

4. Deploy the Product Materials
Use the VMDEPLOY command to populate the product disk space from the installed product materials. Initial
configuration files are created and the deployment is readied for its first use.
If you are installing the product into an SSI cluster, you must run VMDEPLOY on each node of the SSI cluster to
ensure that each product server instance is populated with any required product materials and configuration files.

5. Install and Implement the VSEG and VSPOOL V/SEG Plus CP Commands
Follow the steps in this section to install the VSEG and VSPOOL CP commands that are required to provide V/SEG
Plus functions.

6. Configure V/SEG Servers For Use
Follow the steps in this section to perform initial customization and testing of the deployed server virtual machines.
If you are installing the product into an SSI cluster, you must verify the product configuration files on each product
server instance to ensure that all node-specific information is correct before bringing up the server machines for the
first time.

7. Make the Product Available
This step describes how to place the deployed product into production use.

Step 1. Define the Product Deployment

The VMDEFINE command creates an entry in the VMSERVER NAMES file. Attributes for the deployment are defined as
tags in this standard NAMES file. A set of initial attributes for a deployment is presented and may be updated during the
definition phase.

To bring up the initial NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMDEFINE command. The format is as follows:

VMDEFINE name ppfname component 

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be created. The name is usually VSPSERV.

ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMV017A.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VSEG for installing on minidisks. Use the name VSEGSFS
for installing on SFS.

The VMDEFINE command creates the entry and then enters a NAMES panel for you to view or modify the definitions.
You may tailor the characteristics of the V/SEG product server machines on the VMSERVER NAMES panel. Name panel
usage is described in the IBM NAMES command documentation and HELP file. To change entries, overtype the values
and press PF6 to change the entry. Press PF3 to exit the panel.

NOTE
For more information about the individual tag definitions for this NAMES entry, see Product Tags in VMSERVER
NAMES File.

V/SEG requires one server user ID for basic operation, the VSPSERV server machine. All other servers, AUTOVSEG,
CONSOLES, UNPURGER, and VSPWORK are optional. The V/SEG features that you implement determine which of the
optional servers you must define.

VSPSERV provides SPOOL file access authorization and transfers SPOOL data to requesting virtual machines. The
VSPSERV server also owns the code disks that are needed by the other optional servers.

AUTOVSEG performs DCSS/NSS management functions such as backup and restore.

CONSOLES enables the automated creation of complete console file archives for critical service virtual machines.
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UNPURGER is the target of SPOOL file UNPURGE, which causes purged SPOOL files, rather than simply being deleted,
to be transferred from the owning user ID to a target virtual machine. When the UNPURGER service virtual machine
receives these files, it backs them up, forwards them to other users, and so on.

VSPWORK monitors SPOOL, and acts to prevent SPOOL from filling.

Back to Top of Page

Step 2. Tailor the Product Deployment

The VMDEFINE command creates the entry and then enters a NAMES panel for you to view or modify the definitions.
You may tailor the characteristics of the V/SEG product server machine on the VMSERVER NAMES panel. Name panel
usage is described in the IBM NAMES command documentation and HELP file. To change entries, overtype the values
and press PF6 to change the entry. Press PF3 to exit the panel.

NOTE
For more information about the individual tag definitions for this NAMES entry, see Product Tags in VMSERVER
NAMES File.

Required Tags

The tag names in this section are required. Although changing the device numbers is permitted, Broadcom strongly
suggests that you use the standard device numbers. Do not remove any of the following tags:

• RUNTIME
• PUBLIC
• CPUPDTS
• LOCAL

Optional Facility Tags

The tag names in this section define values that are used to create the optional V/SEG server machines as described
previously. These server machines are not created by default. For any optional feature of V/SEG that you implement, you
must redefine the value of that tag, AUTOVSEG, CONSOLES, UNPURGER, or VSPWORK, by removing the leading
asterisk from the value. By uncommenting the value, you request that the user ID be defined and the disk space that is
defined by the minidisk tags for that V/SEG server be created during product deployment.

• AUTOVSEG
• CONSOLES
• UNPURGER
• VSPWORK

Removable Tags

The tag names in this section define values for minidisks that are allocated by default to hold an alternate and a previous
version of the product materials. Having two or three sets of product code makes it easy to switch between product
releases or between fix levels. If you do not want to define this disk space, insert a leading asterisk in the values for the
following tags:

• ALTRUNTIME
• ALTPUBLIC
• ALTCPUPDTS
• PREVRUNTIME
• PREVPUBLIC
• PREVCPUPDTS
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Commenting the values requests that the minidisks not be defined during deployment.

Back to Top of Page

Step 3. Allocate Product Resources

The ppfname PLANINFO file that is produced during product materials installation contains the directory entries for user
IDs created for each product deployment as well as a list of the disk space needed.

You defined the name of the product server virtual machines when you issued the VMDEFINE command previously in
Step 1. You may have altered the definition to add optional product server disks. In this step, you combine the definition in
the VMSERVER NAMES file with the product user ID configuration and disk size information from the PLANINFO file to
create the defined server machines and allocate disk space for the product deployment

For more information about how the VMALLOC command is configured and used, see the appendix Allocating User ID
Entries and Disk Space and then issue the command as described.

Enter the VMRMDS command to collect configuration information from your VM system and create a set of status files.
These files are used to create the MDISK statements for PAGE and SPOOL areas in the VSPSERV directory entry.

VMRMDS

If you are allocating resources for a Single System Image environment, skip to the SSI Environment Allocation section.

Non-SSI Environment Allocation

Enter the following command to create the user IDs and allocate disk space:

VMALLOC SERVER name 

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be deployed. The name is usually VSPSERV.

Depending on the configuration that is described in Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space, you may have to perform
other steps to finish the allocation task using DIRECTXA or a Directory Manager product.

SSI Environment Allocation

Perform the steps in this section, only if you are allocating resources for an SSI environment. You must modify the sample
server definitions that are created by VMALLOC to re-define them as IDENTITY entries rather than USER entries. This
enables each server instance to run on each node in the SSI cluster simultaneously. Perform the following actions:

1. Enter the following command to create the standard product USER directory entry files:
VMALLOC SERVER name (DIRECT

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be deployed.

2. Change the USER directory statement to an IDENTITY directory statement in each product server directory entry file.
3. Add a BUILD directory statement for each node in your SSI cluster to each IDENTITY directory entry file.
4. Create a SUBCONFIG directory entry file corresponding to each BUILD directory statement added to each IDENTITY

directory entry.
Each SUBCONFIG directory entry must contain all minidisk definitions that require Read/Write access by the server
instance. These Read/Write minidisks must be defined as unique disk areas and cannot be shared (exceptions
are noted). Also, any Read/Only minidisk definitions and links that are defined on non-shared volumes, only accessible
on that node, must be defined in the SUBCONFIG directory entry corresponding to that node. Read/Only minidisk
definitions and links that are defined on shared volumes, accessible by all nodes in the SSI cluster, remain in the
IDENTITY directory entry.
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5. Incorporate the IDENTITY and SUBCONFIG entries into your Object Directory using your directory management
procedures.

Back to Top of Page

Step 4. Deploy the Product Materials

The steps in this section create a usable product instance by copying the installed product build materials to the disk
areas you allocated in the previous step.

Step 4.1. Copy Product Materials to Runtime Areas

Enter the VMDEPLOY command to verify the product server disks, create default configuration files, and copy product
materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name INIT

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed. The name is usually VSPSERV.

INIT
Specifies that a new server is being deployed. A set of default configuration files and a startup PROFILE EXEC
file are placed on the disk that is defined by the LOCAL tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry. The disks that
are defined on the DEPLOY tag are populated with product materials.

NOTE
For more information about deploying optional Product Materials, such as HELP files, see the Mainframe VM
Product Manager Reference Guide.

SSI Deployment

If you are installing the product into an SSI cluster, also perform the following tasks. Repeat these procedure steps until
VMDEPLOY has been run on each node in your SSI cluster:

1. Log off of VMANAGER. Log on to VMANAGER on another SSI node.
2. Enter the VMDEPLOY command to verify the product server disks and create default configuration files.

VMDEPLOY name INIT ONLY

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

INIT ONLY
Specifies that a new server is being deployed. A set of default configuration files and a startup PROFILE EXEC
file are placed on the disk that is defined by the LOCAL tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry. Including the
ONLY option bypasses the redeployment of product code to the disks that are defined on the DEPLOY tag.

Step 4.2 Establish Required Authorizations

If an External Security Manager product is used at your installation, establish the required authorizations for the deployed
user IDs. The following table shows the authorizations that are needed by the default user IDs for this product.

Deployed User ID Required Authorizations
VSPSERV Read access to VMANAGER 0195 minidisk.

Read access to VMANAGER 01FF minidisk.
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AUTOVSEG Read access to VMANAGER 0195 minidisk.
Read access to VMANAGER 01FF minidisk.
Read access to VSPSERV 0192 minidisk.
Read access to VSPSERV 0292 minidisk.

CONSOLES Read access to VMANAGER 0195 minidisk.
Read access to VMANAGER 01FF minidisk.
Read access to VSPSERV 0192 minidisk.
Read access to VSPSERV 0292 minidisk.

UNPURGER Read access to VMANAGER 0195 minidisk.
Read access to VMANAGER 01FF minidisk.
Read access to VSPSERV 0192 minidisk.
Read access to VSPSERV 0292 minidisk.

VSPWORK Read access to VMANAGER 0195 minidisk.
Read access to VMANAGER 01FF minidisk.
Read access to VSPSERV 0192 minidisk.
Read access to VSPSERV 0292 minidisk.

Back to Top of Page

Step 5. Install and Implement the VSEG and VSPOOL V/Seg Plus CP Commands

In this step, you make the necessary changes to your CP nucleus and CP PARM disk to install and implement the VSEG
and VSPOOL commands which are required to utilize the features of V/SEG.

Step 5.1. Use the VMVCPG Utility (EXEC) to Generate the V/SEG Modifications and LOCALMOD List File to be
Used with the LOCALMOD Command

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to VMANAGER.
2. Issue the VMFSETUP command to set up the installed product materials access search order:

VMFSETUP ppfname component ( LINK

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. You usually use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which
is ZVMV017A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use that file name.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VSEG for installing on minidisks. Use the name VSEGSFS
for installing on SFS.

3. Run the VMVCPG utility:
VMVCPG [cplevel]

cplevel
(Optional) Specifies the z/VM release for which the VMVCPG Utility should generate LOCALMOD materials.

• If this parameter is not specified, the VMVCPG Utility defaults to generate LOCALMOD materials for the
release of z/VM where VMANAGER is logged on.

• If this parameter is specified, valid values are: ZVM540, ZVM620, ZVM630, ZVM640, ZVM710, ZVM720, and
ZVM730

VMVCPG verifies and generates the files that you will use to install the required CP local modifications that add V/SEG
commands and functions into your CP nucleus.
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NOTE
The VMVCPG Utility must LINK and ACCESS the V/SEG "CP Updates" minidisk (CPUPDTS |
ALTCPUPDTS | PREVCPUPDTS) that you specify when you are prompted in READWRITE mode to add or
modify the LOCALMOD List file during processing. The ACCESS is maintained after VMVCPG completes.
The VMVCPG Utility must temporarily LINK and ACCESS the MAINTvrm 51D minidisk in READONLY mode
to obtain your CP component variable from the IBM VM SYSSUF table.

VMVCPG Output Example

VMVCPG

******************************************************

*                                                    *

*  Please specify the Deployed Environment you want  *

*  to access for LOCALMOD preparation:               *

*                                                    *

*     PRIMARY   - VSPSERV 199 (CPUPDTS)              *

*     ALTERNATE - VSPSERV 299 (ALTCPUPDTS)           *

*     PREVIOUS  - VSPSERV 499 (PREVCPUPDTS)          *

*                                                    *

*  To terminate processing now, enter QUIT.          *

******************************************************

Enter your choice:

PRIMARY

DMSVML2060I VSPSERV 199 linked M as 0121 file mode U

LOCALMOD File: HCPCLT   VSEGLM72  Processed

LOCALMOD File: HCPCSG   VSEGLM72  Processed

LOCALMOD File: HCPNSI   VSEGLM72  Processed

LOCALMOD File: HCPNSP   VSEGLM72  Processed

LOCALMOD File: HCPNSS   VSEGLM72  Processed

LOCALMOD File: HCPRSP   VSEGLM72  Processed

LOCALMOD File: HCPSDF   VSEGLM72  Processed

LOCALMOD File: HCPSFP   VSEGLM72  Processed

LOCALMOD File: HCPSFR   VSEGLM72  Processed

LOCALMOD File: HCPSPK   VSEGLM72  Processed

LOCALMOD File: HCPSRQ   VSEGLM72  Processed

DMSVML2060I MAINT720 51D linked as 0122 file mode T

DASD 0122 DETACHED

******************************************************

*                                                    *

*  VMVCPG generated the following LIST input file    *

*  to use when you issue the LOCALMOD command:       *

*                                                    *

*            VSEGLM72 LOCALMOD                       *

*                                                    *

*   Updates = VSPSERV 199 accessed at U R/W          *

*  CP level = ZVM720                                 *

* Component = CP (7VMCPR20%CP)                       *

*                                                    *

******************************************************

VMVCPG963I V/Seg CP Interface configuration complete.

Ready;
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Step 5.2. Install the V/SEG CP Local Modifications Using the VMSES/E LOCALMOD Command

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to MAINTvrm.
2. LINK to the V/SEG CP Updates minidisk that was specified when you ran the VMVCPG utility (in Step 5.1) in

READONLY mode. ACCESS the minidisk at filemode C. You must use filemode C.
3. Issue the VMSES/E LOCALMOD command:

LOCALMOD LIST input_file_name localmod ( ASM HL CNTRL HCPVM MODID LVSnn

For LIST, specify the input file name that was generated when you ran the VMVCPG utility. For example, vseglm72.
For MODID, specify LVS followed by the z/VM release number. For example, 72.
The LOCALMOD Command executes the detailed steps to assemble and include the required V/SEG modifications.

NOTE
For more information about servicing and building your CP nucleus and installing local modifications, see the
IBM z/VM Service Guide. For detailed documentation about the LOCALMOD Command, see IBM VMSES/E
Introduction and Reference.

Step 5.3. Regenerate Your CP Nucleus to Include the V/SEG CP Modifications

Issue the VMSES/E SERVICE Command to regenerate your CP nucleus with the V/SEG modifications included:

SERVICE component BUILD

component
Specifies the same component that was specified when you generated the CP nucleus.

This command is documented in the IBM z/VM Service Guide.

Step 5.4. Place the CP Nucleus that Includes the V/SEG CP Modifications in Production

Issue the VMSES/E PUT2PROD command to copy the CP nucleus with the V/SEG modifications included into production
so that it is used with your next IPL:

PUT2PROD

This command is documented in the IBM z/VM Service Guide.

Step 5.5. Update Your CP PARM Disk to Incorporate the Modifications Required to Run V/SEG

Follow your site procedure for adding and modifying materials on the CP PARM disk.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the release-specific TXTLIB file from the minidisk or directory that is identified by the CPUPDTS tag in the
NAMES file entry for V/SEG to the CP PARM disk. Select the TXTLIB that matches the VM release that you are
running.
VMV710 TXTLIB

VMV720 TXTLIB

VMVnnn TXTLIB

2. Copy the VSEGCPnn TEXTSAMP file for the CP release that you are running from the same source disk that was
used in step 1 as VSEGCPnn TEXT to the CP PARM disk, where nn identifies the CP release that you are running.

3. Add the following lines to your SYSTEM CONFIG file to load the V/SEG exit code and define the VSEG and VSPOOL
commands each time your system comes up:
/*************************************************************/

/*         LOCALLY INSTALLED V/SEG PLUS CP COMMANDS          */

/*************************************************************/
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CPXLOAD VSEGCPnn TEXT * NOCONTROL LET TEMPORARY NODELAY

DEFINE COMMAND VSEG   ABBREVLENGTH 4 ,

           ENABLE EPNAME VSPSGXFF ,

           PRIVCLASS E IBMCLASS E

DEFINE COMMAND VSPOOL ABBREVLENGTH 6 ,

           ENABLE EPNAME VSPSPXCP ,

           PRIVCLASS A IBMCLASS A

DEFINE COMMAND VSPOOL ABBREVLENGTH 6 ,

           ENABLE EPNAME VSPSPXCP ,

           PRIVCLASS D IBMCLASS D

nn
Identifies the CP release that you are running.

NOTE
If you are installing V/SEG into an SSI cluster, complete this step on each node in your SSI cluster.

Step 5.6. IPL Your VM System

After you have completed all the previous sub-steps, IPL your VM system to complete the installation of the V/SEG CP
components. You must complete this step before you can initialize any of the V/SEG servers (features) that you plan to
implement.

NOTE
If you are installing V/SEG into an SSI cluster, complete this step on each node in your SSI cluster.

Back to Top of page

Step 6. Configure V/Seg Servers for Use

NOTE
If you are installing V/SEG into an SSI cluster, any sub-Steps of Step 6 that you perform must be completed on
each node in your SSI cluster.

Step 6.1. Configure the VSPSERV Server For Use

Log on to the VSPSERV server machine.

You are prompted to start the VSPSERV server as follows:

VMISTA845R *

Do you want to start VSEG now?

Please respond: < Yes | No | Help > 

Enter NO to prevent the VSPSERV server from starting.

XEDIT the SSXACI EXEC to modify it to meet your site requirements:

SSXACI EXEC is the access authorization EXEC. As distributed, SSXACI only grants access to files belonging to or
originating from the requester. If this suits your requirements, no changes to SSXACI are necessary. If the default SSXACI
rules do not suit your needs, XEDIT the SSXACI EXEC and modify it according to your own specifications. SSXACI is
written in REXX, and provides examples of inspecting privilege classes, SPOOL file filename and filetype, and owning
user ID. If SSXACI exits with any non-zero return code, access to that file is denied.

SSXACI is invoked with the following arguments:

reqid privs origid ownerid class queue filename filetype 
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The meaning of these arguments follows:

reqid
Indicates 8-byte user ID of the user requesting a file.

privs
Indicates 32-byte character value of VMDPCL (requestor's CP privilege classes).

origid
Indicates 8-byte user ID of the file originator.

ownerid
Indicates 8-byte user ID of the file owner.

class
Indicates 1-byte class of the requested SPOOL file.

queue
Indicates 3-byte queue name: RDR, PRT, PUN, or OPN.

filename
Indicates the first 8 bytes of the SPOOL file filename, if any.

filetype
Indicates the first 8 bytes of the SPOOL file filetype, if any.

Step 6.2. (Optional) Configure the AUTOVSEG Server For Use

Log on to the AUTOVSEG server machine.

You are prompted to start the AUTOVSEG server as follows:

VMISTA845R *

Do you want to start VSEG now?

Please respond: < Yes | No | Help > 

Enter NO to prevent the AUTOVSEG server from starting.

XEDIT the AUTOVSEG LOG file to modify it to meet your site requirements:

The LOG file is used to record AUTOVSEG activities. AUTOVSEG LOG A contains the following:

• Authorized DEFSEG/DEFSYS requests including requester user ID
• CP responses from authorized requests
• All other requests that are submitted to AUTOVSEG

If you plan to use logging, XEDIT AUTOVSEG LOG A and adjust the first line of this file to suit your needs. The first
number in the line indicates the current line, and should be left as 1 at this point; the second number (1000 initially)
indicates the number of log entries to record before the log file wraps.

XEDIT the AUTOVSEG AUTHFILE to modify it to meet your site requirements:

Enter the user IDs of authorized users, if any, for maintenance distribution. The AUTHFILE describes the NSS-specific
authorizations for users; that is, it lists user IDs and NSS names (including DCSS, SPACE, MEMBER, and CPDCSS) they
are authorized to manipulate. For a user, ALL in the AUTHFILE entry means that a user can manipulate any NSSs and
can issue any AUTOVSEG commands, similar to SYSTEM_OWNER or SYSTEM_ALLOW lists. The AUTHFILE can be
edited when AUTOVSEG is down or changed dynamically using the AUTHORIZE and UNAUTHORIZE commands.

Authorization statements have the following format:

userid ALL|dcss1 <dcss2 ... <dcssn>> <* comments>

Where:
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userid
Indicates the user ID of the authorized user.

ALL
Indicates that this user is to have all privileges, including BACKup, RESTore, AUTHorize/UNAUTHorize, and
TERMINATE.

dcssn
Indicates the name of a DCSS or NSS in which this user is authorized to manipulate. Note that the special
subtypes SPACE and MEMBER are implied by DCSS, and enabling an NSS named X enables the DCSS of the
same name.

comments
Indicates comments to be associated with the entry.

Multiple statements per user ID are permitted, and are combined by AUTOVSEG when dynamic authorizations are
performed and the AUTHFILE is rewritten.

XEDIT the AUTOVSEG ACTFILE to modify it to meet your site requirements.

Set the directives as desired for automatic backup and restore, as discussed below.

AUTOVSEG ACTFILE consists of AUTOVSEG directives outlining actions to be taken for auditing, accounting, backup,
and restore of System Data Files such as DCSS, NSS, IMG, UCR, NLS, and TRF files.

NOTE
You can keep the ACTFILE on the product disk or another disk accessed Read/Only by the AUTOVSEG
service virtual machine. This allows you to update the ACTFILE while AUTOVSEG is running, and then use the
AUTOVSEG RELOAD command to reaccess the disk and load the changed ACTFILE.

The AUTOVSEG directives are as follows:

SYSTEM_OWNER userid(s)
Specifies one or a list of users who own AUTOVSEG and, thus, are notified of startup, shutdown, and so on, as
well as being privileged to do any commands.

SYSTEM_ALLOW userid(s)
Specifies one or a list of users who are privileged to do any commands, but who are not notified of problems
except for disk full errors.

SYSTEM_INTERVAL hh:mm:ss:
Specifies a time interval indicating how often AUTOVSEG records changed CP VSEG alias and AUTOFIT
settings in the CURRSEG EXEC for restoration after a system restart, and warns the SYSTEM_OWNER and
SYSTEM_ALLOW lists of any disk full conditions preventing further backups.

SYSTEM_LOGGING YES|NO
Specifies whether activity is to be logged to disk (as well as to the console) in file "userid() LOG A6." This file is
written in circular fashion (record 1 contains the current line number and size).

SYSTEM_AUDIT OFF|CHANGES|USAGE|ALL
Specifies the level of SDF auditing to occur. OFF does no auditing. CHANGES audits SDF creation and deletion.
USAGE audits *NSS SDF usage such as IPL and DIAGNOSE x'64' LOAD. CHANGES ALL audits all *NSS
SDF activity, including DIAGNOSE X'64' FINDSYS and QUERY functions, as well as CHANGES and USAGE. If
SYSTEM_AUDIT is forced to CHANGES or OFF, it disables accounting.

SYSTEM_ACCOUNT YES|NO
Indicates whether accounting records are created for DCSS or NSS usage. If AUDIT is forced to CHANGES or
OFF, no records are cut in any case, since no auditing messages for DCSS or NSS usage are issued.

SYSTEM_ACODE nnn
Specifies the accounting subcode to appear in columns 76-78 of the C accounting records created by
AUTOVSEG. This defaults to NSS.
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SYSTEM_MAILEXEC execname
Specifies the name of an EXEC used to send mail to SYSTEM_OWNER user IDs, if AUTOVSEG encounters a
severe error.

SYSTEM_SECURE YES|NO
Specifies whether SECURE *NSS SDFs are to be backed up or not. NO disables both automatic and manual
backup.

DEFAULT_ttt_BACKUP YES|NO n
Specifies whether type ttt SDFs are to be automatically backed up or not. ttt can be NSS, DCSS, IMG, UCR,
NLS or TRF; the special subtypes SPACE and MEMBER are implied by DCSS, and enabling an NSS named
X enables the DCSS of the same name. The optional trailing number indicates the number of backup levels to
retain; valid values are 1 through 9. The current backup has filetype ttt (or SPACE or MEMBER); old copies have
filetypes ttt1 through ttt9.

DEFAULT_ttt_RESTORE YES|NO
Specifies whether type ttt SDFs are to be automatically restored or not if purged other than through AUTOVSEG
or when redefined (that is, when a DCSS is SAVESEGed, an IMG file is resaved by the IMAGELIB command, or
other “normal” redefinition occurs, the file is not restored in any case, although the change is noted)

DEFAULT_ttt_WARN userid(s)
Specifies one or a list of user IDs to warn about the creation or deletion of the specified SDF type. The warning is
sent through CP MSGNOH.

DEFAULT_ttt_MODE fm
Specifies a filemode to which the specified SDF type is to be backed up. This disk must be ACCESSed R/W when
AUTOVSEG is started.

Step 6.3. (Optional) Configure the CONSOLES Server For Use

Log on to the CONSOLES server machine.

You are prompted to start the CONSOLES server as follows:

VMISTA845R *

Do you want to start VSEG now?

Please respond: < Yes | No | Help > 

Enter NO to prevent the CONSOLES server from starting.

If you plan to use logging, XEDIT the CONSOLES LOG file and adjust the first line of this file to suit your needs. The
first number in the line indicates the current line, and should be left as 1 at this point; the second number (1000 initially)
indicates the number of log entries to record before the log file wraps.

XEDIT the CONSOLES ACTFILE to modify it to meet your site requirements.

CONSOLES ACTFILE is the CONSOLES action file. CONSOLES enables the simple creation of complete console file
archives for critical service virtual machines.

Non-console files may also be sent to CONSOLES and are logged with console files, enabling documentation of
problems, and so on.

Actions are specified by user ID or as defaults, and are set by directives in file CONSOLES ACTFILE.

XEDIT CONSOLES ACTFILE and set the following directives to suit your requirements. If you do not want a directive to
be followed, either delete it or make it a comment by placing an asterisk (*) in column 1.
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NOTE
You can keep the ACTFILE on the product disk or another disk accessed Read/Only by the CONSOLES
service virtual machine. This allows you to update the ACTFILE while CONSOLES is running, and then use the
CONSOLES RELOAD command to reaccess the disk and load the changed ACTFILE.

CONSOLES directives are as follows:

SYSTEM_OWNER id
Specifies one or a list of users who “own” CONSOLES and, thus, are notified of startup, shutdown, and so on, as
well as being privileged to issue any commands.

SYSTEM_ALLOW id
Specifies one or a list of users who are privileged to issue any commands, but who are not notified or problems
except for disk full errors.

SYSTEM_LOGGING YES|NO
Specifies whether activity is to be logged to disk (as well as the console) in file "userid() LOG A6." This file is
written in circular fashion (record 1 contains the current line number and size).

SYSTEM_INTERVAL  hh:mm:ss
Specifies a time interval indicating how often CONSOLES wakes up to restart consoles for users specified with
RESTART YES (see RESTART below).

SYSTEM_MAILEXEC
Specifies the name of an EXEC used to send mail if CONSOLES encounters a severe error.

SYSTEM_UNPURGER YES|NO
Specifies whether the CONSOLES server files are subject to SPOOL file UNPURGE. This should usually be left
as NO, assuming that UNPURGER is configured to transfer console files back to CONSOLES; otherwise, files
are bounced back and forth forever.

DEFAULT_NOTIFY
Specifies one or a list of users to be notified of problems caused by users.

DEFAULT_ALLOW
Specifies one or a list of users who are authorized to access saved console files.

DEFAULT_FORBID
Specifies one or a list of users who are forbidden to access saved console files. This is used for specific users, to
override SYSTEM_ALLOW or SYSTEM_OWNER access to that user's files, or on USER_uuuuu_xxxxx entries, to
disallow a user's access to his or her own files.

DEFAULT_MODE fm
Specifies a filemode to which user consoles are to be backed up.

DEFAULT_KEEP nn
Specifies the number of days to keep user consoles on disk.

DEFAULT_WARN nnnnn
Specifies a threshold number of file lines. If more than this number of file lines is received from a user for a given
day, the owning user ID (either specified for the user or the DEFAULT_OWNER) is warned through CP MSGNOH
that the limit was exceeded.

DEFAULT_BIG nnnnn
Specifies several file lines. If more than this number of file lines is received from a user for a given day, the files
exceeding the limit are not read, but are TRANSFERred to the punch queue and kept for KEEPBIG days. The
owning user ID is warned when files exceed this limit.

DEFAULT_KEEPBIG n
Specifies the number of days to keep files which were TRANSFERred to the punch because they exceeded the
specified limit (the BIG value) for disk files.
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DEFAULT_ACTION
Specifies the action to take when a file arrives in the reader. Actions are READ, NOREAD, PURGE, FORWARD
userid, FILTER userid, and MACRO filename.
These actions operate as follows:
READ

Reads files into file "userid yy-mm-dd", with a header between separate files received from the same
day. Thus, if four files are received from user ID OPERATOR on October 15, 2021, they are saved in
file OPERATOR 21-10-15 on the appropriate disk (the DEFAULT_MODE or OPERATOR_MODE disk, if
defined, or the A-disk if neither is specified).

NOREAD
Transfers files to the PUNCH queue, and deletes them at the next midnight. This is useful only for users
who are known to create large consoles which are rarely wanted.

PURGE
Simply purges files without reading them. This would be used for users whose consoles are of no value.

FORWARD
Transfers files to the specified user ID. Any valid CP CHANGE operands may be specified after the user
ID; thus files may be forwarded with a deterministic class, HOLD status, and so on.

FILTER
Transfers files to the specified user ID, to be reduced or otherwise examined and perhaps sent back to be
logged. The FILTER user ID is XAUTOLOGged when the file is transferred, if it is not already logged on.
Files sent back from a FORWARD user ID must be PUN files, with a DEST code equal to the original user
ID, and filetype FILTERED, or they are logged as files from the FILTER user ID rather than the original
user ID. The FILTER user ID might, for example, read in a large console log from the system operator and
delete all LOGON and LOGOFF messages, thus reducing the size of the file considerably, and then send
it back to be added to that day's disk file for the system operator.

MACRO
Invokes the specified REXX program, which has filetype CONSOLES, to process the file. The macro
receives an argument string containing any arguments that are specified after the macro filename in the
ACTFILE, followed by the SPOOL file number, origin user ID, and the user IDs who “own” UNPURGER,
as specified on the SYSTEM_OWNER directive in the ACTFILE. The macro can process the file in any
way it chooses, including reading it to another fileid or purging it according to site-specified rules. If the file
still exists after the macro completes, it is read as if the action had been READ.

DEFAULT_SCAVENGE NO|OPEN|CLOSED n|ALL n <LEAVE>
Specifies whether CON files are actively sought. The default SCAVENGE value applies to all users with at
least one USER_directive in the ACTFILE -- that is, to any user explicitly “known” to CONSOLES. Thus if a
DEFAULT_SCAVENGE is specified and a user ID appears in any USER_ directive, the DEFAULT_SCAVENGE
value applies to that user unless overridden by a USER_SCAVENGE value.
SCAVENGE operands are as follows:
NO

Console files are not actively sought by default.
OPEN

Open console files are closed automatically and transferred to CONSOLES at midnight, when
CONSOLES is restarted or a RELOAD CONSOLES command is issued, and when a SCAVENGE
CONSOLES command is issued.

CLOSED n
Closed console files more than n days old in the originating user's RDR, PRT, or PUN queues are
transferred to CONSOLES at midnight, when CONSOLES is restarted or a RELOAD CONSOLES
command is issued, and when a SCAVENGE CONSOLES command is issued.
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ALL n
Combines both OPEN and CLOSED effects.

LEAVE
Tells CONSOLES to close open files, but not to transfer them to itself. The closed files thus go wherever the
console was SPOOLed.

DEFAULT_RESTART NO|YES
Specifies a default value for reSPOOLing consoles for logged on users. The default RESTART value applies
to all users with at least one USER_ directive in the ACTFILE -- that is, to any user explicitly “known” to
CONSOLES. Thus if a DEFAULT_RESTART is specified and a user ID appears in any USER_ directive, the
DEFAULT_RESTART value applies to that user unless overridden by a USER_RESTART value.
RESTART YES means that at every interval as specified by the SYSTEM_INTERVAL value, CONSOLES
attempts to start console SPOOLing for users who are known to CONSOLES. It does this by issuing a CP
QUERY PRT for the user, and looking for an open SPOOLed console file; if none is found, console SPOOLing is
started. This is useful for service virtual machines which may not SPOOL their consoles at startup: by specifying a
small enough CONSOLES SYSTEM_INTERVAL, most of the SVM's console log can be captured.

USER_userid_NOTIFY
Specifies one or a list of users to be notified of problems caused by user userid.

USER_userid_ALLOW
Specifies one or a list of users who are authorized to access saved console files from user userid.

USER_userid_FORBID
Specifies one or a list of users who are forbidden to access saved console files from user userid. Useful mainly to
override SYSTEM_ALLOW or SYSTEM_OWNER access to a user's files, or to disallow a user's access to his or
her own files.

USER_userid_MODE fm
Specifies a filemode to which consoles are to be backed up for user userid.

USER_userid_KEEP nn
Specifies the number of days to keep consoles on disk for user userid.

USER_userid_WARN nnnnn
Specifies a threshold number of file lines that are allowed for user userid before a warning is issued. If more than
this number of file lines is received from user userid for a given day, the owning userid (either specified for the
user or the DEFAULT_userid_OWNER) is warned through CP MSGNOH that the limit was exceeded.

USER_userid_BIG nnnnn
Specifies a maximum number of file lines that are allowed for user userid per day. If more than this number of file
lines is received from user userid for a given day, the files exceeding the limit are not read, but are TRANSFERred
to the punch queue and kept for KEEPBIG days. The owning userid is warned when files exceed this limit.

USER_userid_KEEPBIG n
Specifies the number of days to keep files for user userid which were TRANSFERred to the punch because they
exceeded the specified limit (the BIG value) for disk files.

USER_userid_ACTION
Specifies the action to take when a file arrives in the reader from user userid. Actions are READ, NOREAD,
PURGE, FORWARD userid, FILTER userid, and MACRO filename.
These actions operate as described previously under DEFAULT_ACTION.

USER_userid_SCAVENGE NO|OPEN|CLOSED|YES n|ALL n
Specifies whether CON files are actively sought for user userid. The default SCAVENGE value applies to all users
with at least one USER_ directive in the ACTFILE -- that is, to any user explicitly “known” to CONSOLES. Thus if
a DEFAULT_SCAVENGE is specified and a user ID appears in any USER_ directive, the DEFAULT_SCAVENGE
value applies to that user unless overridden by a USER_SCAVENGE value.
SCAVENGE operands are as follows:
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NO
Console files are not actively sought by default.

OPEN
Open console files are closed automatically and transferred to CONSOLES at midnight, when
CONSOLES is restarted or a RELOAD CONSOLES command is issued, and when a SCAVENGE
CONSOLES command is issued.

CLOSED n
Closed console files more than n days old in the originating user's RDR, PRT, or PUN queues are
transferred to CONSOLES at midnight, when CONSOLES is restarted or a RELOAD CONSOLES
command is issued, and when a SCAVENGE CONSOLES command is issued.

ALL n
Combines both OPEN and CLOSED effects.

YES
Means that any DEFAULT_SCAVENGE operand applies to this user ID; useful only when a user ID does
not appear in the ACTFILE for any other reason, yet console file scavenging is desired for that user ID.

USER_userid_RESTART NO|YES
Specifies a value for reSPOOLing the console for user userid. The default RESTART value applies to all users
with at least one USER_ directive in the ACTFILE -- that is, to any user explicitly “known” to CONSOLES. Thus,
if a DEFAULT_RESTART is specified and a user ID appears in any USER_ directive, the DEFAULT_RESTART
value applies to that user unless overridden by a USER_RESTART value.
RESTART YES means that at every interval as specified by the SYSTEM_INTERVAL value, CONSOLES
attempts to start console SPOOLing for users who are known to CONSOLES. It does this by issuing a CP
QUERY PRT for the user, and looking for an open SPOOLed console file; if none is found, console SPOOLing is
started. This is useful for service virtual machines which may not SPOOL their consoles at startup: by specifying a
small enough CONSOLES SYSTEM_INTERVAL, most of the SVM's console log can be captured.

Step 6.4. (Optional) Configure the UNPURGER Server For Use

Log on to the UNPURGER server machine.

You are prompted to start the UNPURGER server as follows:

VMISTA845R *

Do you want to start VSEG now?

Please respond: < Yes | No | Help > 

Enter NO to prevent the UNPURGER server from starting.

If you plan to use logging, XEDIT the UNPURGER LOG file and adjust the first line of this file to suit your needs. The
first number in the line indicates the current line, and should be left as 1 at this point; the second number (1000 initially)
indicates the number of log entries to record before the log file wraps.

XEDIT the UNPURGER ACTFILE to modify it to meet your site requirements:

UNPURGER ACTFILE is the UNPURGER action file. UNPURGER causes purged SPOOL files, rather than simply
being deleted, to be transferred from the owning user ID to a service virtual machine. Actions available have separate
thresholds, set by directives in UNPURGER ACTFILE.

XEDIT UNPURGER ACTFILE and set the following directives to suit your requirements. If you do not want a directive to
be followed, either delete it or make it a comment by placing an asterisk (*) in column 1.

NOTE
You can keep the ACTFILE on the product disk or another disk accessed Read/Only by the UNPURGER
service virtual machine. This allows you to update the ACTFILE while UNPURGER is running, and then use the
UNPURGER RELOAD command to re-access the disk and load the changed ACTFILE.
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UNPURGER directives are as follows:

SYSTEM_OWNER id
Specifies one or a list of users who “own” UNPURGER and, thus, are notified of startup, shutdown, and so on, as
well as being privileged to do any commands.

SYSTEM_ALLOW id
Specifies one or a list of users who are privileged to do any commands, but who are not notified or problems
except for disk full errors.

SYSTEM_LOGGING YES|NO
Specifies whether activity is to be logged to disk (as well as the console) in file "userid() LOG A6." This file is
written in circular fashion (record 1 contains the current line number and size).

SYSTEM_BIG xxxx
Specifies several file data pages as reported by QUERY RDR with the EXP option which files will not be backed
up, but will instead be TRANSFERred to the punch queue and kept until the next backup is completed. The
owning userid(s) are warned when file(s) exceed this limit. For files such as system dumps for which QUERY
RDR EXP reports 0 pages, the number of records is used as a data page count.

SYSTEM_INTERVAL  hh:mm:ss
Specifies a time interval indicating how often UNPURGER wakes up to warn about a disk full condition.

SYSTEM_BACKUPS
Specifies one or a list of user IDs authorized to set the backup state through the BACKUP command
(SYSTEM_OWNER and SYSTEM_ALLOW users are also authorized for this function).

SYSTEM_ACCOUNT YES|NO
Indicates whether accounting records are cut for SPOOL residency.

SYSTEM_ACODE xxx
Specifies the accounting subcode to appear in columns 76-78 of the C0 accounting records created by
AUTOVSEG:
xxx is any three-character value.

SYSTEM_EXCLUDE
Specifies one or a list of user IDs to be excluded from SPOOL file UNPURGE.

SYSTEM_MAILEXEC
Specifies the name of an EXEC used to send mail if CONSOLES encounters a severe error.

DEFAULT_ALLOW
Specifies one or a list of users who are authorized to list and restore backups.

DEFAULT_FORBID
Specifies one or a list of users who are forbidden to list and restore backups. This is used for specific users, to
override SYSTEM_ALLOW or SYSTEM_OWNER access to that user's files, or on USER_uuuuu_xxxxx entries, to
disallow a user's access to his or her own files.

DEFAULT_MODE fm
Specifies a file mode to which SPOOL files are to be backed up.

USER_VSPWORK_ALLOW
Specifies users who can request VSPWORK files.

USER_PES_ALLOW
Specifies users who can request PES files.

USER_PES_FORBID
Specifies users who cannot restore PES files.

USER_UNPURGER_MODE fm
Specifies the file mode to keep UNPURGER files on.
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SELECT_ctype_qualifier_userid
Specifies the action to be taken when a file is UNPURGEd (arrives in UNPURGER's reader). The selection is
qualified by the file type and the origin userid or owning userid at time of purge.
ctype is one of RDR, PRT, PUN, CON, DMP, SYS, or ALL; these correspond to the values which appear in the
output of a CP QUERY RDR command, except for ALL, which means all files.
qualifier is one of OWNERID or ORIGINID, and means to select files which were owned by a specific user at time
of purge (OWNERID), or which originated with a specific user ID (ORIGINID).
The user ID may be specified as a userid or ALL.
Specific actions always override actions for ALL.
Actions are READ, NOREAD, PURGE, FORWARD userid, FILTER userid, and MACRO filename.
These actions operate as follows:
READ

Backs up the file into file userid tttcssss, where ttt is the CTYPE (RDR, PRT, PUN, CON, DMP, or SYS);
c is the file's class at time of UNPURGE; and ssss is the owning userid's SPOOL file number at time of
UNPURGE. Thus if a class A punch file 1234 is deleted by useridPAULS, it is backed up in file PAULS
PUNA1234 on the appropriate disk (the DEFAULT_MODE or PAULS_MODE disk, if defined, or the A-disk
if neither is specified).

PURGE
Simply purges files without reading them. This would be used for users for whom backups are not
desired, such as files processed by a mailer or RSCS.

FORWARD
Transfers files to the specified user ID. Any valid CP CHANGE operands may be specified after the user
ID; thus files may be forwarded with a deterministic class, HOLD status, and so on.

MACRO
Invokes the specified REXX program, which has filetype UNPURGER, to process the file. The macro
receives an argument string containing any arguments that are specified after the macro filename in the
ACTFILE, followed by the SPOOL file number, origin queue, origin userid, owning userid, and the user
IDs who “own” UNPURGER, as specified on the SYSTEM_OWNER directive in the ACTFILE. The macro
can process the file in any way it chooses, including backing it up to another fileid or purging it according
to site-specified rules. If the file still exists after the macro completes, it is read as if the action had been
READ.

Step 6.5. (Optional) Configure the VSPWORK Server For Use

Log on to the VSPWORK server machine.

You are prompted to start the VSPWORK server as follows:

VMISTA845R *

Do you want to start VSEG now?

Please respond: < Yes | No | Help > 

Enter NO to prevent the VSPWORK server from starting.

If you plan to use logging, XEDIT the VSPWORK LOG file and adjust the first line of this file to suit your needs. The
first number in the line indicates the current line, and should be left as 1 at this point; the second number (1000 initially)
indicates the number of log entries to record before the log file wraps.

XEDIT the VSPWORK ACTFILE to modify it to meet your site requirements:

VSPWORK ACTFILE is the VSPWORK action file. VSPWORK monitors SPOOL utilization, and based on your
recommended thresholds, takes appropriate actions to prevent SPOOL from filling. Actions available have separate
thresholds, set by directives in VSPWORK ACTFILE.
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XEDIT VSPWORK ACTFILE and set the following directives to suit your requirements. If you do not want a directive to be
followed, either delete it or make it a comment by placing an asterisk (*) in column 1.

NOTE
You can keep the ACTFILE on the product disk or another disk accessed Read/Only by the VSPWORK service
virtual machine.

VSPWORK directives are as follows:

WARNING_RATE nn
When SPOOL reaches nn percent full, VSPWORK warns specified users of these conditions. See the
NOTIFY_USER directive for more information.

DUMP_TO_DEVICE_xxx nn
When SPOOL reaches nn percent full, VSPWORK issues a CP SET DUMP xxx if DUMP is allocated to SPOOL
space. This can immediately free up SPOOL space in a critical situation.

FREEZE_ACTIVE nn
When SPOOL reaches nn percent full, VSPWORK issues a VSPOOL FREEZE command for each user actively
SPOOLing data. VSPWORK “remembers” that it has done this and automatically unfreezes those users
when SPOOL utilization drops below the specified percentage. If you unfreeze a user VSPWORK has frozen,
VSPWORK will not refreeze that user, since it is assumed you want this user to continue.

FREEZE_WARNING YES|NO
If FREEZE_WARNING is YES, then before VSPWORK uses CP VSPOOL FREEZE to suspend users, it will send
a CP message warning the users that they are being frozen.
If FREEZE_WARNING is NO, users receive no indication that they have been suspended.

NEVER_FREEZE
Lists users never to be frozen regardless of the SPOOL status. The VSPWORK service machine and system
operator will never be frozen whether you specify them or not.

NOTIFY_USER
Lists users to be notified of SPOOL activity in addition to the system operator.

Step 6.6. Verify the VSPSERV Server and V/SEG Full Screen Interface

1. Log on to VMANAGER.
2. XAUTOLOG the VSPSERV server machine.
3. LINK and ACCESS the V/SEG PUBLIC disk or directory for this deployment in read only mode.
4. Issue the following command:

VSEGPLUS

The V/SEG Utility Selection Screen is displayed.

    5. Press PF3 to QUIT back to CMS.

    6. Issue the following command:

VSPOOL ( DISPLAY

The V/SEG Display SPOOL Users screen is displayed. Verify that you can browse both open and closed spool files by
placing the cursor on a user ID in the list and pressing PF11. Select a spool file to browse by placing the cursor on it then
pressing PF11 to browse the contents of the spool file.

    7. Return to the Display SPOOL Users screen by pressing PF3. Press PF3 to return to CMS.
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Step 6.7. Verify Any Optional Configured Servers

For any optional V/SEG servers you have configured, perform the following steps to verify each configured server’s
operation:

1. Log on to the server machine. When prompted to start VSEG reply YES. The server should initialize for the
appropriate function of that particular server.

2. Review the server initialization messages in the console log to verify the server is configured for your site
requirements.

3. If the server machine configuration requires additional modification, log it off and follow the procedure for setting up
that server’s configuration.

4. After the server machine configuration is verified, disconnect and leave the server machine up and running by issuing
the following command:
#CP DISC

Back to Top of Page

Step 7. Make the Product Available

After you finish installing and testing the product, you must make it available to your users before they can use it. For
more information about making the product available to your users, see the section "Releasing Products to Users" in the
Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference.

Deploying the Product for an Upgrade

Overview

The following is a brief description of the main steps in deploying an instance of this product by issuing Mainframe VM
Product Manager commands. Use this process to deploy to a target user ID that is running a previous release of the same
product. The procedure allows an easy transition to a new product release while preserving the ability to go back to the
older release, if necessary.

WARNING
We recommend that you back up the product configuration files, program materials, and data files before
upgrading the product.

1. Redefine the Product Deployment
Use the VMSERVER command to update a set of parameters for the deployment. These parameters include the
Product Parameter File (PPF) name, and possibly the target disks to contain the product files that are used by the
server or end user.

2. Allocate Resources for Production Use
Use the VMALLOC command to update any user IDs and possibly modify the disk space that is needed for the
product deployment. Some product minidisks may need to be enlarged for a new release.

3. Deploy the Product Materials
Use the VMDEPLOY command to populate the product disk space from the installed product materials.

4. Replace and Rebuild CP Components
Replace the V/SEG CP modifications on your CP LOCALMODS disk or directory, reassemble the modifications, and
rebuild your CP nucleus. Copy the new CP nucleus to your CP PARM disk. Also replace the TXTLIB on your CP
PARM disk with the TXTLIB corresponding to the release of VM you are running.

5. Back Out the Upgrade
Follow the steps in this section to restore the previous release of the product, if necessary.

6. Discard the Product Materials from the Older Release
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Follow the steps in this section to discard the previous release of the product and release the disk space that it
occupied.

Step 1. Redefine the Product Deployment

The VMSERVER command displays an entry in the VMSERVER NAMES file. Attributes for the deployment are defined as
tags in this standard NAMES file. A set of previously defined attributes for a deployment is presented and may be updated
during the redefinition phase. In this step, you update the entry for a deployment to reflect attributes of the new product
release.

To display the NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMSERVER command. The format is:

VMSERVER name 

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine to be updated. Usually, the name is VSPSERV.

A new product release is installed with a new Product Parameter File. You update the PPF Name field on the screen by
overtyping it.

For the first token, specify the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you
created a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMV017A.

For the second token, specify the component name VSEG for a minidisk installation or VSEGSFS for a Shared File
System installation.

After updates are made, press PF6 to change the entry. Press PF3 to exit the panel.

NOTE
For more information about the individual tag definitions for the NAMES file entry, see Product Tags in
VMSERVER NAMES File.

Step 2. Allocate Resources for Production Use

Enter the VMRMDS command to collect configuration information from your VM system and create a set of status files.
These files are used to create MDISK statements for PAGE and SPOOL areas for the VSPSERV user ID created below.
Enter the following command:

VMRMDS

Retrieve the needed directory statements and minidisk definitions for the new release of V/SEG from the product
materials you previously loaded from the distribution media. The VMALLOC command must be set up first as described
in Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space. In the simplest form, create or update a VMALLOC CONFIG file to add a
device or volume record. Issue the following command to produce a directory entry:

VMALLOC SERVER name ( DIRECT

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are migrating.

Match the retrieved directory entries with your existing directory entry for each V/SEG server, and upgrade your current
definitions to match the requirements for the new release of V/SEG.

Step 3. Deploy the Product Materials

The step in this section creates a usable product instance by copying the installed product build materials to the disk
areas you allocated in the previous step.

Enter the VMDEPLOY command to verify the product server disks, and copy product materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]
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name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed. Usually, the name is VSPSERV.

PRIMARY
Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials from
the older product release or version with the new release materials. We suggest that you back up all deployed
minidisks before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to revert to the older release, if needed.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment. Setting the
Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE causes that set of
deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. Testing the new release, or backing out to the
old release just requires setting a new value for Runtime Environment and restarting the server.

NOTE
For more information about the individual tag definitions for this NAMES file entry, see Product Tags in
VMSERVER NAMES File.

Step 4. Replace and Rebuild CP Components

In this step, you make the necessary changes to your CP nucleus and CP PARM disk to install and implement the VSEG
and VSPOOL commands which are required to utilize the features of V/SEG.

Step 4.1. Use the VMVCPG Utility (EXEC) to Generate the V/SEG Modifications and LOCALMOD List File to be
Used with the LOCALMOD Command

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to VMANAGER.
2. Issue the VMFSETUP command to set up the installed product materials access search order:

VMFSETUP ppfname component ( LINK

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. Usually, you use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which
is ZVMV017A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use that file name.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VSEG for installing on minidisks. Use the name VSEGSFS
for installing on SFS.

3. Run the VMVCPG utility:
VMVCPG [cplevel]

cplevel
(Optional) Specifies the z/VM release for which the VMVCPG utility should generate LOCALMOD materials.

• If this parameter is not specified, the VMVCPG Utility defaults to generate LOCALMOD materials for the
release of z/VM where VMANAGER is logged on.

• If this parameter is specified, valid values are: ZVM540, ZVM620, ZVM630, ZVM640, ZVM710, ZVM720, and
ZVM730

VMVCPG verifies and generates the files that you use to install the required CP local modifications that add V/SEG
commands and functions into your CP nucleus.

NOTE
The VMVCPG Utility must LINK and ACCESS the V/SEG CP Updates minidisk (CPUPDTS | ALTCPUPDTS
| PREVCPUPDTS) that you specify when you are prompted in READWRITE mode to add or modify the
LOCALMOD List file during processing. The ACCESS is maintained after VMVCPG completes.
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The VMVCPG utility must temporarily LINK and ACCESS the MAINTvrm 51D minidisk in READONLY mode
to obtain your CP component variable from the IBM VM SYSSUF table.

VMVCPG Output Example

VMVCPG

******************************************************

*                                                    *

*  Please specify the Deployed Environment you want  *

*  to access for LOCALMOD preparation:               *

*                                                    *

*     PRIMARY   - VSPSERV 199 (CPUPDTS)              *

*     ALTERNATE - VSPSERV 299 (ALTCPUPDTS)           *

*     PREVIOUS  - VSPSERV 499 (PREVCPUPDTS)          *

*                                                    *

*  To terminate processing now, enter QUIT.          *

******************************************************

Enter your choice:

PRIMARY

DMSVML2060I VSPSERV 199 linked M as 0121 file mode U

LOCALMOD File: HCPCLT   VSEGLM72  Processed

LOCALMOD File: HCPCSG   VSEGLM72  Processed

LOCALMOD File: HCPNSI   VSEGLM72  Processed

LOCALMOD File: HCPNSP   VSEGLM72  Processed

LOCALMOD File: HCPNSS   VSEGLM72  Processed

LOCALMOD File: HCPRSP   VSEGLM72  Processed

LOCALMOD File: HCPSDF   VSEGLM72  Processed

LOCALMOD File: HCPSFP   VSEGLM72  Processed

LOCALMOD File: HCPSFR   VSEGLM72  Processed

LOCALMOD File: HCPSPK   VSEGLM72  Processed

LOCALMOD File: HCPSRQ   VSEGLM72  Processed

DMSVML2060I MAINT720 51D linked as 0122 file mode T

DASD 0122 DETACHED

******************************************************

*                                                    *

*  VMVCPG generated the following LIST input file    *

*  to use when you issue the LOCALMOD command:       *

*                                                    *

*            VSEGLM72 LOCALMOD                       *

*                                                    *

*   Updates = VSPSERV 199 accessed at U R/W          *

*  CP level = ZVM720                                 *

* Component = CP (7VMCPR20%CP)                       *

*                                                    *

******************************************************

VMVCPG963I V/Seg CP Interface configuration complete.

Ready;

Step 4.2. Remove the Current V/SEG Modifications (modid) to IBM-Supplied Parts Installed on your CP
LOCALMOD Disk or Directory

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to MAINTvrm.
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2. LINK to the V/SEG CP Updates minidisk that was specified when you ran the VMVCPG utility (in step 4.1) in
READONLY mode. ACCESS the minidisk at filemode C. You must use filemode C.

3. Issue the CP QUERY CPSERVICE command to identify the currently installed V/SEG modifications:
QUERY CPSERVICE LCLMOD            

Local modification

--------

LCLVS72

LCLX033

4. Issue the VMSES/E LOCALMOD command with the REMOVE option:
LOCALMOD LIST input_file_name localmod ( MODID LVSnn REMOVE

For LIST, specify the input file name that was generated when you ran the VMVCPG utility. For example, vseglm72.
For MODID, specify LVS followed by the z/VM release number. For example, 64. This is the last five characters of the
Local Modification that you identify from the QUERY CPSERVICE command you issued in step 3.
The LOCALMOD command with the REMOVE option executes the detailed steps to remove and erase the current
level of V/SEG modifications.

NOTE
For more information about servicing and building your CP nucleus and installing local modifications, see the
IBM z/VM Service Guide. For detailed documentation about the LOCALMOD Command, see IBM VMSES/E
Introduction and Reference.

Step 4.3. Install the V/SEG CP Local Modifications Using the VMSES/E LOCALMOD Command

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to MAINTvrm.
2. LINK to the V/SEG CP Updates minidisk that was specified when you ran the VMVCPG utility (in step 4.1) in

READONLY mode. ACCESS the minidisk at filemode C. You must use filemode C.
3. Issue the VMSES/E LOCALMOD command:

LOCALMOD LIST input_file_name localmod ( ASM HL CNTRL HCPVM MODID LVSnn

For LIST, specify the input file name that was generated when you ran the VMVCPG utility. For example, vseglm72.
For MODID, specify LVS followed by the z/VM release number. For example, 72.
The LOCALMOD Command executes the detailed steps to assemble and include the required V/SEG modifications.

NOTE
For more information about servicing and building your CP nucleus and installing local modifications, see the
IBM z/VM Service Guide. For detailed documentation about the LOCALMOD Command, see IBM VMSES/E
Introduction and Reference.

Step 4.4. Regenerate Your CP Nucleus to Include the V/SEG CP Modifications

Issue the VMSES/E SERVICE Command to regenerate your CP nucleus with the V/SEG modifications included:

SERVICE component BUILD

component
Specifies the same component that was specified when you generated the CP nucleus.

This command is documented in the IBM z/VM Service Guide.

Step 4.5. Place the CP Nucleus that Includes the V/SEG CP Modifications in Production

Issue the VMSES/E PUT2PROD command to copy the CP nucleus with the V/SEG modifications included into production
so that it is used with your next IPL:

PUT2PROD
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This command is documented in the IBM z/VM Service Guide.

Step 4.6. Update your CP PARM Disk to Incorporate the Updated Modifications Required to Run V/SEG

Follow your site procedure for adding and modifying materials on the CP PARM disk. It is important to make a backup
copy of these materials before making any modifications in case you must back out to the previous release.

1. Copy the release-specific TXTLIB file from the minidisk or directory that is identified by the CPUPDTS tag in the
VMSERVER NAMES file entry for V/SEG to the CP PARM disk. If the file already exists, you must replace it. Choose
the TXTLIB that matches the release of VM you are running.
VMV710 TXTLIB

VMV720 TXTLIB

VMVnnn TXTLIB

2. If it does not already exist, copy the VSEGCPnn TEXTSAMP file for the CP release you are running from the same
source disk that was used in Step 2 as VSEGCPnn TEXT to the CP PARM disk.
Where nn identifies the release of CP you are installing to.

3. If they do not already exist, add (or modify) these lines to your SYSTEM CONFIG file to load the V/SEG exit code and
define the VSEG and VSPOOL commands each time your system is IPL’d:
/*****************************************************************/

/*         LOCALLY INSTALLED V/SEG PLUS CP COMMANDS              */

/*****************************************************************/

CPXLOAD VSEGCPnn TEXT * NOCONTROL LET TEMPORARY NODELAY

DEFINE COMMAND VSEG   ABBREVLENGTH 4 ,

           ENABLE EPNAME VSPSGXFF ,

           PRIVCLASS E IBMCLASS E

DEFINE COMMAND VSPOOL ABBREVLENGTH 6 ,

           ENABLE EPNAME VSPSPXCP ,

           PRIVCLASS A IBMCLASS A

DEFINE COMMAND VSPOOL ABBREVLENGTH 6 ,

           ENABLE EPNAME VSPSPXCP ,

           PRIVCLASS D IBMCLASS D

nn
Identifies the CP release that you are running.

NOTE
If you are installing V/SEG into an SSI cluster, complete this step on each node in your SSI cluster.

Step 4.7. IPL your VM System

After you have completed all the sub-steps above, IPL your VM system to complete the upgrade installation of the V/SEG
CP components.

NOTE
If you are installing V/SEG into an SSI cluster, complete this step on each node in your SSI cluster.

Back to Top of Page

Step 5. (Optional) Back Out the Upgrade

The steps in this section restore the previous release of the V/SEG if that step becomes necessary.
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Step 5.1 Update the VMSERVER NAMES file entry

To display the NAMES file modification screen, enter the VMSERVER command. The format is:

VMSERVER name 

name
Specifies the user ID of the V/SEG server. Usually, the name is VSPSERV.

The first step in this procedure documented how to update the entry in the VMSERVER NAMES file to define a new
Product Parameter File. You updated the PPF Name field on the screen by overtyping it. Reverse that step to restore the
field to its original contents.

If you deployed this new product release to the ALTERNATE disk space, you can direct the product to revert to using the
PRIMARY disk space the next time it is started. Deploying to ALTERNATE space leaves the older release intact on the
PRIMARY disks. Set the Runtime Environment tag value to PRIMARY and restart the server to bring back the old release
of the product.

If you deployed the new product release to the PRIMARY disk space, you can repopulate that space with the older
release product materials. Use the following format to enter the VMDEPLOY command to copy product materials to the
runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name PRIMARY

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed. Usually, the name is VSPSERV.

PRIMARY
Copies product files to the product PRIMARY disk space. This value results in overwriting the upgraded Product
Materials from the newer product release or version with the older release materials.

After the situation that required you to back out the upgrade is resolved, you can repeat the upgrade procedure from the
beginning to re-install the upgrade.

Step 5.2 Revert Back to Your Previous CP PARM Disk

Follow your site procedure for restoring your CP PARM disk back to the previous production level.

Step 5.3 IPL Your VM System

After completing the items in this step, IPL your VM system to revert to the previous release of V/SEG.

Back to Top of Page

Step 6. Discard the Product Material From the Older Release

When you have no further use for the previous release of V/SEG, follow the steps in this section to discard the previous
release and free the disk space that it occupied.

Each release of a product is installed and maintained on minidisks or SFS directories that are owned by a unique user
ID. For this release, that ID is ZVMV017A. Using your Directory Manager product or procedures, simply remove the
product-specific user ID which was used by the older release. Use the VMSERVER command to ensure that no entry in
the VMSERVER NAMES file still references the old product materials ID.

Step 7. Make the Product Available After Upgrade

After you finish installing and testing the product, you must make it available to your users before they can use it. For
more information about making the product available to your users, see the section Releasing Products to Users in the
Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference.
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Servicing Your Product
Contents

This section provides information on how to perform service updates using VMSES/E.

VMSES/E Service Overview

Service is a process that includes the following:

• Correcting a software problem
• Circumventing a software problem
• Adding function to a previously installed product

There are two basic types of service.

• Corrective service is intended to resolve a specific software defect. A corrective service envelope contains a specific
Program Temporary Fix (PTF) for one specific problem, plus any requisite fixes.

• Preventive service is a collection of fixes as of a certain calendar date. It might contain all published PTFs, or some
subset of them (for example, high impact fixes). The procedure for processing either type of service is identical, so the
procedures below work for either type. In a collection of fixes, VMSES will ignore any fixes in the collection which have
already been applied to your product materials.

NOTE
For more information about VMSES Service Process, see the section "Using VMSES/E for Service" in the IBM
VMSES/E Introduction and Reference manual.

Servicing VMSES/E components consists of the following steps; each step is described in detail in later sections.

1. Prepare to Receive Service
Load informational files from the PTF envelope file. Establish the search order for working with the product code.
Optionally, you may merge the alternate APPLY disk to the production APPLY disk to isolate the new service you are
about to receive.

2. Receive the Service
Load the product service from the PTF envelope file, using the VMSES VMFREC command.

3. Apply the Service
Define a new service level by applying the PTFs. The VMSES VMFAPPLY command validates the loaded PTFs before
adding them to the maintenance level.

4. Update the Build Status Table
Use the VMSES VMFBLD command with the STATUS option to update the Build Status Table.

5. Build Serviced Objects
Use the VMSES VMFBLD command with the SERVICED option to build the serviced objects.

6. Deploy Service to Production
Use the VMDEPLOY command to copy the serviced code to the production disks.

Step 1. Prepare to Receive Service 

NOTE
The ppfname used throughout these servicing instructions is ZVMV017A, which assumes that you are using
the PPF supplied for V/SEG. If you have created your own PPF override file for the product, you must use your
override file name instead of ZVMV017A. The ppfname must be used throughout the rest of this procedure,
unless otherwise stated.

3topdisc
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Step 1.1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID

Log on to VMANAGER.

The PROFILE EXEC establishes the correct search order for applying service.

It is a good practice to create a backup copy of the current V/SEG disks or SFS directories, which contain product
materials. Save this backup until you have completed installing the service and you are confident that the service runs
correctly.

Make the service envelope (SERVLINK) file available on the A-disk or any minidisk or SFS directory accessed as file
mode C.

Setup the installed product materials access search order by issuing the VMFSETUP command as follows:

VMFSETUP ppfname component ( LINK

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMV017A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VSEG for installing on minidisks. Use the name VSEGSFS
for installing on SFS.

WARNING
The steps in the service application procedure assume that the product search order has been established
before you begin the procedure. The search order is lost if disks are released manually, if CMS is restarted
by the IPL command, or if you logoff and logon again. If the search order is lost at any time, re-establish it
by issuing the VMFSETUP command before proceeding to the next VMFREC, VMFMRDSK, VMFAPPLY, or
VMFBLD command.

Step 1.2. Receive the Documentation

Load from an envelope file by issuing the following command:

VMFREC INFO ( ENV envfilename

INFO
Specifies that the documentation, including the product service memo, is loaded to the A-disk.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for the service being
applied. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Check the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG) for warning and error messages. Use the PF5 key to show all
status messages which identify the products with service.

VMFVIEW RECEIVE

Read the product memo file ZVMV017A MEMO for the latest information about this service.

Step 1.3. (Optional) Merge the Alternate APPLY Disk

This step is optional. The APPLY string contains the files that define service levels. Before receiving a new service, you
may choose to consolidate service levels by merging previously processed service from the alternate APPLY disk to the
production APPLY, where it is permanently stored. The merge operation provides a clean alternate APPLY disk for new
service. Issue the VMFMRDSK command as follows:
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VMFMRDSK ppfname component APPLY

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMV017A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VSEG for installing on minidisks. Use the name VSEGSFS
for installing on SFS.

If you merged your APPLY disks, review the merge message log ($VMFMRD $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any
problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW MRD

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 2. Receive the Service

Receive the service for each service electronic envelope you want to process. If you have multiple service envelopes to
process, you may receive all of the service before applying and building it. Enter the following command:

VMFREC PPF ppfname component ( ENV envfilename

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMV017A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VSEG for installing on minidisks. Specify VSEGSFS for installing on Shared File
System directories.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the name of the envelope file for the service being
applied. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Review the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW RECEIVE

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 3. Apply the Service

Apply all received service. This command applies the service that you just received. The version vector table (VVT)
is updated with all serviced parts and all necessary AUX files are generated on the alternate APPLY disk. You must
review the VMFAPPLY message log if you receive a return code (RC) of a 4, as this may indicate that you have local
modifications that need to be reworked.

To apply the service, enter the following command:
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VMFAPPLY PPF ppfname component

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMV017A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VSEG for installing on minidisks. Specify VSEGSFS for installing on Shared File
System directories.

Review the receive message log ($VMFREC $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW APPLY

NOTE
For information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 4. Update the Build Status Table

To update the build status table, enter the following command:

VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( STATUS

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMV017A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VSEG for installing on minidisks. Specify VSEGSFS for installing on Shared File
System directories.

WARNING

VMFBLD2185R The following source product parameter files have

 been serviced:

VMFBLD2185R ppfname $PPF

VMFBLD2185R When source product parameter files are serviced,

 all product

            parameter files built from them must be recompiled

 using VMFPPF

            before VMFBLD can be run.

VMFBLD2185R Enter zero (0) to have the latest levels of the

 source product

            parameter files copied to your A-disk and exit

 VMFBLD so you can

            recompile your product parameter files with VMFPPF

            Enter one (1) to continue only if you have already

 recompiled

            your product parameter files with VMFPPF
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You must Enter ZERO (0), then press ENTER to have the latest levels of the source product parameter
files copied to your A-Disk. VMFBLD will complete with RC=500. Then issue the following sequence of
commands:

Recompile the product base PPF file:

VMFPPF 

ppfname

 *

If you use a PPF override file, after recompiling the product base PPF file, then you must also recompile your
product override PPF file:

VMFPPF 

ppf_override

 *

Reissue this VMFBLD command. You will receive the VMFBLD2185R messages again. However, this time
Enter ONE (1) to continue; you Enter ONE (1) becuase you just completed recompiling your product parameter
file(s) with VMFPPF:

VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( STATUS

Use VMFVIEW to review the build status messages.

VMFVIEW BUILD

Step 5. Build Serviced Objects

To build the serviced objects, enter the following command:

VMFBLD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

PPF
Indicates the values following this keyword, and the values are the Product Parameter File (PPF) file name,
followed by the name of a component defined in the PPF.
In most cases, to specify the ppfname use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release, which is ZVMV017A.
If you have created a PPF Override file, as described below and in the appendix Create Product Parameter File
(PPF) Override, you specify the file name of your PPF override file.
For the component value, use VSEG for installing on minidisks. Specify VSEGSFS for installing on Shared File
System directories.

Review the build message log ($VMFBLD $MSGLOG). If necessary, correct any problems before proceeding.

VMFVIEW BUILD

NOTE
For information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.
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Step 6. Deploy Service to Production

To deploy serviced product materials to production, enter the following VMDEPLOY command to copy serviced product
materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials from the
product release or version with the new serviced materials. We suggest that you backup all deployed minidisks
before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to remove a level of service, if needed.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment. Setting the
Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE causes that set of
deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. Testing the new service, or backing out to the
old level just requires setting a new value for Runtime Environment and restarting the server.

Installing a Product RSU (Recommended Service Upgrade)
This section provides information on how to perform a Product Service Upgrade (PSU) from a Recommended Service
Upgrade (RSU) installation SERVLINK PTF using VMSES/E.

This installation process updates the installed base product with a preapplied set of published PTFs, and the associated
parts prebuilt from the base product files with those PTFs applied:

• The product BASE minidisks/directories are not changed.
• The product APPLY and DELTA minidisks/directories are populated with any PTFs included on the RSU that are not

already  received.
• The product BUILD minidisks/directories are populated with the prebuilt parts built from the base product files with the

PTFs included on the RSU applied.
• If your APPLY and DELTA minidisks/directories have PTFs  applied  that are not included on the RSU, those PTFs are

flagged as such, then automatically reapplied as part of this process.
• If you have installed LOCALMODs that are affected by any of the PTFs included on the RSU and that are not already

applied, those LOCALMODs will be flagged, and you will be instructed to rework those LOCALMODs.

NOTE
For more information about the VMSES Product Service Upgrade Process, see the chapter "Using the Product
Service Upgrade (PSU)" in the IBM VMSES/E Introduction and Reference manual.

The following is a brief description of the main steps to install a product RSU using VMSES/E.

1. Plan Your Product Service Upgrade (PSU)
Use the VMFINS command to load several VMSES/E files from the product RSU SERVLINK PTF (envelope) and to
obtain product resource requirements.

2. Prepare to Receive the Product RSU
Use the VMFPSU command to determine and resolve the following:
– A list of all the PTFs that are contained on the RSU but not applied to the product.
– A list of all PTFs that are applied to the product and not on the RSU.
– A list of excluded PTFs, if any.
– A list of the parts with LOCALMODs, if any, that need to be reprocessed after you receive the RSU. Their local

modification IDs (modids) are also provided.
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3. Install the Product RSU for the Base Product
Use the VMFINS command to load the preapplied service files and the associated prebuilt parts from the envelope to
the APPLY, DELTA, and BUILD minidisks/directories.

4. Update the Software Inventory and Rebuild Objects, if Necessary
Use the VMFINS command to update the software inventory to the installed RSU Level. If any objects were flagged to
be rebuilt, they will be rebuilt at this time.

5. Deploy the Upgraded Product at this RSU Level
Follow the procedure for "Deploying the Product for an Upgrade" to test and implement the new level of code.

Step 1. Plan Your Product Service Upgrade (PSU)

Follow these steps to prepare to receive service.

1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID.
2. Remove Existing Product Base PPF and $PPF Files from the A-Disk.
3. Load Updated Product Control Files.
4. Recompile Your PPF Override File Now.

NOTE
The ppfname used throughout these servicing instructions is ZVMV017A, which assumes that you are using
the PPF supplied for VSEG. If you have created your own PPF override file for the product, you must use your
override file name instead of ZVMV017A. The ppfname must be used throughout the rest of this procedure,
unless otherwise stated.

Step 1.1. Prepare the VMANAGER Administration User ID

Log on to VMANAGER.

The PROFILE EXEC establishes the correct search order for applying service.

It is a good practice to create a backup copy of the current VSEG disks or SFS directories, which contain product
materials. Save this backup until you have completed installing the service and you are confident that the service runs
correctly.

Make the service envelope (SERVLINK) file available on the A-disk or any minidisk or SFS directory accessed as file
mode C.

Setup the installed product materials access search order by issuing the VMFSETUP command as follows:

VMFSETUP ppfname component ( LINK

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMV017A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VSEG for installing on minidisks. Use the name VSEGSFS
for installing on SFS.

WARNING
The steps in the service application procedure assume that the product search order has been established
before you begin the procedure. The search order is lost if disks are released manually, if CMS is restarted
by the IPL command, or if you logoff and logon again. If the search order is lost at any time, re-establish it
by issuing the VMFSETUP command before proceeding to the next VMFREC, VMFMRDSK, VMFAPPLY, or
VMFBLD command.
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Step 1.2. Remove Existing Product Base PPF and $PPF Files from the A-Disk

If a ZVMV017A PPF or ZVMV017A $PPF file currently exist on your A-Disk, they must be erased because they may not
be consistent with the RSU Level that is being installed. The correct versions of these files will be installed on the software
inventory disk.  Do not erase any override PPF or $PPF files you may have for this product.

ERASE ZVMV017A PPF A

ERASE ZVMV017A $PPF A

Step 1.3. Load Updated Product Control Files

Load any updated product control files from the RSU envelope file by issuing the following command:

VMFINS INSTALL INFO ( NOMEMO ENV envfilename 

INFO
Specifies that the documentation, including the product service memo, is loaded to the A-disk. Also, an updated
PRODPART file, and updated product base PPF and $PPF files are loaded to the software inventory disk.

NOMEMO
Specifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the
system printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the file name of the envelope file for the RSU being
installed. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

Step 1.4. Recompile Your PPF Override File Now

If you do not use a PPF overrride file for this product, then skip this step.  Otherwise, you must recompile your PPF
override file now.   This step enures that your PPF override file is recompiled with the same level of the base product
PPF file installed from the RSU. Issue the following command to recompile your PPF override file:

VMFPPF  ppf_override * 

ppf_override
Specifies the value of your PPF override filename.

*
Specifies that all components in your PPF override will be recomplied.

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 2. Prepare to Receive the Product RSU

VMFPSU compares the VMSES/E service level information files contained on the RSU with those of the current level for
the installed base product. VMFPSU then determines what actions must be preformed to complete the installation of the
RSU. Enter the following command:

VMFPSU ppfname component 
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ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMV017A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VSEG for installing on minidisks. Use the name VSEGSFS
for installing on SFS.

NOTE
For more information about handling specific error messages, see the appropriate VM Messages and Codes
publication, or use online HELP.

Step 3. Install the Product RSU for the Base Product

VMFINS INSTALL will load all necessary service files and prebuilt parts from the RSU envelope to the APPLY, DELTA,
and BUILD minidisks/directories to bring the installed base product to this RSU Level.

VMFINS INSTALL PPF ppfname component ( ADD NOMEMO ENV envelope 

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMV017A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VSEG for installing on minidisks. Use the name VSEGSFS
for installing on SFS.

ADD
Loads the product materials onto disk areas. These materials will later be deployed to a product server for
production use.

NOMEMO
pecifies that the Memo-to-Users file is to be loaded, but VMSES/E will not issue a prompt to send it to the system
printer. The CMS file type of this file is MEMO.

ENV
Indicates the value following this option keyword, which is the file name of the envelope file for the RSU being
installed. The CMS file type of this file is SERVLINK.

WARNING

If you receive messages stating that some Local Modifications (LOCALMODs) must be reworked due to new
service files being applied,  you must rework those LOCALMODs now .

You can use the VMFUPDATE SYSLMOD command to obtain this list:

VMFUPDAT SYSLMOD

Step 4. Update the Software Inventory and Rebuild Objects, if Necessary

VMFINS BUILD will update the Software Inventory to indicate this RSU is now the current Service Level for the Base
Product. If any objects require rebuild because of reworked LOCALMODs or PTFs that were reapplied, those objects will
be rebuilt now.

Enter the following command to update the software inventory:
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VMFINS BUILD PPF ppfname component ( SERVICED

ppfname
Specifies the value of the PPF filename. In most cases, use the name of the supplied PPF file for this release,
which is ZVMV017A. If you have created a PPF Override file, use the file name of your PPF override file.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VSEG for installing on minidisks. Use the name VSEGSFS
for installing on SFS.

SERVICED
Specifies that the Software Inventory Status tables be built, and to rebuild any objects that require it due to the
service being applied.

Step 5. Deploy the Upgraded Product at this RSU Level

To deploy serviced product materials to production, enter the following VMDEPLOY command to copy serviced product
materials to the runtime disk space.

VMDEPLOY name [PRIMARY|ALTERNATE]

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine being deployed.

PRIMARY
Copy to the product primary disk space. This value results in overwriting the deployed Product Materials from the
product release or version with the new serviced materials. We suggest that you backup all deployed minidisks
before using this operand. Restoring the backup could be used to remove a level of service, if needed.

ALTERNATE
Copy to the alternate disk space location. This value retains your older product material deployment. Setting the
Runtime Environment tag value in the VMSERVER NAMES file to PRIMARY or ALTERNATE causes that set of
deployed disks to be used when the product server is next started. Testing the new service, or backing out to the
old level just requires setting a new value for Runtime Environment and restarting the server.

When Upgrading z/VM in Place
This article describes how to use the procedure that is documented in the Upgrade Installation section in the IBM z/VM
Installation Guide. In general, follow these steps when you upgrade from one release of z/VM to another release.

Before You Begin

Access and review the z/VM Compatibility Matrix for VSEG Feature:

1. Ensure that you are running a release of VM:Spool V/Seg Plus Feature that is compatible with the release of z/VM that
you are upgrading to.
If necessary, install and deploy the new release of VM:Spool V/Seg Plus Feature.

2. Ensure that you have applied any VM:Spool V/Seg Plus Feature PTFs that are required for running on the release of
z/VM that you are upgrading to.
If necessary, install and deploy the required PTFs.

NOTE

You can run the most up-to-date release of VSEG Feature deployed (CMS) server code on different releases
of z/VM. However, IBM must support the release of z/VM that you are running.
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Before You IPL the New Release of z/VM (Rework Your Local Modifications)

Install the VM:Spool V/Seg Plus Feature CP local modifications and CP EXITs for the release of z/VM that you are
upgrading to.

You must perform the following steps in the following circumstances:

• Before you IPL your system with the new release of z/VM that you are upgrading to
• When instructed to rework your local modifications in the IBM Upgrade Installation process

These steps must be performed on the MAINTvrm User ID for the release of z/VM that you are upgrading to. For example,
if you are upgrading to z/VM 7.1, perform these steps on MAINT710.

1. Log on to the MAINTvrm User ID for the release that you are upgrading to.
2. Remove the previous level of VM:Spool V/Seg Plus Feature CP local modifications from the MAINTvrm environment.

Follow these procedures in Deploying the Product for an Upgrade:
a. Step 4.1. Use the VMVCPG Utility (EXEC) to Generate the V/SEG Modifications and LOCALMOD List File to be

Used with the LOCALMOD Command
b. Step 4.2. Remove the Current V/SEG Modifications (modid) to IBM-Supplied Parts Installed on your CP

LOCALMOD Disk or Directory
3. Install the VM:Spool V/Seg Plus Feature CP local modifications and CP EXITs for the release of z/VM that you are

upgrading to. Follow these procedures in Deploying the Product for an Upgrade:
a. Step 4.3. Install the V/SEG CP Local Modifications Using the VMSES/E LOCALMOD Command

IMPORTANT
If you are using the IBM Upgrade Installation section in the IBMz/VM Installation Guide, do not run
SERVICE or PUT2PROD at this time. The IBM Upgrade Installation procedure performs these functions
at the appropriate time. Go directly to Step 5 now.

b. Step 4.4. Regenerate your CP Nucleus to Include the Updated V/SEG CP Modifications.
4. Place the CP nucleus into production. Follow this procedure in Deploying the Product for an Upgrade:

a. Step 4.5. Place the CP Nucleus that Includes the V/SEG CP Modifications in Production
5. In your SYSTEM CONFIG file, update the CPXLOAD statement for the VSEGCPnn TEXT file. This statement must

reference the VSEGCPnn TEXT file for the release of z/VM to which you are upgrading. Follow this procedure in
Deploying the Product for an Upgrade:
– Step 4.6. Update your CP PARM Disk to Incorporate the Updated Modifications Required to Run V/SEG

NOTE
Leave any existing VSEGCPnn TEXT and VMVnnn TXTLIB files in place on your CP PARM disk until you
are no longer running that release of z/VM.

If you are upgrading a member of a multi-member SSI Cluster, update only the CPXLOAD statement for the
VSEGCPnn TEXT file for the member that you are currently upgrading. In the following example, member TESTCPB4
is being upgraded:
/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

/* CA V/Seg-Plus - LOCALLY INSTALLED V/SEG PLUS CP COMMANDS          */

/*-------------------------------------------------------------------*/

   TESTCPB1: CPXLOAD VSEGCP72 TEXT * NOCONTROL LET TEMPORARY NODELAY

   TESTCPB2: CPXLOAD VSEGCP72 TEXT * NOCONTROL LET TEMPORARY NODELAY

   TESTCPB3: CPXLOAD VSEGCP72 TEXT * NOCONTROL LET TEMPORARY NODELAY

   TESTCPB4: CPXLOAD VSEGCP73 TEXT * NOCONTROL LET TEMPORARY NODELAY

   DEFINE COMMAND VSEG ABBREVLENGTH 4 ,

          ENABLE EPNAME VSPSGXFF ,

          PRIVCLASS E IBMCLASS E

   DEFINE COMMAND VSPOOL ABBREVLENGTH 6 ,

          ENABLE EPNAME VSPSPXCP ,

          PRIVCLASS A IBMCLASS A
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   DEFINE COMMAND VSPOOL ABBREVLENGTH 6 ,

          ENABLE EPNAME VSPSPXCP ,

          PRIVCLASS D IBMCLASS D

NOTE

If for any reason you must revert to the previous level of z/VM for this system, also revert this change in the
SYSTEM CONFIG file.

References
 

VMSES/E Facilities

This product is installed and serviced using the VMSES/E component of VM. VMSES/E is described in the IBM VMSES/E
Introduction and Reference manual for your release of VM. VMSES/E provides the following:

• Commands to install Product Materials from an envelope file
• Commands to receive service, apply service, and build serviced components
• A software inventory database that stores product status, Program Temporary Fixes (PTFs) which have been applied,

and requisite relationships between products and fixes.

VMSES/E Commands

This section provides a brief description of VMSES commands and their purpose:

VMFINS EXEC
Retrieve product resource planning documents.
Install the product materials from a distribution media.
Delete previously installed products that are no longer used.

VMFVIEW EXEC
Review stored messages from previously issued commands.

VMFREC EXEC
Receive Program Temporary Fixes from a distribution media.

VMFAPPLY EXEC
Apply PTFs by resolving requisite relationships between fixes.

VMFBLD EXEC
Constructs usable forms from serviced parts.

VMFSETUP EXEC
Establishes a minidisk or Shared File System search order for one product version.

VMFSIM EXEC
Obtain the name(s) and/or status of local modifications you have installed.

VMFREM EXEC
Remove an installed local modification or PTF.

Create Product Parameter File (PPF) Override
This section provides information to help you create a product parameter file (PPF) override. The example used in this
section shows how to change the shared file system (SFS) file pool where the product installation files reside.
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You must never modify the product supplied ZVMV017A $PPF or ZVMV017A PPF files to change the file pool name or
any other installation parameters. If the ZVMV017A $PPF file is serviced, the existing $PPF file will be replaced, and any
changes to that file will be lost; by creating your own $PPF override, your updates will be preserved.

The following process describes changing the default file pool name, VMSYS, to NEWPOOL.

Step 1. Create a new $PPF override file

Create an override file either manually, using an editor, or use the Make Override Panel function when prompted by the
VMFINS INSTALL command during product installation.

Create or modify the variable declarations area (:DCL) so it looks like the following sample.

************************************

* VM:Spool V/SEG Plus - SFS install*

************************************

:OVERLST. VSEGSFS

:VSEGSFS. VSEGSFS ZVMV017A

:DCL. UPDATE

&LMODZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMV017A.LOCALMOD

&APPLX DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMV017A.APPLYALT

&APPLZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMV017A.APPLYPROD

&DELTZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMV017A.DELTA

&BLD0Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMV017A.TSYSTEM

&BLD2Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMV017A.TADMIN

&BLD4Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMV017A.TPUBLIC

&SAMPZ DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMV017A.SAMPLE

&BLD6Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMV017A.HELP

&BLD8Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMV017A.CPUPDTS

&BAS1Z DIR NEWPOOL:ZVMV017A.BASE

:EDCL.

:END.

If your $PPF override file was not created on the Software Inventory Minidisk at file mode letter D, then move the file to
that disk. Compile your changes to create the usable PPF file from the $PPF file.

VMFPPF overname VSEGSFS

overname
Defines the name of your override file.

Step 2. Allocate the SFS Directories

Use the ENROLL command to allocate an SFS file space for the owner of the directories and then issue a CREATE
DIRECTORY command to create the directories named in your PPF Override file.

Allow the VMANAGER user ID to write into the directories by issuing the GRANT AUTHORITY command for each
directory, with the attributes WRITE and NEWWRITE.

NOTE
For more information about the use and format of the commands ENROLL, CREATE DIRECTORY, and GRANT
AUTHORITY, see IBM SFS documentation.
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Step 3. Continue with the Product Installation

Restart the product installation in the section Installing Product Materials at step 1.3 by issuing the VMFINS command
with the PLAN option. In that step, and in subsequent steps, use the name of your PPF Override file wherever the
ppfname is present in the install commands.

Product Tags in VMSERVER NAMES File
BLOCKAppendix C: Product Tags in VMSERVER NAMES File

 

This section lists the NAMES file tags that VSEG uses.

During deployment, you create a NAMES entry with default file tag values by using the Mainframe VM Product Manager
VMDEFINE command. You can alter these defaults during the deployment, when the screen created by VMDEFINE
appears. After the deployment, you can modify the entries in the NAMEs file using the VMSERVER command from the
VMANAGER user ID.

NOTE
For more information about the VMSERVER command, see the Mainframe VM Product Manager Reference.
For more information about processing NAMES, see the Usage Notes in the help panel brought up by the HELP
NAMES command.

Nick
Identifies the name of a VSEG Server Virtual Machine (SVM).

PPFname
Identifies the Product Parameter File (PPF) and base component name associated with this product server. This
tag is modified during the upgrade to a newer product release.

Environment
Modify this tag to select between three sets of deployed product disks. The next time that the product is started,
the selected set becomes active.
Values:
primary

Selects the primary deployable disks, as defined in the Deploy tag.
alternate

Selects the alternate set of deployed product disks. Tag names are prefixed by the string “alt”.
previous

Selects a set of product disks that typically hold an earlier version of their contents. Tag names are
prefixed by the string “prev”.

Startcmd
Command to start the product server MODULE

Prodname
Product identifier is a single token unique to each product and must not be modified.

Deploy
List of tag names. Each tag defines a product minidisk, which the VMDEPLOY command populates. Do not
modify this tag value.

Runtime
Primary minidisk that contains the code executed in the product server virtual machine.

Public
Primary minidisk that contains the code executed by the general user from the user ID.
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Cpupdts
Minidisk or SFS directory containing the V/SEG modifications to CP required to implement V/SEG commands and
features on your VM system.

Help
Identifies the minidisk or SFS directory

Altruntime
Identifies the alternate version of the runtime disk. It usually contains the files from a new release of the product or
files with fixes applied.

Altpublic
Identifies the alternate version of the public disk. It usually contains the files from a new release of the product or
files with fixes applied.

Altcpupdts
Identifies the alternate version of the cpupdts disk. It usually contains files from a new release of the product or
files with fixes applied.

Prevruntime
Identifies the previous version of the runtime disk. It usually contains the files from a previous release of the
product or versions of files before the application of the fixes.

Prevpublic
Identifies the previous version of the public disk. It usually contains the files from a previous release of the product
or versions of files before the application of the fixes.

Prevcpupdts
Previous version of the cpupdts disk. It usually contains files from a previous release of the product or versions of
files before fixes applied.

Local
A work disk accessed as file mode A

Autovseg
Identifies the optional AUTOVSEG server user ID.

Avsloc
Local minidisk for the AUTOVSEG user ID

Avsbkup1
Backup minidisk for the AUTOVSEG user ID

Startavs
AUTOVSEG server startup command

Consoles
Identifies the optional CONSOLES server user ID.

Conloc
Local minidisk for the CONSOLES user ID

Conbkup1
Backup minidisk for the CONSOLES user ID

Startcon
CONSOLES server startup command

Unpurger
Identifies the optional UNPURGER server user ID.

Unploc
Local minidisk for the UNPURGER user ID
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Unpbkup1
Backup minidisk for the UNPURGER user ID

Startunp
UNPURGER server startup command

Vspwork
Identifies the optional VSPWORK server user ID.

Wrkloc
Local minidisk for the VSPWORK user ID.

Startwrk
VSPWORK server startup command

Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space
Understand how to use the VMALLOC command in Mainframe VM Product Manager to allocate CP user directory ID
entries and minidisk space.

Installing product materials and deploying product servers requires that you create or update CP User Directory Entries,
and that you allocate minidisk space. Performing these tasks depends on policies and procedures that are specific to your
installation. The  Mainframe VM Product Manager provides the VMALLOC command to assist you in performing these
tasks.

NOTE
Unless specifically noted, all references to VM:Secure refer to both the "with security" and "without security"
variations of VM:Secure.

Configuring the VMALLOC Command Processor

You issue the VMALLOC command to either generate the data you need to allocate these resources, or to actually
perform the resource allocation task automatically.

The actions performed by the VMALLOC command depend on parameters you specify in an optional configuration file. To
specify these parameters, create a VMALLOC CONFIG file on the Mainframe VM Product Manager configuration file disk,
which is accessed as file mode V.

The following configuration file statements are supported:

DEVTYPE [3390 | 3380 | 9336 | FB-512]

This statement specifies MDISK Directory statements will be produced that define space in units of cylinders for Count
Key Data (CKD) devices or 512-byte blocks for Fixed Block Architecture (FBA) devices.

VOLUME volser

This statement specifies MDISK Directory statements will be produced that define space to be allocated on a specific disk
volume.

USE VMSECURE
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This statement specifies that VM:Secure is installed and operational, and that it will be used to automatically allocate
user ID entries and minidisk space. Before you specify this statement, ensure that your environment meets the following
conditions:

1. The Mainframe VM Product Manager must have a copy of the appropriate VMSECURE file on an accessed minidisk
or SFS directory. If your VM:Secure server has another name, specify that name on the USE statement.

2. The VM:Secure server PRODUCT CONFIG file must contain a “PRODUCT VMSISERV VMANAGER” record to
authorize the VMANAGER ID for automatic allocation.

3. An entry for VMANAGER must exist in the VMSECURE MANAGERS file.

POOL poolname

This statement specifies that automatic allocation will use a specific disk sub-pool defined in the DASD CONFIG file of
your VM:Secure server. The statement is ignored if the USE statement is not present.

Using the VMALLOC command processor

The VMALLOC command operates in one of two modes, depending on whether the “USE” configuration file statement is
specified. Without it, VMALLOC generates an input file suitable for processing by the DIRECTXA command, or by a VM
directory management product. When “USE” is defined, VMALLOC calls VM:Secure to allocate the specified user ID and
disk space.

The syntax of the command is given earlier, in the sections where you use it.

Using VMALLOC with the DIRECTXA Command

You may add user ID entries and minidisk definitions to your USER DIRECT file and bring the changes online with the
DIRECTXA command. See the IBM CP Planning and Administration guide for your release of VM for details on creating
user directory entries. VMALLOC generates a directory entry file on the A-disk for use as input to DIRECTXA.

MDISK statements are generated as comments which specify the required disk sizes in units of blocks of a specified
block size. If you configure the DEVTYPE statement, sizes are given in units of cylinders or FBA 512-byte blocks. If you
configure the VOLUME statement, the specified volume will appear in the generated MDISK statements.

Using VMALLOC with a Directory Manager Product

VMALLOC generates a directory entry file on the A-disk for use as input to a directory manager product, such as
VM:Secure or DIRMAINT from IBM. See the relevant product manuals for details on adding user IDs and minidisk space
with these products.

MDISK statements are generated as comments which specify the required disk sizes in units of blocks of a specified block
size. If you configure the DEVICE statement, sizes are given in units of cylinders or FBA 512-byte blocks. If you configure
the VOLUME statement, the specified volume will appear in the generated MDISK statements.

Using VMALLOC Automatic Resource Allocation with VM:Secure

If VM:Secure is installed and the "USE" parameter is configured, then VMALLOC calls VM:Secure directly, in order to
allocate the needed user ID entries and disk space.

Migrating V/SEG to Mainframe VM Product Manager
This section describes the recommended procedure for completing the one-time initial migration of V/SEG to a VMSES
maintained environment using VMANAGER and the Mainframe VM Product Manager.

Prepare for Product Migration

To prepare your environment for this migration, perform the product installation steps described in the section Installing
Product Materials.
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WARNING
We recommend that you backup your existing environment before proceeding.

Before proceeding, you must understand the concepts and procedures documented in the Mainframe VM Product
Manager Reference. When the steps in this section are complete, your non-VMSES installed V/SEG release will be
converted to use the Mainframe VM Product Manager for server startup processing and server administration tasks,
running this release of V/SEG from the PRIMARY runtime environment. Assuming you installed the previous release
of V/SEG to the VSEGPLUS 0192 minidisk, the previous release materials are preserved there until they are no longer
needed.

Update the Product Virtual Machine Definition

The V/SEG Server Virtual Machines (SVMs) require minor changes in their virtual machine configuration to operate with
the Mainframe VM Product Manager.

NOTE
The changes in this section may be performed without an outage of your V/SEG servers.

The servers are first defined in the VMSERVER NAMES file, which serves as the main software manager database. Issue
the following command to define the servers:

VMDEFINE name ppfname component

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are migrating. In most cases, the name is VSPSERV.

ppfname
Specifies the CMS file name for the Product Parameter File for this specific version of the product. If you created
a PPF override file, use its file name here. If you use the supplied PPF, its name is ZVMV017A.

component
Specifies the name of the component. Use the name VSEG for installing on minidisks. Use the name VSEGSFS
for installing on SFS.

The VMDEFINE command creates the entry and then enters a NAMES panel for you to view or modify the definitions. You
can tailor the characteristics of the V/SEG product server machines on the VMSERVER NAMES panel.

NOTE
For more information about NAMES panel usage, see the IBM NAMES command documentation and HELP file.

To change the definitions, overtype the values and press PF6. Press PF3 to exit the panel.

Retrieve the needed directory statements and minidisk definitions for the new release of V/SEG from the product materials
you previously loaded from the distribution media. The VMALLOC command must be setup first as described in the
appendix Allocating User ID Entries and Disk Space. In the simplest form, create or update a VMALLOC CONFIG file to
add a device or volume record. Issue the following command to produce a directory entry:

VMALLOC SERVER name ( DIRECT

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are migrating. In most cases, the name is VSPSERV.

Update the Product Initialization Files

The final set of changes requires an outage of the V/SEG servers. The server startup files are modified to interface with
the Mainframe VM Product Manager startup interface. Shut down the V/SEG servers.

Compare the CP Directory entry files created by VMALLOC with your existing directory entries for the V/SEG servers, and
update your current definitions to match the requirements for the new release of V/SEG. The following additional changes
may be required, depending on what you have defined already:
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• Remove the LINK to the VSEGPLUS 192 minidisk for each defined V/SEG server machine. For all servers other than
the VSPSERV machine, add a LINK to the VSPSERV 192 minidisk as 192.

• To each defined V/SEG server machine, add a LINK to the VMANAGER 1FF disk as 1FF.
• To each defined V/SEG server machine, add a LINK to the VMANAGER 195 disk as 1FE.
• For the VSPSERV server machine add the following minidisks; runtime, cpupdts, alternate runtime, alternate public,

and an alternate cpupdts disk at addresses 0192, 0199, 0292, 0293, and 0299 respectively. These disks are populated
when you deploy your new release.

• Increase the size of existing disks following the size requirements from the DIRECT file created by VMALLOC.
• For each defined V/SEG server machine, rename the PROFILE EXEC to PROFILE OLDEXEC.

From the VMANAGER user ID, issue the VMDEPLOY command to upgrade the server startup procedure and deploy the
new release product code. Execute the command as follows:

VMDEPLOY name INIT PRIMARY

name
Specifies the user ID of the product server machine you are migrating. In most cases, the name is VSPSERV.

VMDEPLOY checks all minidisks before any changes are made. Each disk is checked for correct size and block size.
Minidisks that have errors are flagged with a message. Fix any problems reported with the minidisks and then rerun the
preceding VMDEPLOY command. If all minidisks are correct, then VMDEPLOY proceeds to load code.

Because the new V/SEG code is deployed to the PRIMARY series of minidisks owned by the VSPSERV server machine,
your current release remains intact where it was installed. VMDEPLOY will also create a new PROFILE EXEC for each V/
SEG server machine that contains the following command:

EXEC PROFRUN 

PROFRUN integrates the server initialization process with the Mainframe VM Product Manager procedures.

Use XEDIT to add authorizations for your Mainframe VM Product Manager user ID, VMANAGER, to the V/SEG
configuration files.

NOTE
For specific information about updating the configuration files, see the V/SEG-Plus Feature User Reference.

Logon to each defined V/SEG server user ID and perform the following steps:

1. In response to the initial prompt asking whether you want to start the server, enter NO.
2. Using XEDIT, add any desired PROFILE statements from your PROFILE OLDEXEC file to the PROFILE EXEC, but

leave the PROFRUN call as the last line.

Your V/SEG servers are now set up to run under control of the Mainframe VM Product Manager.

Remove the Previous Release of V/SEG CP Components

Because V/SEG has been changed to run as CP EXITs loaded from a TXTLIB located on your CP PARM disk, the CP
components from the previous release of V/SEG must be removed from your CP LOCALMOD disk or directory before you
install the new CP modifications from this release.

To remove the previous level of V/SEG code from your CP LOCALMOD disk or directory, log on to the user ID from which
you service and generate your CP nucleus.

Issue the VMFSETUP command to establish the environment to service and generate your CP nucleus. By default, the
CP LOCALMOD disk or directory will be accessed at file mode E.

VMFSETUP ppfnamecomponent

Where PPFNAME is the file name of the PPF file you use to build your CP nucleus and COMPONENT is the component
you specify when generating your CP nucleus.
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NOTE
For more information about servicing and building your CP nucleus and installing local modifications, see
the IBM z/VM Service Guide.

LINK to the minidisk or directory identified by the CPUPDTS tag in the VMSERVER NAMES file entry for V/SEG and
ACCESS it at an available file mode.

Issue the VMFERASE command with the following options to remove the old V/SEG materials from your CP LOCALMOD
disk.

VMFERASE LIST VSEG15A FILELIST fm1 FROM fm2

Where fm1 is the file mode you used to access the CPUPDTS disk or directory and fm2 is the file mode where your CP
LOCALMOD disk or directory is accessed. The file VSEG15A FILELIST contains the list of files to be erased.

XEDIT the HCPVM CNTRL file located on your CP LOCALMOD disk or directory. Remove these two lines from the file
which were previously required for V/SEG.

TEXT  MACS  VSPLIB

VSP   AUX410   TXT  * CA V/SEG-Plus CP mods

After saving the changes compare the HCPVM CNTRL file on your CP LOCALMOD disk to the original copy provided by
IBM, which is usually located on the CP BASE disk or directory. If the contents of the two files are the same, then erase
the copy located on the CP LOCALMOD disk or directory.

Install the New Release of V/SEG CP Components

To install the new release of V/SEG CP components, follow the procedure in the step Replace and Rebuild CP
Components in Deploying the Product for an Upgrade.
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Using
This section contains tasks and general information for users of VSEG.

Authorizing Access to SPOOL Files -- SSXACI
Access to all SPOOL files is accomplished by the VSPSERV service virtual machine. If the requester does not own the
file, VSPSERV invokes SSXACI EXEC and passes information about the file owner and requester.

SSXACI determines whether or not to grant access. When SSXACI exits with a non-zero return code, VSPSERV denies
access to the file and passes an error message to the requester. As distributed, SSXACI will only grant access to files
belonging to, or originating from, the requester; thus, users may gain access to all files they own, and those they have
sent to others.

Customizing SSXACI is discussed in more detail in the section SSXACI EXEC, in the section "Installing V/Seg-Plus."

Displaying SPOOL Utilization
Contents

VSPOOL (Util displays SPOOL utilization, as shown below:

 DSA Total: 41% Display SPOOL Allocation 08/27/01 14:23:44

Unicenter VM:SPOOL V/SEG-Plus feature

(C) 1987, 2002 Computer Associates International, Inc.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-> SYSOWN volume CSES_1 is offline

------+------+-------+--------+-------+---------+---------+-------

Alloc | Pct | CYLS | CYLS | CYL | Open CYL| Open CYL| Avail

Type | Util | Alloc | In use | Util | Used Pgs| Util | Pages

------+------+-------+--------+-------+---------+---------+-------

XA2RES DRCT | 5_% | 4 | 2 | 5_% | 3__ | 1__% | 3__

VPAG_1 PAGE | 67% | 149 | 149 | 1__% | 15_48 | 67% | 73_2

VPAG_2 PAGE | 34% | 3__ | 29_ | 97% | 155_6 | 36% | 29494

VSPL_1 SPOOL | 75% | 2__ | 15_ | 75% | 22418 | 1__% | 7582

-> 7% of SPOOL on VSPL_1 is allocated for a system dump ( 225_ pages)

VSPL_2 SPOOL | 7% | 2__ | 26 | 13% | 2242 | 57% | 27758

VMSG_9 PAGE | 26% | 4__ | 369 | 92% | 15719 | 28% | 44281

VMSG14 TDSK | 1_% | 884 | 87 | 1_% | 13_5_ | 1__% | 11955_

Overall SPOOL utilization is 41%

_ _ _ End of data _ _ _

PA1=CP ---------------------------------------------------------------- PA2=CMS

PF: 1=Help 2=Refresh 3=Quit 4=PrtSc 5=Top 6=Last

PF: 7=Backward 8=Forward 9= .... 1_= .... 11= .... 12= ....

(The volume labels and other data will of course differ from the above.)

VSPOOL (Util invokes the VSPUTIL utility to gather the information.
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VSPUTIL

VSPUTIL displays actual SPOOL utilization. It shows areas allocated as SPOOL (SPOL), DRCT, TDSK, and PAGE
space, and the amount of each space type in use, as well as SPOL space used for DUMP files. Entered with no options,
VSPUTIL provides a line of output for each type of allocation for each volume. If PAGE or DUMP is allocated to SPOOL
(SPOL), the amount allocated is displayed with the percentage used for that purpose.

Sample VSPUTIL output follows:

_ _ 4 CPOWNED slot(s) reserved and available

------+------+-------+--------+-------+---------+---------+-------

Alloc | Pct | CYLS | CYLS | CYL | Open CYL| Open CYL| Avail

Type | Util | Alloc | In use | Util | Used Pgs| Util | Pages

------+------+-------+--------+-------+---------+---------+-------

XA2RES DRCT | 5_% | 4 | 2 | 5_% | 3__ | 1__% | 3__

VPAG_1 PAGE | 42% | 149 | 148 | 99% | 9379 | 42% | 12971

VPAG_2 PAGE | 22% | 3__ | 249 | 83% | 9798 | 26% | 352_2

VSPL_1 SPOOL | 88% | 2__ | 177 | 88% | 264_9 | 99% | 3591

VSPL_2 SPOOL | 23% | 2__ | 5_ | 25% | 6877 | 92% | 23123

-> 3% of SPOOL on VSPL_2 is allocated for a system dump ( 195_ pages)

VMSG_9 PAGE | 15% | 4__ | 279 | 7_% | 8834 | 21% | 51166

VMSG14 TDSK | 1% | 884 | 5 | 1% | 75_ | 1__% | 13185_

-> ___ PAGE space underallocated -- overall utilization should be < 25%

Overall SPOOL utilization is 55%

Alloc Type
is either SPOOL, PAGE, DRCT, or TDSK.

Pct Util
is the percent of the indicated type of allocation used for this volume.

CYLS Alloc
is the amount of space allocated on this volume.

CYLS in use
is the amount of space partially assigned. This is the space represented by ALOCBKs.

CYL Util
is the percent of space partially assigned.

Open CYL Used Pgs
is the number of pages within the partially assigned space actually used.

Open CYL Util
is the percent of partially assigned space actually in use.

Avail Pages
is the total number of pages available for this type ofallocation. It includes free pages within partially allocated
cylinders and pages within unused cylinders.

Overall SPOOL utilization is nn
is the percentage of all SPOOL space in use.

VSPUTIL options are:

LOng
(default) Display all information, as shown above

SHort
Displays only the Overall SPOOL utilization is nn% line
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RC
Returns the percentage of SPOOL space in use as a CMS return code

STack
Returns the LONG information in the CMS program stack

Using the VSPOOL CP Command
This product adds the CP command VSPOOL. With this command, privileged users may issue CP SPOOL and CP
CLOSE commands for other users. This allows manipulation of SPOOLed devices for service machines without
compromising passwords or interrupting virtual machine operation.

Examples:

cp vspool spool serv1 con start to *

This will start SPOOLing SERV1's console to SERV1's reader.

CP VSPOOL CLOSE USER1 000E PURGE

• This will close and purge USER1's virtual 000E output.

The VSPOOL FREEZE command temporarily suspends SPOOLed output for other users. VSPOOL UNFREEZE allows
the virtual machine to resume SPOOLing activity. This command cannot be issued for the system operator since it is
unlikely that the operator will be filling SPOOL, and because freezing the operator's console is likely to cause other
problems.

When frozen by the VSPOOL FREEZE command, the user's message handling is temporarily suspended. This is
necessary so as not to "hang" the issuer of a message to a frozen user. This means that while a user is frozen, the CP
settings MSG, WNG, and IMSG are turned off. The original settings are restored when subsequently un-frozen or at
LOGOFF.

The VSPOOL QUERY command reports the current product version as well as any userids suspended by the VSPOOL
FREEZE command, and the userids which froze them.

The AUTOVSEG Service Machine and AUTOVSEG EXEC
The V/SEG-Plus service machine AUTOVSEG provides the following facilities:

• Automatic backup of new and changed System Data Files (SDFs)
• Automatic checkpointing and restore of missing or deleted SDFs during system operation and at system IPL
• Maintenance distribution for authorized users
• System DCSS/NSS environment checkpointing

AUTOVSEG EXEC is the main program used to perform these functions:

• Record current DCSS/NSS configuration
• Detect environment changes, notifies designated users
• Optionally create backup of new/changed SDFs
• Maintain a log file of all events
• Record current VSEG SET commands in effect
• Issue DEFSEG/DEFSYS statements for authorized users
• Redefine DCSS/NSS files for authorized users
• Backup/restore SDFs upon authorized requests
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If you should wish to bring up AUTOVSEG without reissuing any CP VSEG SET commands in effect, erase or rename file
CURRSEG EXEC on AUTOVSEG's A-disk before starting AUTOVSEG.

AUTOVSEG commands are documented in SDF Service Virtual Machine (AUTOVSEG) Commands. 

Automatic Backup/Restore
AUTOVSEG can be configured to back up new and changed SDFs automatically to its A-disk or other site-specified
backup disks. The criteria are set by selecting options in the action file AUTOVSEG ACTFILE. Files are restored using
their original date and time.

AUTOVSEG can also be instructed to automatically restore SDFs missing since the last time it recorded the system
configuration. Automatic restores occur when AUTOVSEG is started, whenever AUTOVSEG becomes idle after executing
one or more dynamic commands, or every 15 minutes, if AUTOVSEG is idle. This criterion, like automatic backup, is
selected as an option in the file AUTOVSEG ACTFILE.

Maintenance Distribution

In z/VM, DCSS/NSS files must be defined before they are saved, and must also be redefined in order to be resaved. This
means that, using AUTOVSEG, you can distribute DCSS/NSS maintenance responsibility by changing the privilege class
required to save DCSS/NSS files, while leaving unchanged the privilege class to define them.

NOTE
When you authorize a user to manipulate a specific member of a space, that user is not automatically
authorized to manipulate the entire space. The member-specific authorization is sufficient to allow the user to
perform any needed operations on that member, but the rest of the space is safe from accidental or deliberate
changes by the user.

The CP SAVESYS and SAVESEG commands, like the other DCSS/NSS-related CP commands, require privilege class E
by default. You can use the User Class Restructure (UCR) facility to add a new privilege class which is also authorized to
issue SAVESYS and SAVESEG commands.

In conjunction with the AUTOVSEG service virtual machine, this enables true distributed DCSS/NSS maintenance.
By validating requests for EFSEG/DEFSYS by userid, AUTOVSEG can issue the desired DEFxxx statement, and the
requester can subsequently issue the SAVExxx for that DCSS/NSS.

Consider user FRED, who maintains SCRIPT/VS. The SCRIPT/VS DCSS name is SMSEG3. FRED also wishes to be
able to install test versions of SCRIPT/VS in segments called DSMTEST and DSMTEST3, and to use the CP VSEG
command to cause his and other userids to access that version.

Without this product FRED would need class E privileges in order to issue the required commands. However, this means
that, through ignorance or a simple typo, FRED can destroy other critical DCSS/NSS files -- and he may not even be
aware of it!

Using this product, after creating the UCR file, FRED would be given class S privileges instead. The product administrator
would authorize FRED to manipulate DSMSEG3, DSMTEST, and DSMTEST3, by adding the following line to the
AUTOVSEG AUTHFILE on AUTOVSEG's A-disk:

FRED DSMSEG3 DSMTEST DSMTEST3 _ Let him mess with SCRIPT/VS

FRED could also be authorized dynamically, using the privileged product command AUTHORIZE:

CP SMSG AUTOVSEG AUTHORIZE FRED DSMSEG3 DSMTEST DSMTEST3

*Let him mess with SCRIPT/VS

FRED can then use AUTOVSEG to issue DEFSEG and DEFSYS commands for any of those names:
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CP SMSG AUTOVSEG DEFSEG DSMSEG3 operands...

CP SMSG AUTOVSEG DEFSYS DSMTEST operands...

FRED can also REDEFINE one of those names, as itself or any of the other names:

*  Create a skeleton for DSMSEG3

CP SMSG AUTOVSEG REDEFINE DSMSEG3

* Create a skeleton for a test segment just like DSMSEG3

CP SMSG AUTOVSEG REDEFINE DSMSEG3 AS DSMTEST

FRED can issue SAVESEG or SAVESYS commands against the class S (skeleton) DCSS/NSS files AUTOVSEG creates
for him. If the SCRIPT/VS installation procedure is inflexible, and requires a DCSS name of DSMSEG3, this product
allows setting an alias for the SAVExxx command:

CP SMSG AUTOVSEG SET SAVESYS DSMTEST DSMSEG3

The standard SCRIPT/VS maintenance procedure can then be run, but segment DSMTEST will be saved instead of
DSMSEG3.

Maintenance distribution allows delegating responsibility for maintaining products which use DCSS/NSS files to non-
privileged product administrators, without endangering other DCSS/NSS files.

Checkpointing System Configuration

AUTOVSEG takes a checkpoint every 15 minutes, or whenever the SDF configuration changes. This checkpoint records
the current DCSS/NSS configuration, and is used at the next checkpoint to determine whether any DCSS/NSS files have
been added, deleted, or changed since the last checkpoint. If so, files are backed up and/or restored according to the
directives in AUTOVSEG ACTFILE.

Tips and Special Conditions
Contents

This section describes some special conditions and ways of using this product to solve particular problems in the XA and
ESA environments.

Installing Segments That Write the Name in the Segment

Some product installations such as CMSINST perform a unique task as part of the SAVESYS process. CMSINST, for
example, has its name written as the last 8 bytes of the segment before it is saved. If you use alias assignment, the name
saved as part of the DCSS will not match that which was given during alias substitution, and therefore the load will fail.

The solution to this is to issue both VSEG SET SYSTEM and VSEG SET SAVESYS for the alias substitution prior to
saving the segment.

Example:

1. LCLINST is developed to include local disk directories. LCLINST should be given to all XA mode machines.

CP DEFSEG LCLINST C00-C4F SR

CP VSEG SET SYSTEM LCLINST CMSINST MODE XA

CP VSEG SET SAVESYS LCLINST CMSINST USER * NOTIFY

<normal CMSINST generation commands>

CP VSEG SET OFF LCLINST USER *
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This causes CMSINST to be written in the last 8 bytes of LCLINST before being saved. When subsequent requests
for CMSINST are given LCLINST, CMS will check the last 8 bytes to ensure CMSINST matches the request, and will
complete successfully. We set SAVESYS substitution off after the segment is saved, leaving the global alias intact.

What to do if AUTOVSEG's Disk Fills

AUTOVSEG's A-disk is used for DCSS/NSS backups. Over time, as test segments are created and deleted, program
product DCSSs are deleted or renamed, and other changes take place, AUTOVSEG's disk can become cluttered with
backups of DCSS/NSS files which are no longer used.

The CLEANUP command is provided to simplify deleting these old backups. CLEANUP examines each existing backup
against the existing SDF configuration, and deletes any backups which do not have a corresponding file.

If you are logged on to AUTOVSEG, you can issue CLEANUP directly; or, if you have ALL AUTOVSEG privileges, you
can execute the command via CP SMSG using the CLEANUP command:

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG CLEANup

CLEANUP displays a series of messages of the form:

Erasing OLDCMS NSS (530 blocks)

Keeping DSMSEG3 DCSS (211 blocks)

...

7 *NSS SDF backups erased, freeing 433 4K disk blocks;

22 backups kept, occupying 7623 blocks. A-disk status:

CYL TYPE BLKSIZE FILES BLKS USED-(%) BLKS LEFT BLK TOTAL

100 3380 4096   339 10220-68 4780 15000

If CLEANUP is issued, AUTOVSEG forces a checkpoint before the CLEANUP starts, to ensure consistency.

If you wish to see what effect a CLEANUP will have, issue:

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG Query CLEANup

or (from the AUTOVSEG userid):

Query CLEANup

These commands will produce output similar to actual CLEANUP output, but without erasing any files:

OLDCMS NSS (530 blocks) would be erased.

DSMSEG3 DCSS (211 blocks) would be kept.

... 7

*NSS SDF backups would be erased, freeing 433 4K disk blocks;

22 backups would be kept, occupying 7623 blocks. A-disk status:

CYL TYPE BLKSIZE FILES BLKS USED-(%) BLKS LEFT BLK TOTAL

100 338_ 4096 339 10220-68 4780 15000

If you only wish to clean up particular categories of *NSS SDF backup, issue the CLEANUP command with the filetype(s)
to be cleaned up as operands:

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG CLEANup type1 <type2 ... >>

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG Query CLEANup type1 <type2 ... >>
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where typen is one of DCSS, NSS, MEMBER, SPACE, or CPDCSS.

What to do if you Lose all of Your DCSSs/NSSs

If this occurs, the symptoms will be obvious, but it may take a while for the system operator to recognize. If both
AUTOLOG1 and AUTOVSEG are set up to IPL their 190 disk (as opposed to IPLing CMS), then all known DCSSs and
NSSs should automatically be restored, and the operator notified.

If AUTOLOG1 is not set up this way, but AUTOVSEG is, then simply issue the command (from a CP READ):

CP XAUTOLOG AUTOVSEG#EXEC AUTOVSEG

and this product will note the missing files and automatically restore them.

If AUTOVSEG is not set up this way, perform the following:

1. Logon as AUTOVSEG
2. Issue CP DEFine STOR 16M
3. Issue CP IPL 19_
4. Issue AUTOVSEG after CMS is running in the virtual machine

AUTOVSEG will then begin restoring the missing DCSSs/NSSs.

How to Force a Backup of All SDFs

If you wish to force a backup of all SDFs, rename the file AUTOVSEG CHKPNT on AUTOVSEG's A-disk and then issue a
CHECKPOINT command to AUTOVSEG:

CP SMSG AUTOVSEG RENAME AUTOVSEG CHKPNT A = CHKGOOD A

(AUTOVSEG) hh:mm:ss AUTOVSEG Ready;

CP SMSG AUTOVSEG CHECKPOINT

(AUTOVSEG) hh:mm:ss SSXCHK started mm/dd/yy, no options specified

...

This process may take significant time to complete, as it involves significant amounts of I/O to the CP SPOOL area and
AUTOVSEG's backup minidisk(s).

Running VSPOOL and SPOOL Commands With VSPOOL EXEC
VSPOOL EXEC is an interface for CP VSPOOL commands, SPOOL file list commands, and SPOOL summary
commands. This section introduces these functions.

Contents

Listing SPOOL files -- VSPOOL

VSPOOL lists SPOOL files for all or specific users. VSPOOL lists printer (PRT), punch (PCH), reader (RDR), and open
files. From the display, files can be browsed, purged, transferred, etc., and, if the file is an active SPOOLed console file, it
can be closed, started and stopped.

To effect action on a SPOOL file, type a command in the Cmd area. For example, to stop a SPOOLed console, type
STOP. VSPOOL will issue the appropriate CP VSPOOL SPOOL command for that user. To purge a file, type PURge.
If the file is closed, a CP PURGE command is issued. If it is open, a CP VSPOOL CLOSE command is issued with the
PURGE option.
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To open a window allowing commands longer than six characters, enter a > next to the file you wish to manipulate.

VSPOOL also recognizes / as a substitute for userid queue fileid for issuing other commands. For example, to transfer a
file to your reader, type:

TRANS / * R

VSPOOL will substitute the appropriate information in the transfer command for the file.

For commands that use just the fileid, such as RECEIVE, /# can be used to indicate that the fileid alone should be
substituted. Refer to the section The VSPOOL standard Display, in the next section, to see a sample VSPOOL display
and a detailed discussion.

VSPOOL (Display provides continuous SPOOL utilization summaries and is discussed in the section SPOOL Status
Display: VSPOOL (Display, in the next section.

Viewing Files with V/SEG-Plus

Enter VSPOOL ALL to list all reader, printer, punch and open files. Files are sorted initially by date in descending order.

From the VSPOOL display, place the cursor on the desired file, such as SYSOPR01's open console, and press PF11/
PF23. An alternate method, for browsing more than one file, is to place the View command in the Cmd area for each file
desired, and press ENTER. VSPOOL will invoke SHOW for each file in succession.

OPERATOR OPEN___9 ; V 133 Blks=_ Col=1 Rec=1845 of 1873 known Files=1

====>

13:33:44 GRAF __D8 DISCONNECT FRANKA USERS = 89

13:36:18 GRAF __D1 LOGOFF AS STEVEB USERS = 88

13:36:18 GRAF L__39 DISCON AS DBCTEST USERS = 88 FORCED BY SYSTEM

13:36:24 GRAF __D1 LOGON AS STEVEB USERS = 89

13:36:29 GRAF L__3_ LOGOFF AS DAWNP1 USERS = 88

13:36:36 GRAF L__47 LOGON AS DAWNP1 USERS = 89

13:38:54 GRAF L__3A LOGOFF AS DUMPS USERS = 88

13:4_:14 GRAF L__3E LOGOFF AS VMR5 USERS = 87

13:4_:18 GRAF __B8 LOGOFF AS JOEYA USERS = 86

13:4_:21 GRAF __B8 LOGON AS JOEYA USERS = 87

13:46:14 GRAF L__48 RECONNECT PAULS USERS = 87

13:51:19 USER DSC LOGOFF AS DBCTEST USERS = 86 FORCED BY SYSTEM

13:58:59 GRAF __D6 DISCONNECT JH USERS = 86

14:_1:15 GRAF L__49 LOGON AS VMR5 USERS = 87

14:_4:13 GRAF L__4A DIALED TO VMR5 DIALED= 5

_ _ _ End of File _ _ _

1= Help 2= Top 3= Quit 4= 5= Last 6= Retrieve

7= Back 8= Forward 9= = 1_= Left 11= Right 12=

SHOW requests access from the VSPSERV machine. If authorized, you will be able to browse the file. SHOW
subcommands locate data, print portions of the file, place portions of the file on disk, and offer many powerful XEDIT-like
functions.

Since this product does not use SPOOL DIAGNOSE codes to retrieve SPOOL data, multiple users can browse a single
file concurrently; files never leave their owner, and remain in their respective queues; and open files (consoles, reader/
printer/punch) can be browsed.
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Displaying System Status -- VSPOOL (Display

To see a summary of all SPOOL activity, enter the following command:

VSPOOL (Display

This command uses VSPUTIL to show how SPOOL is being used by normal SPOOLing, paging, and DUMP allocation. It
then provides utilization summaries by users. On the left are closed file summaries; on the right, open file summaries.

Included in the open file summary is the space used by System Data Files, indicated by _IMG _NSS, etc. in the userid
column. Also shown is how many users have SPOOLed output "frozen" by the VSPOOL FREEZE command. Automatic
and manual refresh is available, and active SPOOL users (those users acquiring and releasing SPOOL pages) are
highlighted after refresh.

VSPOOL (Display can be placed in automatic update mode to provide a constant picture of the SPOOL system. For more
information, see the section VSPOOL Summary Display PF Keys, in the next section.

Troubleshooting

Accessing the Online Client Support System
Contents

The Broadcom Support site provides a great variety of information about Broadcom products and services, including:

• Service and support
• Product information and sales
• Press releases
• Communities

Broadcom Support gives you real time, interactive access to Broadcom product support information through the Internet.
Using Broadcom Support, you can:

• Open new issues
• Browse or update your existing issues and enhancement requests
• Perform keyword searches
• Download solutions, PTFs, and important notices regarding Broadcom products, maintenance, and documentation

Contacting Technical Support
For further technical assistance with this product, contact Broadcom Support. Support is available 24 hours a day, seven
days a week.

If you are unable to resolve the problem, please have the following information ready before contacting Computer
Associates Technical Support:

• Product name, version number, operating system and genlevel.
• Product name and version number of any other software you suspect is involved.
• Version level and PUTLEVEL of the operating system.
• Your name, telephone number and extension (if any).
• Your company name.
• Your site ID.
• A severity code. This is a number (from 1 to 4) that you assign to the problem.

Use the following to determine the severity of the problem:
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1
a "system down" or inoperative condition

2
a suspected high-impact condition associated with the product

3
a question concerning product performance or an intermittent low-impact condition associated with the product

4
a question concerning general product utilization or implementation

Product Versions and Maintenance
New users of this product are provided with a distribution tape containing the current version of the system. Clients are
requested to operate only under currently supported versions of this product.

Clients with current maintenance agreements also receive ongoing maintenance. When a new version of the system is
available, a notice is sent to all current clients of this product.

Requesting Enhancements
Broadcom welcomes your suggestions for product enhancements. All suggestions are considered and acknowledged.
You can use either of two methods to request enhancements:

• Contact your Account Manager who will initiate a Demand Analysis Request (DAR) for you.
• Enter your request through Broadcom Support.
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Reference
This section contains all reference material for the VSEG. It provides information about V/SEG-Plus commands and
utilities and SSEBLD and SSECOPY execution.

Command and Utilities Reference
This section contains reference information about the V/SEG-Plus commands and utilities.

The notational conventions used in the syntax boxes are based on the conventions used by IBM in the CP Command
Reference manual, with modifications. These conventions are described in .Format Conventions for Code Syntax.

Utilities are either VSEG utilities or VSPOOL utilities, as listed in the following table.

 Utility  Type of Utility 
Display on-line configuration VSEG
Online DCSS/NSS memory map VSEG
Create packed spaces VSEG
Define inter-product dependencies (IPD) VSEG
Generate DEFxxx from online configuration VSEG
Convert DMKSNT macros to DEFxxx VSEG
VSPOOL EXEC VSPOOL

SDF Service Virtual Machine (AUTOVSEG) Commands
The commands in this section are used to control the AUTOVSEG service virtual machine, which performs automated
functions on System Date Files (SDFs).

The majority of these commands use the CP Special Message facility (SMSG) to send messages to AUTOVSEG. Some
commands instead use the CP VSEG facility. These latter commands are listed in their own subsection.

For more information about AUTOVSEG functions, see The AUTOVSEG Service Machine and AUTOVSEG EXEC.

AUTHorize
 

Privilege

Authorized by ALL privilege in the AUTOVSEG AUTHFILE.

Function

To add a user and/or associated authorized NSSs/DCSSs to AUTOVSEG AUTHFILE.

Syntax

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG AUTHorize userid dcss1 [dcss2 ... dcssn] [* comment...]

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG AUTHorize userid ALL
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Operand Definitions

 

userid
the userid to be authorized

dcssn
a DCSS/NSS name to be authorized (or ALL)

* comment...
a comment string to be saved with the setting.

Notes

1. The UNAUTHORIZE command reverses the effects of an AUTHORIZE

BACKup
 

Privilege

Granted for specific System Data File (SDF) names through AUTOVSEG AUTHFILE

Function

To cause an SDF to be backed up by AUTOVSEG.

Syntax

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG BACKup [type] sdfname [ASSOCiates | SPACE]

Operand definitions

 

type
Optionally specifies a System Data File type (one of NSS, DCSS, SPACE, MEMBER, CPDCSS, IMG, UCR, NLS
or TRF); defaults to NSS.

ASSOCiates
Indicates that if the sdfname specified is a segment space or a member of a segment space, the entire space is to
be backed up.

SPACE
Is identical to ASSOCiates.

Checkpoint
 

Privilege

Authorized by ALL privilege.
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Function

To force AUTOVSEG to take a checkpoint of the existing System Data File configuration.

 

Syntax
CP SMsg AUTOVSEG Checkpoint

Notes

1. AUTOVSEG takes a checkpoint automatically at startup and whenever an SDF is created or deleted (unless SDF
auditing is disabled).

CLEANup

Privilege

Authorized by ALL privilege.

Function

To delete old backups which are not associated with an existing SDF.

Syntax

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG CLEANup [ftype1 [ftype2... [ftypen]] ] [Quiet]

Operand definitions
ftypen

Valid backup filetypes (DCSS, NSS, IMG, UCR, TRF, NLS, SPACE, MEMBER, or CPDCSS).
QUIet

Indicates not to list backups which were not deleted.

Notes

1. Use CLEANUP to clean up the AUTOVSEG disk when it becomes full or close to full. CLEANUP invokes SGXCLEAN
EXEC, which matches SDF backup files against corresponding SDFs. These backups are presumably the result of test
versions of SDFs, or products which are no longer installed, and are just taking up disk space. AUTOVSEG takes a
checkpoint before invoking SGXCLEAN, to minimize the window in which a SDF could be deleted without AUTOVSEG
noticing.

2. The Query CLEANUP command tells you what the result of a CLEANUP will be.

CMS

Privilege

Authorized by ALL privilege.
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Function

To execute any CMS command in the AUTOVSEG virtual machine; the CMS return code is returned to the invoker as
messages.

Syntax
CP SMsg AUTOVSEG CMS command

Operand Definitions
command

the CMS command to be executed.

CP

Privilege

Authorized by ALL privilege.

Function

To execute any CP command in the AUTOVSEG virtual machine; responses and the return code are returned to the
invoker as messages.

Syntax
CP SMsg AUTOVSEG CP command

Operand Definitions

• command
The CP command to be executed.

DEFSEG

Privilege

Granted for specific DCSS/NSS names through AUTOVSEG AUTHFILE.

Function

To execute a CP DEFSEG command for a specific DCSS/NSS name.

Syntax
CP SMsg AUTOVSEG DEFSEG name operands

Operand Definitions

Refer to the IBM HELP files.

DEFSYS
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Privilege

Granted for specific DCSS/NSS names through AUTOVSEG AUTHFILE.

Function

To execute a CP DEFSYS command for a specific DCSS/NSS name.

Syntax
CP SMsg AUTOVSEG DEFSYS name operands

Operand Definitions

Refer to the IBM HELP files.

EXEC
 

Privilege

Authorized by ALL privilege.

Function

To execute an EXEC on the AUTOVSEG service machine.

Syntax
CP SMsg AUTOVSEG EXEC execname

PURge

Privilege

Granted for specific NSS/DCSS names through AUTOVSEG AUTHFILE; authorized for other SDFs via ALL privilege.

Function

To purge a specific SDF by name and remove it from the checkpoint file, so it is not automatically restored. Any existing
backups of the file are not deleted until a CLEANUP is issued.

Syntax

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG PURge sdfname [spoolid] [ASSOCiates | SPACE] [CLass c]

Operand Definitions
sdfname

Is the name of the System Data File to be purged.
spoolid

The SPOOLid of the SDF to be purged. This option is useful when more than one copy of an SDF exists, and a
specific copy is to be deleted.
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ASSOCiates
Indicates that if the sdfname specified is a *NSS file which is a segment space or a member of a segment space,
the entire space is to be purged.

SPACE
Is identical to ASSOCiates.

CLass c
Indicates that SDFs of the specified class are to be purged. The default is active SDFs, that is, any SDF except
class P or S *NSS files.

Query
 

Privilege

AUTHORIZE, BACKUP, and VSEG queries are granted for specific SDF names through AUTOVSEG AUTHFILE;
CLEANUP is authorized by ALL privileges, and sdfname by being authorized for any AUTOVSEG functions.

Function

To query authorizations, existing backups, and existing VSEG command settings in effect.

Syntax
CP SMsg AUTOVSEG Query AUTHorize [userid]

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG Query BACKup [sdftype] sdfname

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG Query CLEANup [ftype]... [QUIet]

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG Query sdfqueue Query_SDF_operands

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG Query VSEG_operands

Operand Definitions
userid

Is the userid whose authorizations are to be returned. If omitted, userid defaults to the issuer's userid. A user who
is authorized for ALL functions can specify ALL for userid to display authorizations for all users.
Users who implicitly have ALL privileges by virtue of being listed as SYSTEM_OWNER or SYSTEM_ALLOW
users are also returned as having ALL privileges.

sdfname
Is the name of SDF backup to be queried. The name may use “wildcard” characters like CMS LISTFILE, i.e., * to
match any characters, and % to match any single character.

sdftype
Is the type of SDF backup to be queried (one of DCSS, NSS, IMG, UCR, TRF, NLS, SPACE, MEMBER, or
CPDCSS).

ftype
Is the type of SDF backup to be examined for CLEANUP candidacy (one or more of DCSS, NSS, IMG, UCR,
TRF, NLS, SPACE, MEMBER, or CPDCSS).

sdfqueue
Is the SDF queue name (one of IMG, NSS, UCR, TRF, or NLS)
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Query_SDF_operands
Are any operands for a CP QUERY sdfqueue command. Users with any AUTOVSEG authorizations are allowed
to issue any QUERY sdfname command.

VSEG_operands
Are any operands for a CP VSEG QUERY command. The NSS name(s) specified in the command are validated
against the authorization table (unless the user has ALL privileges).

QUIet
On QUERY CLEANUP, the QUIET option indicates not to list backups which will be kept by a CLEANUP -- that is,
it indicates to list only those which will be deleted.

Notes

1. QUERY AUTHORIZE with no operands returns the authorizations in effect for the requestor, or for all users, if the
requestor has all privileges; if a name is specified other than the requestor, all privileges are required.

2. QUERY BACKUP lists existing backup(s) for the specified SDF name. A type may optionally be specified, and
wildcards may be used in both the name and type.

3. QUERY CLEANUP tells the requestor what SDF backup files would be deleted by a CLEANUP command. One
or more valid SDF backup filetypes (DCSS, NSS, IMG, UCR, TRF, NLS, SPACE, MEMBER, or CPDCSS) may be
specified to list only those backups.

4. QUERY sdftype executes a CP QUERY sdftype command and returns the responses. This is useful for distributed
DCSS/NSS maintenance, when the requestor is privileged to use AUTOVSEG but not to issue the CP QUERY sdftype
command directly. Users authorized for any AUTOVSEG functions may use the QUERY sdftype format. This is
allowed because the information may be needed to choose a suitable location for a DCSS.

5. If none of the preceding operands is specified, the QUERY operands are assumed to be for a CP VSEG QUERY
command and are validated and executed on that basis.

6. Examples of the QUERY command follow:
– Query authorizations for user OPERATOR:

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG Query AUTHorize OPERATOR

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG Query BACKUP CMS*

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG Query BACKUP * UCR

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG Query BACKUP CMS NSS*

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG Query CLEANup NSS

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG Query SYStem CMS

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG Query AUTOFIT ADMSEG0

– Query backups for all SDF files whose names start with CMS:
– Query backups for all UCRs:
– Query all “old” copies of backups for NSS CMS:
– Query CLEANUP status for NSS backups:
– Query VSEG command alias settings for SDF CMS:
– Query VSEG command AUTOFIT settings for DCSS ADMSEG0:

REDEFine

Privilege

Granted for specific DCSS/NSS names through AUTOVSEG AUTHFILE.
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Function

To redefine a DCSS, NSS, member DCSS, or segment space without the user having to know how or where it is defined.
If the user is authorized, the requested definition is performed and a message is sent to the requester.

Syntax
CP SMsg AUTOVSEG REDEFine name [AS newname] [SENDFILE]

Operand Definitions
name

The name of an NSS, DCSS, member DCSS, or segment space
AS newname

Specifies that newname will be defined using the same page rang(es) as name. All spaces are examined and
appropriate CP DEFSEG commands are issued to properly define membername.

SENDFILE
Indicates to use the CMS SENDFILE command to return file REDEFCMD EXEC containing the DEFxxx
statements required to redefine the named DCSS, NSS, or segment space.

Notes

1. To authorize users for specific DCSSs, see the Maintenance Distribution section in the "Using V/SEG-Plus" section.
2. This command is especially useful when dealing in complex environments, such as those where a DCSS exists in

multiple packed spaces. AUTOVSEG correctly issues a DEFSEG command for the requested name and DEFSEG
commands using the SAMERANGE operand for each member of each affected segment space.

RELOAD
Contents

Privilege

SYSTEM_OWNER or SYSTEM_ALLOW.

Function

Reaccesses the disk containing the ACTFILE and rereads it. This allows changing the ACTFILE while the SVM is running,
telling it to load the changed version.

Syntax

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG RELOAD

RESTART
Contents

Privilege

SYSTEM_OWNER or SYSTEM_ALLOW.
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Function

Terminates and restarts the SVM; reaccesses disks and reloads any changed programs.

Syntax

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG RESTART

RESTore
 

Privilege

Granted for specific NSS/DCSS names through AUTOVSEG AUTHFILE, or for other SDFs via ALL privilege.

Function

To cause an SDF to be restored by AUTOVSEG.

Syntax
CP SMsg AUTOVSEG RESTore [type] sdfname [AS newname] [ASSOCiates | SPACE]

Operand Definitions

• type
Specifies the filetype of the SDF backup to restore from.
For SDF backups other than NSS backups (that is, backups with filetypes other than NSS, DCSS, SPACE, or
MEMBER), the SDF type is required. When specified, sdftype must be one of NSS, DCSS, SPACE, MEMBER, IMG,
UCR, NLS, or TRF, and may optionally contain a trailing numeric value to indicate a non-current backup.

• sdfname
Specifies the filename of the SDF backup to restore from.

• AS newname
Specifies the name to restore the backup as. This option is not valid when restoring segment spaces or segment
space members, as there is information embedded in the segment space and member data contains the original space
name.

• ASSOCiates
Indicates that if the sdfname specified is a segment space or a member of a segment space, the entire space is to be
restored.

• SPACE
Is identical to ASSOCiates.

You can tell AUTOVSEG to restore a non-current backup from disk. For example, if two backups exist of a UCR called
OURUCR, they will be saved in files OURUCR UCR and OURUCR UCR2; to restore the previous version in OURUCR
UCR2, issue the command:

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG RESTORE UCR2 OURUCR

SET
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Privilege

Granted for specific DCSS/NSS names through AUTOVSEG AUTHFILE.

Function

Issue a CP VSEG SET command for a segment alias or AUTOFIT group.

Syntax

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG SET VSEG_operands

Operand Definitions
VSEG_operands

Any valid CP VSEG command operands to set a segment alias or AUTOFIT group. See the pages VSEG SET,
VSEG SET OFF, and VSEG SET AUTOFIT for syntax details. This is the same as issuing a CP VSEG SET
command directly from your userid; however, if you are using distributed DCSS/NSS maintenance, your userid
may not be authorized to issue these commands directly. In this case, you can use this AUTOVSEG command to
issue commands for DCSS/NSS names you are explicitly authorized to manipulate via AUTOVSEG.

AUTOVSEG SHOW
 

Privilege

All users unless explicitly prohibited.

Function

Displays ACTFILE settings for an SDF type, a specific SDF type and name combination (for example, DCSS TESTSEG),
or the SYSTEM settings for AUTOVSEG.

Syntax

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG SHOW [[sdftype [filename]]  | SYSTEM]

Operand definitions

 

sdftype
Is one of IMG, NSS, DCSS, UCR, TRF, or NLS.

filename
Is the name of the SDF for which you wish to see the settings.

STOP
 

Privilege

Authorized by ALL privilege.
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Function

To terminate execution of the AUTOVSEG service machine.

Syntax
CP SMsg AUTOVSEG STOP

UNAUTHorize
 

Privilege

Granted for specific DCSS/NSS names through AUTOVSEG AUTHFILE.

Function

To remove one or more DCSSs from a user's authorization list in AUTOVSEG AUTHFILE.

 

Syntax

CP SMsg AUTOVSEG UNAUTHorize userid dcss1 [dcssn]...

Operand Definitions

 

userid
the userid to be unauthorized

dcss1 [dcssn]...
the DCSS/NSS name(s) to be unauthorized

 

VSEG
Contents

Privilege

Class E.

Function

The CP VSEG command consists of two subcommands, QUERY and SET.

VSEG QUERY

Depending on the operands, VSEG QUERY displays current alias, AUTOFIT, or auditing settings, as well as showing the
product version number and current DCSS/NSS requests in effect for specific virtual machines.
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VSEG SET

Depending on the operands, VSEG SET controls DCSS/NSS aliasing, AUTOFIT, or SDF auditing

Syntax

See the sub-section for an individual CP VSEG command for the syntax.

VSEG QUERY AUDIT

Privilege

Class E.

Function

This command shows the level of the System Data File's (SDFs) auditing set.

Syntax
VSEG Query AUDIT

Notes

1. The response from the CP VSEG QUERY AUDIT command is:

HCPSG11961I SDF auditing is ON | OFF for level -- auditor userid is userid

where:
ON | OFF

is one of ON or OFF to indicate whether auditing is enabled or not (whether auditing messages will be sent to the
auditor userid or not).

level
is the auditing level, one of CHANGES, USAGE, or ALL:
CHANGES

Only SDF configuration changes -- CP SAVESYS/SAVESEG commands and CP PURGE NSS
commands -- will be audited.

USAGE
SDF configuration changes as well as DIAGNOSE X'64' LOAD and PURGE calls to attach segments to or
detach segments from user virtual machines will be audited.

ALL
SDF configuration changes, DIAGNOSE X'64' LOAD and PURGE calls, and DIAGNOSE X'64' QUERY
and FINDSYS calls will all be audited.

NOTE
This setting generates a significant amount of traffic, and may use an unacceptably large amount of
CPU.

VSEG QUERY AUTOFIT
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Privilege

Class E.

Function

This command displays the current AUTOFIT search criteria.

Syntax

VSEG Query AUTOFIT {*  | basename}

Operand Definitions

 

*
Specifies that all VSEG AUTOFIT search criteria set on the system are to be shown.

basename
Specifies that only VSEG AUTOFIT criteria for this basename are to be shown.

Notes

 

1. The response from the CP VSEG QUERY AUTOFIT basename command is:

BASENAME   AUTOFIT member list

--------   -------------------

basename   name1   name2  name3  name4  name5  name6

           name7   name8  name9  name10 name11 name12

           name13  name14 name15 name16

basename   name1 ...

where:
2. basename

is the request name that will trigger an AUTOFIT
3. name1 ... name16

is the list of DCSS names that will be checked for a proper fit. The names are listed 6 per output line.
4. As many lines are displayed as necessary to satisfy the request.
5. Examples of the VSEG QUERY AUTOFIT command follow:

– To show all AUTOFIT search lists on the system:

VSEG QUERY AUTOFIT *

VSEG QUERY REQuests

Use the VSEG QUERY REQuests AUTOVSEG command to view DIAGNOSE X'64' requests that are monitored by 
VSEG. Using the QUERY REQuests command, you can verify that FINDSYS, LOADSYS, and PURGE subsitutions
match for specific users.
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Privilege

Class E.

Function

The VSEG QUERY REQuests command shows the DIAGNOSE X'64' requests being monitored by VSEG, for a specific
user, or for all users. You use the VSEG QUERY REQuests command to monitor certain DIAGNOSE X'64' operations and
thereby ensure that FINDSYS, LOADSYS, and PURGE substitutions match for particular users.

Syntax

VSEG Query REQuests [* | userid | ALL]

Operand Definitions
*

Specifies that tracking for the user issuing the VSEG QUERY command is to be shown.
userid

Specifies that tracking for a particular userid is shown.
ALL

Specifies that tracking for all userids is shown.

Output

If no requests have been tracked for the specified user, the system issues the following message:
VSPSGX1954I No matching entries are set

If requests have been tracked, responses from the VSEG QUERY REQuests command are in the format:

REQtype SNTname REQname Autofit? Notify Requestor

-----------------------------------------------------------

reqtype sntname reqname autofit? notify requestor

where:

reqtype
FIND, QUERY, LOAD. The type of the most recent request for the requested name.

sntname
the name provided to the user

reqname
the name that the user requested

autofit?
Yes or No. This shows when an AUTOFIT was done to obtain the sntname.

notify?
Yes or No

requestor
the userid of the user who made the request

The response includes as many lines as are necessary to satisfy the request.
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NOTE
Only certain DIAG X'64' requests are tracked. To ensure that FINDSYS operations always match up with
LOADSYS operations, all FINDSYS operations on the system are tracked. To ensure that PURGESYS
operations match FINDSYS or LOADSYS operations, all FINDSYS and LOADSYS operations involving name
substitutions are tracked.

Example

The sample VSEG QUERY REQuests command below shows which DIAGNOSE X'64' requests that VSEG is currently
tracking for the OPERATOR userid:
VSEG QUERY REQ OPERATOR

VSEG QUERY SEGNAME

Use the VSEG QUERY SEGNAME command to display a list of current aliasing definitions.

Privilege

Class E.

Function

This command displays current aliasing definitions.

Syntax

VSEG Query [SEGNAME] {"Entry Type"} {reqname | *} [USER {* | userid}]

 

Entry Type:

  SYSTEM

| SAVESYS

| *

Operand Definitions
SEGNAME

Provides compatibility with previous releases.
entry-type

Identifies system activities for which name substitution is defined for reqname.
SYSTEM

shows name substitution (aliasing) for all DIAGNOSE X'64' and IPL requests.
SAVESYS

show name substitutions in effect for SAVESYS or SAVESEG requests.
*

shows name substitutions in force for all classes of entry-type.
reqname

Identifies the request name that substitutions are defined for.
*

requests that all request names be displayed.
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USER
Only aliasing for a particular user ID is displayed.
*

Specifies that only aliasing in effect for the user ID issuing the VSEG QUERY command is shown.
userid

Specifies that aliasing set only for this user ID is shown. Global aliases affecting this user ID are not
shown.

Output

The output from the VSEG QUERY command is in the following form:

SETtype SNTname REQname REQcount Notify Mode Userid Notify  ACIgroup Account

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

settype sntname reqname reqcount notify mode userid notify  acigroup account

where:

settype
is either SAVESYS or SYSTEM

sntname
is the sntname substituted when reqname is requested

reqname
is the DCSS/NSS name requested by the virtual machine

reqcount
the number of times this substitution has been performed

notify
Yes or No.

mode
is the virtual machine architecture mode, ESA or Z, that the substitution will affect. If nothing is present, the
substitution is made regardless of virtual machine architecture mode.

userid
is the userid this is in effect for. If not present, the substitution is in effect for all users.

acigroup
If specified, is the userid access control group the substitution will affect.

account
If specified, is the userid virtual machine account value the substitution will affect.

As many output lines are printed as is necessary to satisfy the VSEG QUERY SEGNAME request. If there are no aliases
set that match the request, the following message is displayed:

VSPSGX1954I No matching entries are set

Examples

• To show all aliasing currently in force on the system:

VSEG QUERY * *

• To show all aliasing currently in force on the system for SAVESYSs or SAVESEGs:
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VSEG QUERY SAVESYS *

• To show aliasing in force for DCSS name QQQ for user OPERATOR:

VSEG QUERY * QQQ USER OPERATOR

VSEG QUERY VERSION

Privilege

Class E.

Function

This command identifies what version of this product is currently on your system.

Syntax
VSEG Query VERsion

Notes

1. The response from the CP VSEG QUERY VERSION command is:
V/SEG-Plus Release rel asmdate asmtime
where:

rel
is the release and maintenance level number, in the form r.mm, where r is the release number, and mm is the
maintenance level.

asmdate
is the date that this product, and specifically module HCPSG1, was assembled.

asmtime
is the time that this product, and specifically module HCPSG1, was assembled.

2. Examples of the VSEG QUERY VERSION command follow:
– To display the current version of this product on your system, enter:

CP VSEG Query VERsion

VSEG SET

Use the VSEG SET command to define aliasing for the IPL command and DIAGNOSE X'64' functions.

Function

The VSEG SET command defines aliasing for the IPL command and DIAGNOSE X'64' functions. More specifically, VSEG
SET defines aliasing for NSSs, DCSSs, and members of packed spaces. Alias assignment allows you to customize
DCSSs or spaces for different types of virtual machines. For instance, if you have both Z and non-Z products, or saved
systems with the same name, you can issue uniquely named DEFSEG statements for each product or system. You
can then issue VSEG commands to acquire and save the segments based on the virtual machine's architecture mode,
either ESA or Z. Aliasing can be defined for one user, a group of users, or all users on the system.
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NOTE
You cannot use aliasing for DCSS space names.

Privilege

Class E.

Syntax

VSEG SET [SEGNAME] {"Entry Type"} sntname reqname ["Parms"]

 

Entry Type:

  SYStem

| SAVESYS

 

Parms:

[USER {* | userid}]

[ACIgroup group]

[ACCount account]

[NOTIFY]

[ESA | Z]

Operand Definitions
SEGNAME

Is optional, and provides compatibility with previous releases.
entry-type

Identifies the class of system activities where name substitution isdefined for reqname.
SYStem

requests name substitution (aliasing) for all DIAGNOSE X'64' and IPL requests.
SAVESYS

requests name substitutions for SAVESYS or SAVESEG requests.

NOTE
When you make a SAVESYS or SAVESEG request, NOTIFY is forced. If you do not specify a
USER, the notification defaults to the userid that issues the command.

sntname
The name of an DCSS/NSS to be used when reqname is specified on a DIAGNOSE X'64', IPL, SAVESYS, or
SAVESEG request.

reqname
Specifies the name that aliasing is defined for. When this name is requested, sntname is provided.

USER
Restricts aliasing to a specific user. This supersedes all other aliasing for this user for this reqname. Only one of
USER, ACIGROUP, or ACCOUNT may be specified on a single VSEG SET command, but multiple aliases may
be set for different userids, ACIGROUPs, and account codes.

ACIgroup
Restricts aliasing to users with the specified Access Control Interface Group (ACIGROUP) in their directory
entries. This supersedes global or ACCOUNT aliasing, but not USER aliasing. Only one of USER, ACIGROUP,
or ACCOUNT may be specified on a single VSEG SET command, but multiple aliases may be set for different
userids, ACIGROUPs, and account codes.
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ACCount
Restricts aliasing to users with the specified account code in their directory entries. This supersedes global
aliasing, but not USER or ACIGROUP aliasing. Only one of USER, ACIGROUP, or ACCOUNT may be specified
on a single VSEG SET command, but multiple aliases may be set for different userids, ACIGROUPs, and account
codes.
*

specifies that only the user issuing the VSEG SET command is affected.

NOTE
If the SET is issued through AUTOVSEG, * indicates AUTOVSEG, not the command issuer.

NOTIFY
Causes the requester to be notified when name substitution takes place.

ESA
Specifies name substitution only when the request is made from an ESA-architecture mode virtual machine.

Z
Specifies name substitution only when the request is made from a Z-architecture mode virtual machine.

Restrictions

Before using the VSEG SET command, consider the following:

• Many product installation processes use FINDSYS and QUERY to locate the DCSS. For this reason, if you define
SAVESYS aliasing, you should use the same SYSTEM type aliasing for the userid.

• VSEG aliasing does not support CP QUERY NSS, CP QUERY IMG, etc., commands. Thus, if product installation
processes use CP QUERY type commands (as opposed to DIAGNOSE X'64' type) to locate DCSS address ranges,
SAVESYS aliasing may not work properly.

Virtual Machine Architecture Modes

Use the table below as a reference to virtual machine architecture modes:

Virtual Machine Designation Virtual Machine Architecture

ESA, XA ESA/390 or z/Architecture

XC ESA/XC or z/XC

Z z/Architecture

Considerations When Defining Aliasing

Consider the following points:

• When you log in to an ESA virtual machine, it simulates ESA/390 architecture. While logged in, a user of the virtual
machine can switch the architecture back and forth from ESA/390 mode to z/Architecture mode. Similarly, when you
log in to an XC virtual machine, it simulates ESA/XC architecture. And, a user of the virtual machine can switch the
architecture back and forth between ESA/XC mode and z/XC architecture mode.

• If you use the SET MACHINE command, and it changes the architecture mode of your virtual machine, z/VM initiates
a system-reset-clear. The system-reset-clear resets the virtual machine as if you had issued a SYSTEM CLEAR
command. In order to continue operation, you must repeat your initial program load (IPL) procedure. Any VSEG
aliasing is determined based on the current architecture mode of your virtual machine. To definitively switch a virtual
machine out of z/Architecture mode, use the SYSTEM CLEAR command.

• You can use the MACHINE statement in each user directory to specify the default virtual machine architecture mode
of a virtual machine when the user logs on. If you do not use a machine statement to specify a default, z/VM uses the
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machine definition on the GLOBALOPTS statement of the directory. If the GLOBALOPTS statement does not specify a
default architecture mode, z/VM uses XA as the default.

• For compatibility, z/VM still accepts XA designated virtual machines. If a virtual machine was defined with the XA
designation, z/VM will report XA as the virtual machine type, in response to QUERY SET and INDICATE USER
commands. When running on z/VM, however, it does not matter whether the virtual machine is defined using SET
MACHINE XA or SET MACHINE ESA. A virtual machine defined with SET MACHINE XA has the same capabilities as
an ESA virtual machine and is considered by CP to be an ESA virtual machine.

IMPORTANT
z/VM no longer supports 370 mode virtual machines. CP will reject a SET MACHINE 370 command.

Examples

• To allow users to IPL the appropriate CMS system depending on machine architecture mode:

VSEG SET SYSTEM CMS390 CMS ESA

VSEG SET SYSTEM ZCMS CMS Z

If a virtual machine is set to MACHINE ESA, users who IPL CMS get CMS390.
If a virtual machine is set to MACHINE Z, users who IPL CMS get ZCMS.

• To install and test a new version of a product:

VSEG SET SYSTEM QQQTEST QQQ NOTIFY USER *

VSEG SET SAVESYS QQQTEST QQQ NOTIFY USER *

Install the product normally as QQQ for testing. When the product is run from that userid, QQQTEST is used. No other
users are affected.
All users requesting QQQ receive QQQTEST.

• To place the new version of the product QQQ into test production for all users:

VSEG SET SYSTEM QQQTEST QQQ

• To specify that all users with the SYSPROG ACIGROUP in their directory entries get the test version of QQQ:

VSEG SET SYSTEM QQQTEST QQQ NOTIFY ACIGROUP SYSPROG

The ACIGROUP SYSPROG users get QQQTEST and see a message notifying them of the substitution.
• To specify that all users with the USER123 account code in their directory entries should get the test version of QQQ

except for those users who also have ACIGROUP EXTERNAL, and also excepting user CRANKY, and that the users
should not be notified of the substitution:

VSEG SET SYSTEM QQQTEST QQQ ACCOUNT USER123

VSEG SET SYSTEM QQQ QQQ ACIGROUP EXTERNAL

VSEG SET SYSTEM QQQ QQQ USER CRANKY

CRANKY and users with the EXTERNAL ACIGROUP will get the base QQQ segment, while all other account code
USER123 users will get the QQQTEST segment

• To disable use of any of the segments for QQQ for user BOB, who has reported a problem with his application when it
uses a segment:

VSEG SET SYSTEM DISABLED QQQ USER BOB NOTIFY

When BOB invokes his program, he will see a message showing the attempted substitution, but (unless a segment
called DISABLED actually exists), no segment will be found or used. The name DISABLED is not a reserved name;
DUMMY or DONOTUSE or any other name could be specified instead.

• To monitor DCSS usage by a product named QQQ:
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VSEG SET SYSTEM QQQ QQQ NOTIFY USER *

A notify message is issued for any FINDSYS, LOADSYS, QUERY, or PURGE operation for QQQ by this virtual
machine. No substitution takes place.

VSEG SET OFF

Privilege

Class E.

Function

This command removes all aliasing for the specified reqname. The aliasing can be removed for a specific user ID/
ACIGROUP/accounting code or globally, provided matching aliases are defined -- that is, if only a global alias is defined,
only a global alias can be removed.

Syntax

VSEG SET [SEGNAME] OFF {* | reqname} ["Parms"]

 

Parms:

  [USER * | userid]

| ACIgroup group

| ACCOUNT account

Operand Definitions
SEGNAME

Provides compatibility with V/SEG-SP.
reqname

Specifies that DCSS or NSS aliasing for this request name is to be removed. * indicates that DCSS and/or NSS
aliasing for all request names is to be removed.

USER
Only aliasing for a particular user ID is removed, provided that aliasing was defined for just that user ID.
*

Specifies that only the user issuing the VSEG SET command is affected.
userid

Specifies the user ID that this VSEG SET command affects.
ACIgroup

Only aliasing for a particular ACIGROUP is removed, provided that aliasing was defined for just that ACIGROUP.
group

Specifies the group that this VSEG SET command affects.
ACCount

Only aliasing for a particular ACCOUNT is removed, provided that aliasing was defined for just that ACCOUNT.
group

Specifies the accounting code that this VSEG SET command affects.
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Note

If a VSEG SET OFF command is issued with no user ID, ACIGROUP, or accounting code, only global aliases are
removed; similarly, if a user ID, ACIGROUP, or accounting code is specified, only aliases specific to that qualifier are
removed.

Example
If the following VSEG SET command was issued:

VSEG SET SYSTEM TEST ABC USER BANANA

The following command would reset it:
VSEG SET OFF ABC USER BANANA

The following command would not affect the alias for user BANANA, and would result in an error message
(unless a global alias was also set):
VSEG SET OFF ABC

VSEG SET AUDIT

Privilege

Class E.

Function

This command controls the SDFs auditing settings.

Syntax

VSEG SET AUDIT {"Parms"}

 

Parms:

  ON [userid]

| OFF

| {CHANGES | USAGE | ALL} [userid]

| USERid userid

where:

ON | OFF
ON or OFF to indicate whether SDF auditing is to be enabled or not. An auditing user ID (the user ID to receive
the auditing messages) may optionally be specified after ON.

CHANGES | USAGE | ALL
The auditing level, followed optionally by the auditing user ID:
CHANGES

Only SDF configuration changes -- CP SAVESYS/SAVESEG commands and CP PURGE NSS
commands -- will be audited.

USAGE
SDF configuration changes as well as DIAGNOSE X'64' LOAD and PURGE calls to attach segments to or
detach segments from user virtual machines will be audited.

ALL
SDF configuration changes, DIAGNOSE X'64' LOAD and PURGE calls, and DIAGNOSE X'64' SET and
FINDSYS calls will all be audited.
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NOTE
This setting generates a significant amount of traffic, and may use an unacceptably large
amount of CPU.

USERid userid
Specifies the auditing userid without changing the auditing level.

Notes

1. This command generates no response.
2. Use the CP VSEG QUERY AUDIT command to determine the current auditing level.

VSEG SET AUTOFIT

Contents

Privilege

Class E.

Function

This command defines alternate DCSSs to be checked for a “fit” into virtual memory when the requested DCSS overlays
virtual memory or a currently loaded DCSS.

Syntax

VSEG SET AUTOFIT basename WITH name1 [name2 ... name16]

Operand Definitions

basename
When a DIAGNOSE X'64' operation is performed using this request name, or if a V/SEG-Plus alias resolves to
this name, AUTOFITting is done. This should be the name of a DCSS, not an NSS or a space member.

namen
If the basename does not “fit” into virtual memory, this list of up to 16 names is checked to see if the associated
DCSS will “fit”. The first name encountered that “fits” will be used. The list is checked in the order given. List items
should be DCSSs, not NSSs or DCSS space members.

Restrictions

1. AUTOFIT is only valid for DCSSs, not NSSs or members of DCSS spaces. When this command is issued, this product
cannot detect if it was issued for a valid DCSS type, since V/SEG-Plus allows AUTOFIT to be established for DCSSs
not yet defined or saved.

2. The basename DCSS, as well as the list of DCSSs, do not all have to exist for AUTOFIT to be performed. However,
for the expected results, each DCSS should be defined and saved. It is necessary to save a product multiple times to
create the appropriate AUTOFIT “family”.

3. Products which assume that the DCSS loads at a particular address, or products that save the load address on disk
during installation, may not work with AUTOFIT. AUTOFIT will operate properly if the product initialization routine
obtains the load address of the DCSS via a DIAGNOSE X'64' FINDSYS operation.
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4. If product initialization issues a CP QUERY NSS command to obtain the load address of the DCSS, it is unlikely that
AUTOFIT will perform properly for that product.

Notes

1. Aliasing is performed before AUTOFIT. If a alias operation resolves to an AUTOFIT basename, AUTOFIT will be
performed. If an AUTOFIT basename is requested by the user, but this product aliasing resolves to a name that is not
an AUTOFIT basename, then AUTOFIT will not be performed.

2. When a request is made for an AUTOFIT basename, each DCSS in turn is checked for a “fit” using the following
criteria:
– If the DCSS is already loaded, it is used.
– The DCSS must load outside the VMSIZE of the virtual machine.
– If the virtual machine is in 370 mode, the DCSS must load below the 16MB line.
– The address range of the DCSS must not collide with any other DCSSs/NSSs/spaces already loaded. If none of the

DCSSs meet these criteria, a second check is made.
– The DCSS may load within the VMSIZE of the virtual machine, but must not load such that it would overlay the

CMS Page Allocation Table in the highest megabyte of the virtual machine.
– The DCSS must not overlay any DCSSs/NSSs/spaces already loaded.
– If the virtual machine is in 370 mode, the DCSS must not load above the 16MB line.
If none of the DCSSs meet these criteria, AUTOFIT fails. No notification is made of this fact, and normal DIAGNOSE
X'64' operation continues on the originally requested name.

3. Examples of the VSEG SET AUTOFIT command follow:
– A product named QQQ is normally loaded at 5MB. The DEFSEG command that was used to define this product

DCSS was:

DEFSEG QQQ 5__-5FF SR

To allow this product to also be loaded at 6MB, 8MB, and 20MB, the product should also be saved into the segments
defined as follows:

DEFSEG QQQ1 6__-6FF SR

DEFSEG QQQ2 8__-8FF SR

DEFSEG QQQ3 14__-14FF SR

The following VSEG command sets up the AUTOFIT criteria:

VSEG SET AUTOFIT QQQ WITH QQQ1 QQQ2 QQQ3

VSEG SET AUTOFIT OFF

 

Privilege

Class E.

Function

This command disables future AUTOFIT processing for the specified basename.

Syntax
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VSEG SET AUTOFIT basename OFF

Operand Definitions
basename

End AUTOFIT activity for the base name originally specified on a SET AUTOFIT command.

Note

AUTOFIT substitutions remain in effect for users who have loaded DCSSs via AUTOFIT until that segment is purged.

Example
To remove AUTOFIT substitution for the product:

VSEG SET AUTOFIT QQQ OFF

DCSS/NSS Management Utilities
V/SEG-Plus DCSS/NSS management utilities are driven by VSEGPLUS EXEC. VSEGPLUS provides access to the
following functions:

• Comprehensive display of online DCSSs/NSSs
• Memory map of online configuration
• Packed space creation
• Define inter-product dependencies
• Generate DEFSEG/DEFSYS statements from the online configuration
• Convert DMKSNT NAMESYS macros to DEFSEG/DEFSYS statements

To gain access to these functions, enter VSEGPLUS.

UTL       Utility Selection Menu   08/02/01   14:28:09

        CA VM:SPOOL V/SEG-Plus feature

(c) 1987, 2002 Computer Associates International, Inc.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

General functions:

    - About Unicenter VM:SPOOL V/SEG-Plus Feature

    - Issue CP commands

Segment management functions:

    - Display On-line Configuration

    - Online DCSS/NSS Memory Map

    - Create Packed Spaces

    - Define Inter-product Dependencies

    - Generate DEFxxx from On-line Configuration

    - Convert DMKSNT macros to DEFxxx

SPOOL management functions:

    - Display SPOOL Usage

    - Display SPOOL Allocation

    - Display SPOOL Files

Place cursor on desired selection and press ENTER

PA1=CP ---------------------------------------------------------------- PA2=CMS

PF: 1=Help  2= .... 3=Quit   4=PrtSc  5= ....  6= ....

PF: 7= .... 8= .... 9= .... 10= .... 11= .... 12= ....
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Each selection is invoked by placing the cursor on the desired line and pressing ENTER. Each utility is discussed in the
following sections.

Display Online Configuration
If you select Display Online Configuration, the following screen displays:

 1.0                        On-line Configuration     01/09/15 11:15:57

 

File Name     Space     Minsize   Begin  End  M/S CL Recs Date  Time     Users

0003 GCS                0000256K    0      C  EW   R  124 05/29 10:16:51    2

     GCS                          400    44E  SR

     GCS                          44F    44F  SW

     GCS                          450    5FF  SN

     GCS                         1000   101A  SR

     GCS                         101B   11FF  SN

0004 DOSINST              N/A     900    90F  SR   A   18 05/29 10:31:43    0

0005 INSTSEG              N/A    1400   16FF  SR   A  770 05/29 10:31:47   30

0006 CMSVMLIB             N/A    1700   17FF  SR   A  258 05/29 10:31:47   27

0007 CMSPIPES             N/A    1800   18FF  SR   A  258 05/29 10:31:47   25

0008 SVM                  N/A    1900   19FF  SR   A  258 05/29 10:31:47    0

0009 CMSFILES             N/A    1900   1BFF  SR   A  770 05/29 10:31:47    4

0010 GUICSLIB             N/A    1F00   1FFF  SR   A  258 05/29 10:31:47    0

0011 MONDCSS              N/A    9000   CFFF  SC   R    1 05/29 10:31:47    0

0014 PERFOUT              N/A    8A00   8FFF  SN   A    1 05/29 10:31:47    0

0015 SMAPIOUT             N/A    8400   89FF  SN   A    1 05/29 10:31:47    0

0018 DOSBAM    DOSBAM     N/A     B00    B37  --   A    1 05/29 10:31:47    0

0019 CMSBAM    DOSBAM     N/A     B0D    B37  SR   A   45 05/29 10:31:47    0

0020 CMSDOS    DOSBAM     N/A     B00    B0C  SR   A   15 05/29 10:31:47    0

0025 SCEE                 N/A     900    9FF  SR   A  258 11/01 12:50:49    1

0026 SCEEX                N/A    2100   29FF  SR   A 2306 11/01 12:50:55    1

0031 PRX$SEG              N/A     A00    A5F  SR   A   98 04/02 09:40:29    0

0135 NLSKANJI             N/A    2000   20FF  SR   A  258 04/26 08:40:22    0

0136 NLSUCENG             N/A    2000   20FF  SR   A  258 04/26 08:40:27    0

0137 CMS                0000256K    0      D  EW   A 1302 04/26 08:41:37   23

     CMS                           20     23  EW

     CMS                          F00   13FF  SR

0138 ZCMS               0000256K    0      D  EW   A 1302 04/26 08:41:38    0

     ZCMS                          20     23  EW

     ZCMS                         F00   13FF  SR

0225 VSMDCSS              N/A   20000  3FFFF  SN   R    1 06/12 06:30:15    0

 

 

 

 

 

 PA1=CP -------------------------------------------------------------- PA2=CMS

 PF:  1=Print     2=Refresh   3=Quit      4=PrtSc     5=Users     6=Cursor

 PF:  7=Backward  8=Forward   9=Sort/Dt  10=Sort/Nm  11=Sort/Sg  12=Sort/Cl

====>
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Online Configuration PF Keys
PF1/PF13

Prints a copy of the online configuration
PF2/PF14

Refreshes the display
PF3/PF15

Returns to VSEGPLUS screen
PF4/PF16

Prints the contents of the screen to the virtual printer
PF5/PF17

After placing the cursor on any DCSS/NSS name, pressing this key will issue CP QUERY NSS USERS name to
show the current users of this saved area

PF6/PF18
After placing the cursor on a display line, press this key to make that line the current line.

PF7/PF19
Scrolls the display back one screen

PF8/PF20
Scrolls the display forward one screen

PF9/PF21
Sorts the display by month and day

PF10/PF22
Sorts the display by DCSS/NSS name

PF11/PF23
Sorts the display by starting page number

PF12/PF24
Sorts the display by class.

Line Commands Available

The following functions are available by typing the command over the DCSS/NSS fileid:

• PURge
• BACkup [(REPlace]

The M/S heading indicates the access mode of the pages defined within the DCSS, and SECURE status. If the DCSS
is SECUREd, it will appear as [mode]/S. See the section V/SEG-Plus Handling of the SECURE Option, in the previous
section for more information.

Purging Segments From the Screen

This product purges the DCSS/NSS by fileid, rather than name. Purging by name purges all copies of the DCSS/NSS.
Type PURge over the file's fileid (number). You will be prompted for confirmation before issuing the purge command.

An example of the PURge command follows.

                      On-line Configuration                                 08/02/01     14:31:53

 

 File   Name     Space     Minsize    Begin     End     M/S    CL    Recs   Date    Time      Users

 0068   CMS5               0000256K       0       8      EW     A     546   01/02   16:55:20     1
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        CMS5                              E      23      EW

        CMS5                            E00     FFF      SR

 0064   CMS56              0000256K       0       A      EW     A     529   03/21   12:41:47     0

        CMS56                            20      22      EW

        CMS56                           E00     FFF      SR

 0066   CMS56XA            0000256K       0       A      EW     A     530   03/21   12:41:50     0

        CMS56XA                          20      22      EW

        CMS56XA                         E00     FFF      SR

 0072   CMS6               0000256K       0       A      EW     A     529   03/24   16:32:13     0

        CMS6                             20      22      EW

        CMS6                            E00     FFF      SR

 0106   CMS7               0000256K       0       A      EW     A     529   07/21   14:06:02    21

        CMS7                             20      22      EW

        CMS7                            E00     FFF      SR

 0088   CMS7TEST           0000256K       0       A      EW     A     529   07/31   09:41:50     0

        CMS7TEST                         20      22      EW

        CMS7TEST                        E00     FFF      SR

 0074   CMS7370            0000256K       0       A      EW     A     529   03/13   07:51:08     0

        CMS7370                          20      22      EW

        CMS7370                         E00     FFF      SR

 0002   CMS8               0000256K       0       A      EW     A     787   07/07   15:38:21     5

        CMS8                             20      23      EW

        CMS8                            D00     FFF      SR

 purge QLTEMP                N/A        900     BFF      SR     A     770   07/30   14:03:36     0

   PA1=CP -------------------------------------------------------------- PA2=CMS

   PF: 1=Print     2=Refresh 3=Quit     4=PrtSc    5=Users     6=Cursor

   PF: 7=Backward  8=Forward 9=Sort/Dt 10Sort/Nm  11=Sort/Sg  12=Sort/Cl

====>

Press ENTER after typing PURge over the fileid. You will be prompted for confirmation. Examine the segment about to be
purged, and if correct, respond to the prompt with YES.

An example of purging confirmation follows.

 

              On-line Configuration _8/_2/_1 14:31:53

  Confirm PURGE for SQLTEMP by typing 'YES':

  0024 SQLTEMP         N/A       900      BFF    SR    A   770 07/30      14:03:36     0

 

 

 

   PA1=CP -------------------------------------------------------------- PA2=CM

   PF: 1=Print     2=Refresh  3=Quit      4=PrtSc     5=Users     6=Cursor

   PF: 7=Backward  8=Forward  9=Sort/Dt  10=Sort/Nm  11=Sort/Sg  12=Sort/Cl

====>

 

Online DCSS/NSS Memory Map
This selection maps saved segments by memory location. Number of unused pages and their range are shown for
allocating new segments.
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Online Memory Map PF Keys

PF key Description

PF1/PF13 Prints a copy of the memory map

PF2/PF14 Refreshes the display

PF3/PF15 Returns to VSEGPLUS screen

PF4/PF16 Prints the contents of the screen to the virtual printer

PF6/PF18 After placing the cursor on a display line, press this key to make
that line the current line.

PF7/PF19 Scrolls the display back one screen

PF8/PF20 Scrolls the display forward one screen

 

 

 2.0                            On-line Map      01/09/15 10:00:51

 

 Name      Space     Begin    End  M/S

 CMS                    0      D  EW

 GCS                    0      C  EW

 ZCMS                   0      D  EW

 

    18 Unused pages 0000E 00001F

 

 CMS                   20     23  EW

 ZCMS                  20     23  EW

 

   988 Unused pages 00024 0003FF

 

 GCS                  400    44E  SR

 GCS                  44F    44F  SW

 GCS                  450    5FF  SN

 

   768 Unused pages 00600 0008FF

 

 DOSINST              900    90F  SR

 SCEE                 900    9FF  SR

 PRX$SEG              A00    A5F  SR

 

   160 Unused pages 00A60 000AFF

 

 DOSBAM    DOSBAM     B00    B37  --

 CMSDOS    DOSBAM     B00    B0C  SR

 CMSBAM    DOSBAM     B0D    B37  SR

 

   968 Unused pages 00B38 000EFF

 

 CMS                  F00   13FF  SR

 ZCMS                 F00   13FF  SR
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 GCS                 1000   101A  SR

 GCS                 101B   11FF  SN

 INSTSEG             1400   16FF  SR

 CMSVMLIB            1700   17FF  SR

 CMSPIPES            1800   18FF  SR

 PA1=CP -------------------------------------------------------------- PA2=CMS

 PF:  1=Print     2=Refresh   3=Quit      4=PrtSc     5=          6=Cursor

 PF:  7=Backward  8=Forward   9=         10=         11=         12=

====>

 

Create Packed Spaces
This selection provides assistance in creating packed spaces. It uses a file of CP DEFSEG statements as input. You
can automatically create a file of DEFSEG statements from DMKSNT NAMESYS macros or from the current online
environment by using the corresponding VSEGPLUS selections described later in this section.

 3.0                       Create Packed Spaces      01/09/15 11:18:46

>>VSGX GLOBALV is read/only - VSEG globals will be written to the A-disk

 

 This process uses DEFSEG statements from a CMS file and

 produces output DEFSEG statements comprising the requested

 packed space.

 

      Input file with DEFSEG statements:

  Output file for new DEFSEG statements:

            Name assigned to this space:  NEWSPACE

             Starting MB for this space:  2

      Extra Kb to leave between members:  64

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 Fill in information, press PF10 to continue

 

 PA1=CP --------------------------------------------------------- PA2=CMS

 PF:  1= ....     2= ....     3=Quit      4=PrtSc     5= ....     6= ....

 PF:  7= ....     8= ....     9= ....    10=Continue 11= ....    12= ....

====>

 

 

Packed Spaces PF Keys

PF3/PF15
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Returns to VSEGPLUS screen

PF4/PF16

Prints the contents of the screen to the virtual printer

PF10/PF22

Proceeds to DCSS selection screen

Enter the following information:

1. Input file containing CP DEFSEG statements describing all or specific DCSSs.

2. Output file to receive the newly allocated space. This information is formatted as a REXX statement.

3. Name to be assigned to this space.

4. Segment address (megabyte boundary) at which this space is to start.

5. Amount of space to keep between members of spaces. This is used to plan for a product's growth. If a member of
a space expands beyond its definition, all subsequent members of the space need to be redefined and resaved. By
allocating extra space, you can avoid this problem. Extra space is specified in Kbytes.

Enter the information requested, then press PF10/PF22. The segments from the input file will be displayed.

 

 3.1             Create Packed Spaces               08/02/01      10:08:28

               

      Name                Type          Pages

   _ CMSINST               SR             80

   _ LSCRTL                SR            513

   _ SPELLSEG              SR            257

   _ SQLISQL               SR            160

   _ SQLRMGR               SR             32

   _ SQLSQLDS              SR            256

   _ SQLXRDS               SR            256

   _ TKPROFS               SR            256          EW          17

 

 

 Place an X to select/deselect members, press PF1_ when done

  PA1=CP --------------------------------------------------------- PA2=CMS

  PF: 1 .... 2 ....  3 Quit   4 PrtSc     5 Selected  6 #Selected

  PF: 7 .... 8 ....  9 ....   10 Execute  11 ....     12 ....

  ====>

 

PF Keys
PF3/PF15

Returns to VSEGPLUS screen
PF4/PF16

Prints the contents of the screen to the virtual printer
PF5/PF17

Displays selected DCSSs
PF6/PF18

Displays DCSSs not yet selected
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PF10/PF22
Generates the DEFSEG statements for this space

Selecting DCSSs for the Space

Place an X to the left of the DCSS to indicate this is a member of the space. If the DCSS has a mixture of shared and
unshared pages, this product will align the member so that these pages are kept contiguous in separate segments. This is
required since a single architected segment (one Mb) cannot contain both shared and unshared pages.

Determining the Order for Members

You can control the order in which segments appear in the space. The member list is built each time you press ENTER on
the selection display.

For example, suppose you have selected 5 members, and a member with both shared and unshared pages appears
in the middle of the space. To cause this member to be positioned last, de-select it by placing an X next to it and press
ENTER. Select it once again. It will now be the last member in the space.

After pressing PF10/PF22, the packed space definition is generated and you are placed into XEDIT. You may return to the
member selection screen to add/delete/re-arrange members.

Define Interproduct Dependencies (IPD)
This utility provides assistance in configuring DCSS environments based upon your site requirements. Through a series
of menu prompts and your input, this product “learns” the calling sequence of the DCSSs in your environment. It then
attempts to define selected DCSSs so that those with interdependencies can coexist in the user's virtual machine.

IPD Operation

A menu of selected DCSSs is displayed from DEFSEG statements. These statements can be automatically generated by
this product from an online configuration or from DMKSNT source.

The administrator specifies an entry product (base) that will be entered, for example, through the CMS command
environment. This product then prompts for the next level of calls (from base) and for each subsequent level.

The process is performed within a narrow scope, for example, PROFS calls FOCUS, FOCUS calls GDDM, etc. Having
reached the lowest call sequence (primitive), PF3 regresses back to the next higher level. Using the above example,
pressing PF3 after specifying GDDM would prompt for the next program called by FOCUS. Continuing, you are asked for
the next program called by PROFS and so on.

When the process is complete, several files have been created:

• base IPDLVL A lists all calling sequences for each base product (level 1) and their relative level of call within the base
environment.

• VSGX IPDLVL A lists all products specified and their lowest level of call. For example, if FOCUS were called by base
product PROFS, it would have a relative call level of 2 in PROFS IPDLVL A. If, however, it was called by RXRDM
which was called by APL2, its relative call level in APL2 IPDLVL A would be 3.
VSGX IPDLVL A is therefore considered the master level reference file, and is used to generate the call sequences
reflected in VSGXIPD REPORT, described later.

• base IPDMAP A is a pictorial view of the inter-product dependencies using the base (vs. master) level sequences.
• VSGXIPD REPORT A is an analysis of all base and subsequent call levels. DEFSEG statements are generated based

on the starting segment specified.
• outfn outft outfm is the user-specified file that will contain resultant DEFSEG statements in REXX format.

 4.0                    Inter-product Dependencies  01/09/15 11:20:40
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 This process uses DEFSEG statements from a CMS file and

 learns the product dependencies of each specified member.

 

 

      Input file with DEFSEG statements:

 

      Output file for DEFSEG statements:

 

         Starting segment (MB boundary):  4

 

Enter the following information:

1. Input file containing CP DEFSEG statements describing all or specific DCSSs.
2. Output file into which the resultant DEFSEG statements are written.
3. Segment address (megabyte boundary) at which to start the series of resultant DEFSEG statements.

 

   

   4.1              Inter-product Dependencies       08/02/01    08:53:17

  

                Level 1 candidates (Base=none) _ of 29 members referenced

         Place cursor on member to process, then press ENTER

    APL2        CMSAMS  CMSBAM    CMSDOS    CMSVSAM

    DOSINST     DW37_   DYNAPLAN  EPS       FOCUS

    FOC600M0    GDDM    IFPS      ISPDCSS   ISRDCSS

    LCLPRT      OVDCSS  PROFS     QMF       RXRDM

    SAS         SQL     SQLISQL   SQLRMGR   SYNCSORT

    TELAGRAF    VPS     VSFORT    VTAM

 

 

  PA1=CP --------------------------------------------------------- PA2=CMS

  PF: 1= .... 2= .... 3=Quit 4=PrtSc 5= 6=

  PF: 7= .... 8= .... 9= .... 1_= .... 11= .... 12= ....

From this screen, position the cursor and select a base product. A base product is considered the highest level or starting
point from the user's perspective, i.e., PROFS. Once the base product is selected, you will be prompted for subsequent
calls to other

products.

Once the lowest level for a call sequence is achieved, progressively return to the previous level using PF3/PF15. When
you have defined all call sequences for a base product, you can begin the process again for a new base product.

 

 

 APL2        IPDMAP     A1    V  80     Trunc=80  Size=13  Line=0  Col=1  Alt=0

 

 ===== * * * Top of File * * *

 =====
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 ===== APL2------\

 =====           DW370

 =====           DYNAPLAN

 =====           EPS

 =====           FOCUS-----\

 =====                    GDDM

 =====           ISPDCSS---\

 =====                    ISRDCSS

 =====           LCLPRT

 =====           SQL-------\

 =====                 SQLISQL---\

 =====                           SQLRMGR

 ===== * * * End of File * * *

 

 

 ====>                                                         X E D I T 1 File

 

This map is generated after completion of a base product definition. It shows the calling sequence defined by the
administrator.

On the following page is the overall IPD report generated after all base products have

been defined. Representative DEFSEG statements show how they are defined so that

products dependent upon others can coexist while unrelated products can overlap.

 

 VSGXIPD   REPORT   A1   V 80    Trunc=80  Size=54  Line=20  Col=1  Alt=0

 

 ===== V/SEG-Plus Call Structure Analysis

 ===== Level 1 members:       1

 ===== Largest member:        256 pages

 ===== Define range:          400-4FF

 =====

 ===== APL2 Call Structure:

 =====

 ===== APL2------\

 =====           DW370

 =====           DYNAPLAN

 =====           EPS

 =====           FOCUS-----\

 =====                     GDDM

 =====           ISPDCSS---\

 =====                     ISRDCSS

 =====           LCLPRT

 =====           SQL-------\

 =====                    SQLISQL---\

 =====                              SQLRMGR

 =====

 ====>                                                   X E D I T 1 File
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Generate DEFxxx From Online Configuration
This selection generates a file of DEFSEG/DEFSYS statements based upon the currently defined saved segments. This
file can be used as input to the Create packed spaces selection described earlier.

 GEN                        DEFxxx generation               01/09/15   10:53:47

 

                 Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

                 Output file for DEFxxx statements:  DEFSEG    INPUT     A

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 Enter information -- Press ENTER to execute

PA1=CP ---------------------------------------------------------------- PA2=CMS

PF:  1=Help      2= ....     3=Quit      4=PrtSc     5= ....     6= ....

PF:  7= ....     8= ....     9= ....    10= ....    11= ....    12= ....

Specify the output file to contain DEFSEG/DEFSYS statements. Press PF10/PF22 to generate the statements. You will
placed into XEDIT when it completes.

Convert DMKSNT Macros to DEFxxx
This selection provides conversion of NAMESYS macros to DEFSYS/DEFSEG statements.

 

 XAC                        DMKSNT macro conversion         01/09/15   10:56:08

 

                 Copyright (c) 2011 CA. All rights reserved.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

                 DMKSNT macro source file:  DMKSNT    ASSEMBLE  *

                 DMKSNT ASSEMBLE * not found.

 

 

        Output file for DEFSEG statements:  DEFSEG    INPUT     A

 

        Output file for DEFSYS statements:  DMKSNT    DEFSYS    A
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           Include original NAMESYS macro:  No

 

 

                 Enter information - Press ENTER to execute

PA1=CP ---------------------------------------------------------------- PA2=CMS

PF:  1=Help      2= ....     3=Quit      4=PrtSc     5= ....     6= ....

PF:  7= ....     8= ....     9= ....    10= ....    11= ....    12= ....

Enter the following information:

1. File containing NAMESYS macros
2. Output file for DEFSEG statements
3. Output file for DEFSYS statements. This can be the same file as for DEFSEG statements.
4. Whether to include the original NAMESYS macro as a comment for reference.

Output is formatted as a REXX statement. After entering the information, press PF10/PF22 to execute. You will be placed
into XEDIT when it completes.

 

SDF Backup and Restore Commands
The following commands provide interactive System Data File backup and restore functions.

Command Function
 SPDISK Generalized SPOOL file backup and restore
 SSXBCK Backs up a System Data File by copying it from system SPOOL to

a CMS disk file.
 SSXRST Restores an SDF backup created with the SSXBCK command or

directly by the SPDISK command.

You can also use the AUTOVSEG virtual machine to back up and restore SDFs automatically. For more information,
see The AUTOVSEG Service Machine and AUTOVSEG EXEC.

SPDISK

Privilege

Class D.

Function

The SPDISK command provides the ability for generalized SPOOL file backup and restore.

Syntax

SPDISK QUERY      user    spid      [fn [ft [fm]] ] [( "Options"]

SPDISK SCAN                         [fn [ft [fm]] ] [( "Options"]

SPDISK NEXTFILE   user   [spid]     [fn [ft [fm]] ] [( "Options"]

SPDISK BACKUP     user    spid      [fn [ft [fm]] ] [( "Options"]

SPDISK RESTORE    user    qid       [fn [ft [fm]] ] [( "Options"]

SPDISK PURGE      user    spid      [fn [ft [fm]] ] [( "Options"]

SPDISK NEXTUSER   [user]            [fn [ft [fm]] ] [( "Options"]
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SPDISK MAP        user    spid      [fn [ft [fm]] ] [( "Options"]

 

Options:

[AS x]

[MRENAME x y]

[SRENAME x y]

[APPEND]

[REPLACE]

[CPQUERY]

[SHORT]

[NOINFO]

[NOPSEUDO]

[NOSYSTEM]

[DISK | TAPE [tapenumber] | STACK [LIFO | FIFO] | TYPE]

[STEM stem]

[VARIABLE var]

[XAFORMAT | SPFORMAT | HPO | SPTAPE]

[NO2NDTM]

[CLASS c]

[CTYPE ttt]

[QUEUE qqq]

[AFTER tod]

[BEFORE tod]

[CLOSED]

[AVAILABL]

[NOTOPEN]

[OPEN]

[NOTCLOSE]

Operand Definitions
QUERY

The specified file is queried and the SBRBK (which includes the SPFBK) is returned; with the CPQUERY option,
the data returned is formatted legibly.

SCAN
The specified backup is scanned and file information is returned in the same format as QUERY or NEXTFILE.

NEXTFILE
The next file after the one specified (or the first file, if none is specified) is queried and the SBRBK (which includes
the SPFBK) is returned.

BACKUP
The specified backup file is backed up to minidisk or tape. If the backup is of an SDF, the queue names must
match; RDR | PRT | PUN files may be moved between queues and userids.
Valid queue names are RDR, PUN, NSS, IMG, TRF, UCR, NLS, or = to indicate the originating queue.

RESTORE
The specified file is restored to the specified userid.

PURGE
The specified SPOOL file, which must exist, is deleted, regardless of its status.

NEXTUSER
The next (or first, if this is the first call) user with SPOOL files is returned in the SBRBK.
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MAP
A list of ASAs (CCPVs) is returned for the specified SPOOL file, which must exist. The list includes both data and
SPMBK ASAs (CCPVs).
An ASA is an Auxiliary Storage Address -- a DASD address of a page in the format CCPV, where CC is a 2-
byte (4 hexadecimal digit) cylinder number, P is a 1-byte (2 hexadecimal digit) page number, and V is a 1-byte (2
hexadecimal digit) volume index into the system owned volume list. Thus for page 8 of cylinder 5 on the second
volume on the system owned volume list, the ASA is 00050801 (note that the first system owned volume index is
0).
For Fixed Block Architecture (FBA) devices, ASAs are in the form PPPV, where PPP is a 3-byte (6 hexadecimal
digit) page number and V is a volume index.

user
Is the owning userid; required except for an initial NEXTUSER call, which will return the first user with SPOOL
files (usually *NSS).

spid
Is a SPOOL file number; required if allowed in all cases except initial NEXTFILE for a user, which will return the
first SPOOL file for the user.

qid
Is valid only on RESTORE calls, and specifies a SPOOL queue name (one of RDR, Reader, PRT, Printer, PUnch,
NSS, IMG, UCR, TRF, NLS, or = to indicate the original queue the file was on at backup time. For SDFs, this
queue must match the original queue; other files may be moved between queues -- for example, a file backed up
from the printer may be restored to the reader.

fn
Is an input or output filename; the default is SPDISK.

ft
Is an input or output filetype; the default is CMSUT1.

fm
Is an input or output filemode; the default is A1.

Options

The following options are grouped in logical, not alphabetical, order.

AS x
Valid only for RESTOREs of SDFs; restores with the filename specified instead of the one on the backup. See the
section Using AS on SPDISK RESTORE, for details on some limitations using AS.

MRENAME x y
Valid only for RESTORE of a *NSS segment space; restores space pointing to member name(s) specified instead
of those in the backup.

SRENAME x y
Valid only for RESTORE of a *NSS segment space member; restores members pointing to space name(s)
specified instead of those in the backup.

APPEND
Append the output file if it exists.

REPLACE
Replace the output file if it exists.

CPQUERY
Output the file information in extended format somewhat like a CP QUERY RDR command, but with all possible
options shown.
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SHORT
Return only the userid (if NEXTUSER) or SPOOL file number (for NEXTFILE); valid only for those functions.

NOINFO
Suppress the informational message when the command completes (message is displayed only on DISK or TAPE
input/output in any case).

NOPSEUDO
Suppress pseudo-users (*NSS, *IMG, etc., plus SYSTEM) on NEXTUSER output.

NOSYSTEM
Suppress system users (*NSS, *IMG, etc., plus SYSTEM) on NEXTUSER output.

DISK | TAPE [tapenumber] | STACK [LIFO | FIFO] | TYPE
Determine input or output location. Some combinations, such as STACK for input on a RESTORE, are not valid
and are disallowed.

STEM stem
Return output in a REXX variable stem. The stem must end in a period.

VARIABLE var
Return output in the specified REXX variable; invalid for functions which use more than one line for input or output
(BACKUP | RESTORE | MAP).

XAFORMAT | SPFORMAT | HPO | SPTAPE
Determine the format of a backup; meaningless for other functions. SPFORMAT, HPO, and SPTAPE are
synonyms, and indicate that the backup is to be SPTAPE-compatible.

NO2NDTM
Do not write a second tape mark after the file. Valid only on tape output; improves performance when processing
multiple files.

CLASS c
Select files of class c.

CTYPE ttt
Select files of CTYPE ttt (CON, PUN, etc.).

QUEUE qqq
Select files in queue qqq (RDR, NSS, etc.).

AFTER tod
Select files closed after tod timestamp, which is an 8-byte, EBCDIC hexadecimal string. If the file was still open
when a system ABEND (or power failure) occurred, this timestamp will not be set; in this case, the file open tod
timestamp is used.

BEFORE tod
Select files closed before tod timestamp (see AFTER tod described above for more information).

CLOSED
Select only closed SPOOL files.

AVAILABL
Select only available SPOOL files.

NOTOPEN
Select only SPOOL files that are not open.

OPEN
Select only open SPOOL files.

NOTCLOSE
Select only open SPOOL files.
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Exploiting SPDISK

SPDISK is a generalized tool for SPOOL manipulation. Many of its functions can be easily embedded in EXECs to
perform sophisticated operations.

For example, using the CTYPE and CLASS options, it becomes trivial to write an EXEC to scan all users' SPOOL queues
to find any PRT files larger than 1000 pages:

 

/* QBIGPRT -- List PRT files of n pages or more (default=1000) */

   address command

   arg n .                    /* Get the size to check, if specified */

   if datatype(n, 'W') then n = ''               /* Ignore bad value */

   if n = '' then n = '1000'            /* Default the size to check */

   user = ''                                          /* No user yet */

   do forever

      'SPDISK NEXTUSER' user '(VAR USER NOPSEUDO'  /* Skip  NSS etc. */

      if rc <> 0 then leave             /* No more users, we're done */

      file = ''                         /* No file yet for this user */

      do forever          /* Now run through the user's closed files */

         'SPDISK NEXTFILE' user file '(VAR F CPQUERY CTYPE PRT CLOSED'

         if rc <> 0 then leave     /* No more files, go do next user */

         parse var f . . . . . . . . . . orig file class . recs,

           . . . date time name type . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,

           size .

         if n > size then iterate /* Not bigger than threshold, skip */

         say user':' left(orig, 8) file class recs date time,

           left(name, 8) type

      end

   end

exit

Obviously this example could be easily enhanced to display other information about the files, or check their age, or log the
list of files to disk; the possibilities are endless.

This basic technique of “loop through the files for each user and do something with them” can be extended to do any
checking required, or even to perform complete

SPOOL-to-disk or SPOOL-to-tape backups of some or all SPOOL files.

Another useful SPDISK application is to return all information about a file, formatted for human use:

/*  */

   address command

   arg user id                            /* Get userid and fileid */

   if user = '' then exit 20                 /* No userid, get out */

   if id = '' then    /* Only one argument, assume for this userid */

   parse value userid() user with user id

   'SPDISK QUERY' user id '(VAR L CPQUERY'       /* Query the file */

   if rc <> 0 then exit rc /* Bad file/userid, exit */

   parse var l spfbk nspf nsspf psspf sysid unpur oqueu ouser ospid,

     user orig file class,

     ctype recs lrecl copy hold date time name type dist,

     uform oform dest keep msg flash fcb mdfy mdfyc flshc rest
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   parse var rest load 6 ,

     char0 char1 char2 char3 size conv,

     spec purge sclab open dev otype queue stype,

     clko clkc orgix syqix

   say 'SPFBK NUserSPF NSysSPF PSysSPF SysID'

   say spfbk nspf nsspf psspf sysid

   say ''

   say 'Unpurged? OldQueue OldUserid OldFile'

   say left(unpur, 9) left(oqueu, 8) left(ouser, 9) ospid

   say ''

   say 'Userid Origin File Class Records Lrecl',

       '   Cpy Hold'

   say left(user, 8) left(orig,8) file class ctype recs,

         left(lrecl, 8) copy hold

   say ''

   say 'Date Time Name Type Dist Userform',

       'Operform'

   say date time left(name, 8) left(type, 8) left(dist, 8),

       left(uform, 8) left(oform, 8)

   say ''

   say 'Dest Keep Msg Flash Fcb Modify ModifyCount',

       'FlashCount'

   say left(dest, 8) left(keep, 6) left(msg, 5) left(flash, 5) fcb,

       left(mdfy, 6) left(mdfyc, 11) left(flshc, 10)

   say ''

   say 'Load Char0 Char1 Char2 Char3 DataPages Convert? Special ',

       'Purged?'

   say load left(char0, 5) left(char1, 5) left(char2, 5),

       left(char3, 5) right(size, 9) left(conv, 8) left(spec, 8),

       left(purge, 7)

   say ''

   say 'Seclabel Open? Device? ODevType Queue Stype',

   say left(sclab, 8) left(open, 5) left(dev, 7) left(otype, 8),

       left(queue, 5) left(stype, 8)

   say ''

   say 'Open TOD CloseTOD CSEOrigin CSELocker'

   say clko clkc left(orgix, 9) left(syqix, 9)

   exit

 

SPDISK RESTORE can also be used to advantage from FILELIST to restore a list of SPOOL files. For example, to
restore all of a user's SPOOL files from the UNPURGER backup disk, one could issue:

FILELIST userid * fm

where userid is the userid (and thus the filename of the backups) and fm is the filemode at which the backup disk is
accessed, and then issue:

execute * spdisk restore /n rdr /

from the FILELIST command line. This will translate to the command:
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SPDISK RESTORE userid RDR fn ft fm

for each file.

Notes

Partial SPDISK RESTOREs: If an SPDISK RESTORE is interrupted -- for example, if the system crashes or the user is
CP FORCEd off during the restore -- a partial System Data File may be created. Such a file will likely be unusable, and
may have an odd class -- for example, a partially restored *NSS SDF will be class B, which is not normally a valid *NSS
class.

Attempts to use CP PURGE NSS on these files may also fail with “file not found” errors.

An SPDISK PURGE command can be used to delete such files. For example, if a partial *NSS is found:

query nss name junk

OWNERID FILE TYPE CL RECS DATE TIME FILENAME FILETYPE ORIGINID

*NSS 1322 NSS B  0512 03/10 16:42:45 JUNK DCSS MAINT

Ready;

spdisk purge 0nss 1322

Ready;

In general, SPDISK PURGE can be used to delete any SPOOL file, no matter what its status.

Using AS on SPDISK RESTORE: SPDISK RESTORE with the AS option will not work as expected if the System Data
File being restored contains the name of the SDF within the data itself. SPDISK manipulates the object, not the data within
it, and has no knowledge of the format of the data; thus it cannot change a name embedded within an SDF.

For example, *IMG files contain the IMG filename within the file; thus if one is restored with AS, the RESTORE will work,
but the LOADFCB command will get errors when it tries to access the restored file.

A similar limitation exists with CMS SAVEFD file directories: the DCSS name is contained within the *NSS file, so such
files restored using AS will not be usable by ACCESS.

Segment Spaces: This section describes how to use the SPDISK command to back up and restore *NSS segment
spaces. This process is somewhat more complicated than the simple case of a single DCSS or NSS, since two or more
*NSS files are related to each other and must be synchronized for proper operation.

Backing Up a Space

Consider a segment space called TESTPROD, which contains members TESTA, TESTB, TESTC, and TESTD.

Output of a CP QUERY NSS MAP NAME TESTPROD might show:

 

FILE  FILENAME   FILETYPE    MINSIZE    BEGPAG     ENDPAG    TYPE  CL  #USERS  PARMREGS  VMGROUP

0734  TESTPROD   DCSS-S        N/A      00600       008BF     --   A   00000    N/A        N/A

0736  TESTA      DCSS-M        N/A      00620       006BF     SR   A   00000    N/A        N/A

0738  TESTB      DCSS-M        N/A      00600       0061F     SR   A   00000    N/A        N/A

0740  TESTC      DCSS-M        N/A      006C0       007BF     SR   A   00000    N/A        N/A

0742  TESTD      DCSS-M        N/A      007C0       008BF     SR   A   00000    N/A        N/A

 

To create backups of this entire space, five SPDISK commands are required:

SPDISK BACKUP *NSS 734 TESTPROD SPACE
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SPDISK BACKUP *NSS 736 TESTA MEMBER

SPDISK BACKUP *NSS 738 TESTB MEMBER

SPDISK BACKUP *NSS 740 TESTC MEMBER

SPDISK BACKUP *NSS 742 TESTD MEMBER

These commands create the backups in the five CMS disk files with the names specified. (The fileids used to hold the
backups need not be those specified; however, mnemonic names are suggested, for obvious reasons.)

Note that if the AUTOVSEG service virtual machine is used, these backups will be performed automatically unless
explicitly disabled; they could also be forced by issuing the command:

CP SMSG AUTOVSEG BACKUP TESTPROD SPACE

from a userid authorized to do so. The SPACE tells AUTOVSEG to back up all members associated with that space.
Without SPACE, the segment space DCSS and the member DCSSs could also be backed up individually by issuing
AUTOVSEG BACKUP commands for each.

Restoring a Space with the Members

To restore the space and its members with the original names, five SPDISK commands

are again used:

SPDISK RESTORE *NSS NSS TESTPROD SPACE

SPDISK RESTORE *NSS NSS TESTA MEMBER

SPDISK RESTORE *NSS NSS TESTB MEMBER

SPDISK RESTORE *NSS NSS TESTC MEMBER

SPDISK RESTORE *NSS NSS TESTD MEMBER

The queue could be specified as = instead of NSS, but the result is the same.

If AUTOVSEG is in use, the space and members could be restored using the command:

CP SMSG AUTOVSEG RESTORE SPACE TESTPROD SPACE

If a single member of the segment space had been deleted accidentally, it could be restored using a single SPDISK or
AUTOVSEG RESTORE command.

Restoring Using Different Space and Segment Names

SPDISK supports renaming of segments, including segment spaces and members. Restoring single DCSS or NSS files
using a different name is trivial; for example, if a DCSS called BANANA is to be restored using the name APPLE, the
command would be:

SPDISK RESTORE 0NSS NSS BANANA DCSS (AS APPLE

or:

CP SMSG AUTOVSEG RESTORE DCSS BANANA AS APPLE

Renaming segment spaces and members is somewhat more complex, due to the fact that the same information must
appear in both the segment space and its members. The MRENAME (member rename) and SRENAME (space rename)
options must be specified when restoring the space and the members, respectively. Thus to restore TESTPROD as
PRODUCTS, and members TESTA through TESTD as PRODA through PRODD, the commands would be:
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SPDISK RESTORE *NSS NSS TESTPROD SPACE (AS PRODUCTS MRENAME TESTA PRODA

                                                    MRENAME TESTB PRODB

                                                    MRENAME TESTC PRODC

                                                    MRENAME TESTD PRODD

SPDISK RESTORE *NSS NSS TESTA MEMBER (AS PRODA SRENAME TESTPROD PRODUCTS

SPDISK RESTORE *NSS NSS TESTB MEMBER (AS PRODB SRENAME TESTPROD PRODUCTS

SPDISK RESTORE *NSS NSS TESTC MEMBER (AS PRODC SRENAME TESTPROD PRODUCTS

SPDISK RESTORE *NSS NSS TESTD MEMBER (AS PRODD SRENAME TESTPROD PRODUCTS

(Note that the first command is continued on several lines.) This restores the space and its members, and renames both
the space and the members. Each member to be renamed must be listed on the RESTORE command for the space, as
an operand to the MRENAME option; otherwise the space and member information will not match, and the space will be
unusable (or will contain the wrong segment, if one happens to exist with the right attributes).

After issuing these commands, or a subset of them, the CP QUERY NSS MAP command shows the relationships among
the spaces and members, and unfulfilled requirements (missing members, etc.).

If a member exists in more than one space, and both spaces are to be renamed, multiple SRENAME options and name
pairs are required when restoring that member. AUTOVSEG supports the AS option on a RESTORE command, but does
not directly support SRENAME and MRENAME; however, assuming that AUTOVSEG has access to backups of the space
and members, SPDISK commands can be sent directly to AUTOVSEG from users with appropriate privileges:

CP SMSG AUTOVSEG SPDISK RESTORE *NSS NSS TESTPROD SPACE

   (AS PRODUCTS MRENAME TESTA PRODA MRENAME TESTB PRODB

    MRENAME TESTC PRODC MRENAME TESTD PRODD

CP SMSG AUTOVSEG SPDISK RESTORE *NSS NSS TESTA MEMBER

   (AS PRODA SRENAME TESTPROD PRODUCTS

CP SMSG AUTOVSEG SPDISK RESTORE *NSS NSS TESTB MEMBER

   (AS PRODB SRENAME TESTPROD PRODUCTS

CP SMSG AUTOVSEG SPDISK RESTORE *NSS NSS TESTC MEMBER

   (AS PRODC SRENAME TESTPROD PRODUCTS

CP SMSG AUTOVSEG SPDISK RESTORE *NSS NSS TESTD MEMBER

   (AS PRODD SRENAME TESTPROD PRODUCTS

Again notice that commands are continued on several lines.

SSXBCK

Privilege

Class D.

Function

The SSXBCK command backs up a System Data File by copying it from system SPOOL to a CMS disk file.

Syntax

SSXBCK type fid [( [count] ["Options"] ]

 

Options:

[NOTIFY userid]
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[MODE m]

[LOGGING [1 | 0]] 

[SPACE]

[OWNER owner]

Operand Definitions
type

Is an SDF type (DCSS, NSS, MEMBER, SPACE, CPDCSS, IMG, NLS, UCR, or TRF).
fid

SPOOL file number of the SDF file to be backed up.
count

Indicates a count of file backups to be kept: that is, the number of generations of backup to be saved. The default
is 1, and means that any old backup of the same SDF will be replaced with the new backup. If a count greater
than 1 is specified, any previous backup generations will be saved with a numeric value appended, e.g., NSS2,
NSS3, etc. Any previous backups will be renamed, so NSS2 will always be the next-to-most-recent backup. A
count of 0 is valid and is the same as 1.

Options
NOTIFY userid

Specifies a userid to whom diagnostic messages should be sent (via CP MSGNOH).
MODE m

Specifies a filemode to be used to hold the backup (default is the A-disk).
LOGGING [1 | 0]

Indicates whether message logging to disk is enabled (1) or disabled (0).
SPACE

If the file being backed up is a segment space, indicates that the entire space should be backed up. If the file
being backed up is not a segment space, SPACE is ignored.

OWNER owner
If the file being backed up is a TRF, owner indicates the owning userid, and is required; if the file is not a TRF,
OWNER is ignored.

Restrictions

1. Class P (pending purge) and class S (skeleton) DCSS/NSS files cannot be backed up.

Notes

1. Each record in the DCSS/NSS file corresponds to one 4K page of memory, and is placed in a 4K record in the output
file. The length of the output file is the length of the DCSS/NSS file plus 1 record for V/SEG-Plus use.

2. The backup operation uses a special format of the CP VSPOOL command.

3. Segment spaces and members should be backed up as a group, where a space is backed up with all its members.
It is recommended that you use the AUTOVSEG service virtual machine to backup spaces and members, since it will
automatically back them up (and restore them) as a group.

4. Responses from the SSXBCK command are:

SSXSBR001I Starting BACKUP of _type id to "fn ft fm"

SSXSBR002I BACKUP of _type id to fn ft fm complete
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hh:mm:ss SSXBCK6004I Backup of name type successful

where:

type
is the file type being backed up (one of DCSS, NSS, MEMBER, SPACE, CPDCSS, IMG, NLS, UCR, or TRF).

id
is the SPOOL file number being backed up

fn ft fm
is the CMS file into which the SDF file is being backed up

hh:mm:ss
is the time of the backup

name
is the filename of the SDF

A Backup successful message is issued when the backup has completed normally. If this message is not issued, an error
occurred.

5. Examples of the SSXBCK command follow.

To back up the CMS NSS file, you might first issue the command:

CP QUERY NSS NAME CMS

and receive the response:

OWNERID FILE TYPE CL RECS ....

*NSS  0039  NSS  A  0529 ....

You could then back up the file with the following command:

SSXBCK NSS 39

This backup would create file CMS NSS A with 530 4K records. This would be require just under four cylinders of 3380
space.

SSXRST

Privilege

Class D.

Function

This command restores an SDF backup created with the SSXBCK command or directly by the SPDISK command. This is
done by copying the SDF file from a CMS backup file to the system SPOOL. Files are restored with all original attributes
except, of course, the SPOOL file number.

Syntax

SSXRST fn ft [fm] [( "Options"]
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Options:

[NOTIFY userid]

[LOGGING [1 | 0]] 

[SPACE]

[AS name]

[MRENAME oldname newname]

[SRENAME oldname newname]

Operand Definitions
fn ft fm

The CMS SDF backup file to be restored.

Options
NOTIFY userid

Specifies a userid to whom diagnostic messages should be sent (via CP MSGNOH).
LOGGING [1 | 0]

Indicates whether message logging to disk is enabled (1) or disabled (0).
SPACE

If the file being restored is a segment space, indicates that the entire space should be restored. If the file being
restored is not a segment space, SPACE is ignored.

AS name
Optional filename to restore the file with. If specified, the SDF is renamed during the restore operation. This
operand is not used with segment spaces or members; use the SRENAME and MRENAME options to rename
these entities.

MRENAME oldname newname
Specifies that segment space member oldname should be renamed to newname during the restore from the
standpoint of the segment space itself. This does not rename a member file: it merely changes the name pointed
to by the segment space file, and is only valid when restoring a segment space file.
If oldname does not exist, an error results. More than one MRENAME pair may be specified, assuming all are
defined in the segment space file being restored.

SRENAME oldname newname
Specifies that segment space oldname should be renamed to newname during the restore from the standpoint of
the segment space member. This does not rename the segment space: it merely changes the name pointed to by
the segment space member, and is only valid when restoring a segment space member.
If oldname does not exist, an error results. More than one SRENAME pair may be specified, assuming all are
defined in the member being restored.

Notes

1. The restored file is identical to the original, except for SPOOL file number and filename if AS was specified.
2. It is not necessary to issue a DEFSEG/DEFSYS command before restoring *NSS files.
3. You can restore a file that has the same name as an existing file. Users will not necessarily obtain the file just restored,

since requests will be filled by the first file on the SPOOL chain. If you have duplicate files on your system it is
recommended that you purge the obsolete version -- or let the AUTOVSEG service virtual machine perform automatic
restores as needed, which ensures that duplicate filenames are not created.

4. The restore operation uses a special format of the CP VSPOOL command.
5. Segment spaces and members should be restored as a group, where a space is restored with all its members. name.

It is recommended that you use the AUTOVSEG service virtual machine to restore spaces and members, since it will
automatically restore them (and back them up) as a group.
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6. This product's backup and restore can be used to move SDFs from one system to another, when it is installed on both
systems, or from a second-level system to a first-level system.

7. Responses from the SSXRST command are:

SSXSBR002I RESTORE of _type id from fn ft fm complete

hh:mm:ss SSXRST213I Backup of name type successful

where:
type

is the file type being restored (one of DCSS, NSS, MEMBER, SPACE, CPDCSS, IMG, NLS, UCR, or TRF).
id

is the SPOOL file number being restored
fn ft fm

is the CMS file into which the SDF file is being restored
hh:mm:ss

is the time of the restore
name

is the filename of the SDF
A Restore operation complete message is issued when the restore has completed normally. If this message is not
issued, then an error has occurred.

8. Examples of the SSXRST command follow:
– If you backed up the CMS NSS to a file named CMS NSS A, you could restore it by issuing the following command:

SSXRST CMS NSS A

To rename the NSS to CMSOLD upon restore, you would issue:

SSXRST CMS FILE A (AS CMSOLD

V/SEG-Plus SPOOL Management Utilities
The utilities in this section implement the features control spooling and display spool status. 

The VSPOOL EXEC
 

Privilege

All privileges.

Function

VSPOOL displays SPOOL files, and system SPOOL status. With VSPOOL you can:

• As a general user, list your reader, printer, punch, and open files
• As a class C, D, or E user, list all reader, print, punch, and open files
• As a class C or E user, display SPOOLing system status.

Syntax

VSPOOL [userid [queue [OPEN | CLOSED]] ]
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VSPOOL (Display

VSPOOL (Utilization

VSPOOL CP_VSPOOL_command_operands

Operand Definitions
userid

Specifies userid whose files are to be shown. The default is your userid.
queue

Is the type of files to be shown: RDR, PRT, PUN, or ALL. The default is ALL.
OPEN | CLOSED

Indicates to shown OPEN or closed files only; the default is to show both OPEN and CLOSED files.

The VSPOOL Standard Display

 

  DUF           Display SPOOL Files for MAINT          08/28/01  07:05:46

                CA VM:SPOOL V/SEG-Plus feature

             (C) 1987, 2002 CA International, Inc.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Command   Ownerid   Name      Type     ID   Queue Dev  Class  Records Date Time  H  Cpy

          FREDK     (none)    (none)   1864 PRT  0009  T CON       14 8/28 6:50  n  001

          VM3812    TESTPSPP  LIST3820 1188 RDR  000C  A PUN    10317 8/28 6:45  n  001

          BOBT      MAILFROM  PAULS    0416 RDR   -    Q PUN       15 8/28 6:39  n  001

          KPROBE    KDARSD    KPR/2-00 0154 RDR   -    A PRT     1558 8/28 6:27  n  001

          KPROBE    KDADPP    KPR/2-00 0156 RDR   -    A PRT     2705 8/28 6:27  n  001

          KPROBE    KDAPRP    KPR/2-00 0158 RDR   -    A PRT     7282 8/28 6:27  n  001

          KPROBE    KDAGDW    KPR/2-00 0152 RDR   -    A PRT     8091 8/28 6:26  n  001

          PES       92-08-28  CONSOLE  0441 PRT  0009  T CON      211 8/28 6:13  n  001

          PAULS     92-08-28  CONSOLE  0613 PRT  0009  T CON      846 8/28 6:07  n  001

          SHAREES   ACTION    OUT      0258 RDR   -    A PUN     5768 8/28 5:14  n  001

          SHAREES   ACTION    FILE     0256 RDR   -    A PUN    18122 8/28 5:13  n  001

          VSPWORK    (none)    (none)  0066 PRT  0009  T CON       17 8/27 23:59 n  001

          DEVER     MAILFROM  SHAREES  0320 RDR   -    Q PUN       11 8/27 19:49 n  001

          WXJ       MAILFROM  SHAREES  0606 RDR   -    Q PUN       11 8/27 19:49 n  001

          PATT      MAILFROM  SHAREES  0476 RDR   -    Q PUN       52 8/27 19:43 n  001

                 Enter command(s) next to file(s), press ENTER to execute

 PA1=CP ---------------------------------------------------------------- PA2=CMS

 PF: 1=Help      2=Refresh  3=Quit      4=PrtSc   5=Top    6=Last

 PF: 7=Backward  8=Forward  9=CmdLine  10= ....  11=Show  12=ChangeSort

 

PF key and Description

PF1/PF13
Displays HELP information.

PF2/PF14
Refreshes display and eliminates files that have been purged.

PF3/PF15
Exits VSPOOL display.

PF4/PF16
Prints current screen to virtual printer.
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PF5/PF17
Moves to the first line of the display.

PF6/PF18
Moves to the first line of the last screen of the display.

PF7/PF19
Scrolls screen backward.

PF8/PF20
Scrolls screen forward.

PF9/PF21
Displays a longer command line for the current file (the file the cursor is on), enabling commands longer than six
characters.

PF11/PF23
Invokes SHOW to display contents of SPOOL file.

PF12/PF24
ChangeSort -- Displays a menu allowing you to change the order in which files are sorted.

File Commands

Several commands may be typed next to a file in the VSPOOL display:

Browse
Invokes SHOW, the same as pressing PF11/PF23.

Change
Displays a panel of file attributes, which you can change by overtyping existing values. Requires access to the CP
VSPOOL command to affect files belonging to other users.

CLOse
Closes an open file; valid only for open CON/PRT/PUN/RDR files. Requires access to the CP VSPOOL command
to affect files belonging to other users.

PURge
Deletes a file, whether open or not; not valid for open dump files. Requires access to the CP VSPOOL command
to affect open files belonging to other users; requires class D PURGE privileges to affect closed files belonging to
other users.

Receive
Displays a panel prompting for fileid, etc. to use to RECEIVE the file. Files to be RECEIVEd must be closed and in
the invoker's reader. Note that the command field is only six characters long, so RECEIV is the longest command
abbreviation you can type.

Show
Invokes SHOW, the same as pressing PF11/PF23.

STArt
Starts (SPOOLs) a console file which has previously been stopped; a no-op for an already-started console. Not
valid for closed files or devices other than consoles. Requires access to the CP VSPOOL command to affect files
belonging to other users.

STOp
Stops a started (SPOOLed) console file which has previously been started (SPOOLed); a no-op no-op for a
console which has not been started. Not valid for closed files or devices other than consoles.
Requires access to the CP VSPOOL command to affect files belonging to other users.

Transfer
Same as CHANGE: displays a panel of file attributes, which you can change by overtyping existing values.
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Requires access to the CP VSPOOL command to affect files belonging to other users.
]

Same as pressing PF9/PF21: displays a longer command line for the current file, so you can enter a command
longer than six bytes.

string
Issues the command typed. The file information is not passed to the invoked command. This option is designed
to allow you to issue commands such as PROFS or DISC without having to leave the VSPOOL screen; it is not
designed for entering complex file commands, as in FILELIST.

 

 SUF                         Sort SPOOL File Display             08/28/01   07:10:35

                         CA VM:SPOOL V/SEG-Plus feature

                     (C) 1987, 2002 CA International, Inc.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Sort order: D (A or D for Ascending or Descending)

 

 Sort by:  - Date

           -Userid

           -Queue

           - Ctype (PUN, PRT, CON, etc.)

           -Class

           -Filename

           -Filetype

           -Record count

           (Sort on entry was Descending by Date)

  Use PF keys or place cursor on sort criterion and press ENTER

 PA1=CP ---------------------------------------------------------------- PA2=CMS

 PF: 1=Help  2=ToggleA/D 3=Quit    4=PrtSc      5=Userid     6=Date

 PF: 7=Queue 8=Ctype     9=Class  10=Filename  11=Filetype  12=Record count

 

Sortkey and Description

PF1/PF13
Displays HELP information. sorting from the current line or from the top of the file.

PF2/PF14
Toggles sort order between Ascending and Descending. You can also change the sort order by typing A or D over
the value in the Sort order field.

PF3/PF15
Returns to original PF key definitions.

PF4/PF16
Prints current screen to virtual printer.

PF5/PF17
Sorts by file owner.

PF6/PF18
Sorts by file date and time.

PF7/PF19
Sorts by file queue.

PF8/PF20
Sorts by class type such as PRT, PUN, DMP, and CON.
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PF9/PF21
Sorts by file class.

PF10/PF22
Sorts by filename.

PF11/PF23
Sorts by filetype.

PF12/PF24
Sorts by number of records.

SPOOL Status Display VSPOOL (Display

VSPOOL (Display summarizes SPOOL system status. Actual SPOOL utilization is shown by volid, and SPOOL utilization
by user is presented in two columns: one for closed files, and one for open files.

 

  DSU                 Display SPOOL Users           08/05/01   07:18:44

                 CA VM:SPOOL V/SEG-Plus feature

             (C) 1987, 2002 CA International, Inc.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 2 SPOOL volumes defined: VSPL_1 VSPL_2

 400 cylinders allocated, 188 in use (18543 pages used, 41457 available)

 ----- 144 Closed Files (26.4%) ------ -------- 43 Open Files (1._%) ---------

 User    Files  Records  Pages  Total  User     CUU/Type Records Pages Total

 *NSS       38  9971     10016  16.7%  DBADMIN  0009/CON 5813      134 0.2%

 SHARONX     9  92561     2196  3.7%   DBCDEMO3 0009/CON 3728       70 0.1%

 VMX21       1  84284     1926  3.2%   UNPURGER 0009/CON 3652       62 0.1%

 PAUL11      3  23259      551  0.9%   DBCDEMO2 0009/CON 2328       42 0.1%

 JOHNQ       7  9600       308  0.5%   RSCS     0009/CON 1725       32 0.1%

 DEALP       3  8453       200  0.3%   SQL33T   0009/CON 1941       29  -

 KRONER      2  5047       163  0.3%   AUTOVSEG 0009/CON 1371       29  -

 JACK3       1  3077       147  0.2%   MAILER   0009/CON 1318       26  -

 XMENUGOD   10  4940       145  0.2%   DBCDEMO6 0009/CON 1521       24  -

 GLENT       3  1433        59  0.1%   FRANKEY  0009/CON 1422       21  -

 PLS         4     4         4   -     PVM      0009/CON 427         7  -

 No users suspended by VSPOOL FREEZE

PA1=CP ---------------------------------------------------------------- PA2=CMS

PF: 1=Help      2=Refresh 3=Quit         4=PrtSc  5=Top         6=Last

PF: 7=Backward  8=Forward 9=FreezeUsers 10=Auto  11=ListFiles  12=DisplayDASD

 

 

VSPOOL Summary Display PF Keys

PF key and Description

PF1/PF13
(Help) Displays help information for VSPOOL (Display.

PF2/PF14
(Refresh) Updates and refreshes display. Users whose utilization has changed since the previous display will be
highlighted.
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PF3/PF15
(Quit) Ends summary display

PF4/PF16
(PrtSc) Prints screen to virtual printer.

PF5/PF17
(Top) Displays the first screen of users.

PF6/PF17
(Last) Displays the last screen of users.

PF7/19 and PF8/20
(Backward and Forward) Scrolls the user display.

PF9/PF21
(FreezeUsers) Displays a screen showing users “frozen” by CP VSPOOL FREEZE and allowing you to freeze or
unfreeze users.

PF10/PF22
(Auto) Places the display into AUTO mode; in this mode, it will be automatically refreshed every five seconds.

PF11/PF23
(ListFiles) Displays the list of OPEN or CLOSED files for the user specified, depending on whether the cursor was
on the left or right half of the screen when the PF key was pressed. This is the same screen that is displayed if
VSPOOL userid ALL CLOSED or VSPOOL userid ALL OPEN was issued See the section The VSPOOL Standard
Display for more information on this screen. This facility allows determining why a user is shown as consuming a
large amount of SPOOL, by listing the SPOOL files belonging to that user. You can use the hardware tab keys to
move the cursor to other users on the left and right halves of the screen.

PF12/PF24
(DisplayDASD) Displays the same screen brought up by the command VSPOOL (Utilization.

SPOOL Utilization Display VSPOOL (Utilization

VSPOOL (Utilization provides a full-screen display of system SPOOL utilization (usage of SPOOL packs).

 

 DSA Total: 31        Display SPOOL Allocation           08/05/01  07:18:56

                   CA VM:SPOOL V/SEG-Plus feature

                (C) 1987, 2002 CA International, Inc.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

   -> SYSOWN volume DUMP01 is offline

   -> SYSOWN volume CSES01 is offline

          ------+------+-------+--------+-------+---------+---------+-------

          Alloc  |   Pct  |  CYLS   |   CYLS   |   CYL   |  Open CYL |  Open CYL |  Avail

          Type   |  Util  |  Alloc  |  In use  |   Util  |  Used Pgs |    Util   |  Pages

          ------+------+-------+--------+-------+---------+---------+-------

   XA2RES DRCT   |   25   |     4   |      1   |     25  |      150  |      100  |  450

   VPAG01 PAGE   |   42   |   149   |     145  |     97  |     9293  |       43  |  13057

   VPAG02 PAGE   |   21   |   300   |     231  |     77  |     9327  |       27  |  35673

   VSPL01 SPOOL  |   43   |   200   |     137  |     68  |    12818  |       62  |  17182

   VSPL02 SPOOL  |   19   |   200   |      51  |     25  |     5725  |       75  |  24275

   ->   3 of SPOOL on VSPL_2 is allocated for a system dump ( 1950 pages)

   VMSG_9 PAGE   |   15   |   400   |     226  |     56  |     9215  |       27  |  50785

   VMSG14 TDSK   |    1   |   884   |       5  |      1  |      750  |      100  |  131850

   Overall SPOOL utilization is 31
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   * * * End of data * * *

PA1=CP ---------------------------------------------------------------- PA2=CMS

PF: 1=Help     2=Refresh  3=Quit   4=PrtSc   5=Top    6=Last

PF: 7=Backward 8=Forward  9= .... 10= ....  11= .... 12= ....

VSPOOL Utilization Display PF Keys

PF key and Description

PF1/PF13
(Help) Displays help information for VSPOOL (Utilization.

PF2/PF14
(Refresh) Updates and refreshes display. Users whose utilization has changed since the previous display will be
highlighted.

PF3/PF15
(Quit) Ends utilization display

PF4/PF16
(PrtSc) Prints screen to virtual printer.

PF5/PF17
(Top) Displays the first screen.

PF6/PF18
(Last) Displays the last screen.

PF7/19 and PF8/20
(Backward and Forward) Scrolls the display.

VSPOOL
Contents

Privilege

Privilege class D, except for the FOR and QUIET operands, which require privilege class A (unless overridden using a
UCR file; see file SAMPLE OVERRIDE, provided on the product tape).

Function

The CP VSPOOL command controls SPOOLing for other virtual machines. You can use the CP VSPOOL command to:

• Temporarily suspend SPOOLing for another user
• Close an actively SPOOLed console or other output device
• Start or stop console SPOOLing for another user
• Redirect output for a SPOOLed device for another user
• Alter unit-record device attributes for another user
• Query the current version of this product
• Query which users have been suspended and by whom
• Issue any CP command on behalf of another logged-on user
• Control and query SPOOL file UNPURGE settings

Syntax
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VSPOOL SPool          userid CP_SPOOL_parameters

VSPOOL CLose          userid CP_CLOSE_parameters

VSPOOL FReeze         userid

VSPOOL UNfreeze       userid

                      ALL

VSPOOL Query          FReeze

                      FRozen

                      UNPurge

                      Version

VSPOOL FOR            userid cpcommand

VSPOOL QUIET          userid cpcommand

VSPOOL SET UNPURGE    ON [userid]

                      ALL[userid]

                      OFF

                      USERid userid

                      EXCLUDE userid1 [userid2...]

                      INCLUDE userid1 [userid2...]

                      INCLUDE ALL

Operand Definitions

SPool userid ...
Issues CP SPOOL command for userid CP_SPOOL_parameters are any valid CP SPOOL parameters.

CLose userid ...
Issues CP CLOSE command for userid CP_CLOSE_parameters are any valid CP CLOSE parameters.

FReeze userid
Suspends user from obtaining SPOOL space

UNfreeze userid | ALL
Allows userid or all users (ALL) to resume acquisition of SPOOL space

| Query FReeze | FRozen
Displays users suspended by a VSPOOL FREEZE command, time/date frozen, and command issuer

Query Version
Displays current version of this product

FOR
Issues the specified CP command on behalf of the specified user, who must be logged on. The CP command is
echoed on the target user's console.

QUIET
Issues the specified CP command on behalf of the specified user, who must be logged on. The CP command is
not echoed on the target user's console.

UNPURGE
Indicates that the SPOOL file UNPURGE setting is being queried or set.
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ON | ALL | OFF
is one of ON, ALL, or OFF to indicate whether SPOOL file UNPURGE is to be enabled or not. ALL indicates
that all SPOOL files, including those printed or punched on system output devices, are to be UNPURGEd; ON
indicates that all SPOOL files except those printed or punched on system output devices are to be UNPURGEd.
An UNPURGE receive userid (the userid to receive the UNPURGEd files in its reader) may optionally be specified
after ON.

USERid userid
Specifies the receiver userid without changing the UNPURGE setting.

EXCLUDE
Specifies one or a list of users to be explicitly excluded from SPOOL file UNPURGE. These users' files will not be
UNPURGEd. The UNPURGE receiver userid is always implicitly excluded from SPOOL file UNPURGE.

INCLUDE
Specifies one or a list of users to be explicitly included from SPOOL file UNPURGE These users' files will not
be UNPURGEd. If ALL is specified, all explicitly excluded userids (except the UNPURGE receiver userid) will be
eligible for SPOOL file UNPURGE.

Notes

1. When UNPURGE is active, SPOOL files purged by users not explicitly excluded (see EXCLUDE and INCLUDE above)
appear to the user to be purged, but are actually transferred to the UNPURGE receiver userid (default is UNPURGER)
for processing.
This receiver userid can then take various actions, such as creating an accounting record for the file, transferring it to
another userid, or backing it up to minidisk.

2. If SPOOL file UNPURGE is enabled and the receiver userid is not logged on or is not processing files, files will
accumulate in its reader. This can lead to SPOOL space filling. It is important to check periodically that the receiver
userid is processing files.
It is suggested that only the UNPURGE receiver userid issue the VSPOOL SET UNPURGE ON command, when it is
first activated: this helps avoid such problems.

3. A “frozen” user can continue execution until an attempt is made to acquire a SPOOL page. At that point, the user will
be suspended, although CP commands can still be issued after pressing PA1.

SHOW

Privilege

All privileges.

Function

The SHOW command is invoked from the VSPOOL display to browse selected files. The SHOW command also can be
used as a CMS command.

Syntax

SHOW [ [fn] [ft] [fm] [( "Options"] ] | [sfid]

 

Options:

  [DISk]

| [SPool]

| [MEMber memname]
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| [DIct]

| [PROFile profname | NOProfile]

| [Trans | NOTrans]

| [UNpack | NOUNpack]

| [SEGments n | 2]

| [NOScreen]

| [x]

Operand Definitions
fn

Is the CMS filename of the file to be viewed. You can specify a wildcard or a pattern of the kind accepted by
LISTFILE. If the filename is omitted, then it is assumed that the first SPOOL file in the virtual reader is to be
viewed.

ft
Is the CMS filetype of the file to be viewed. You can specify a wildcard or a pattern of the kind accepted by
LISTFILE. If the filetype is omitted, the filetype defaults to '*'.

fm
Is the CMS filemode of the file to be viewed. You can specify a wildcard for the filemode, in which case the first file
that matches the filename and filetype on any disk will be shown. If omitted, the filemode defaults to '*'.

DISk
Forces SHOW to search for a file on disk, rather than looking in the virtual reader for a file. The DISK option is
only necessary when the fileid provided to SHOW could possibly be interpreted as a SPOOL file id.

SPool
Forces SHOW to search for a file in the virtual reader.

MEMber memname
Used to look only at the specified member of the library when the file to be viewed is a MACLIB or TXTLIB file.

DIct
Used to position the file at the library index so that you may see what members are contained in the library when
the file to be viewed is a MACLIB or TXTLIB file.

PROFile profname
Specifies the name of a SHOW macro which is to be executed as the SHOW user profile. The default is
PROFILE.

NOProfile
Indicates that no profile macro is to be executed.

Trans
Indicates that NETDATA, DISK DUMP, CARD, and READCARD format file are to be translated to their CMS file
forms. This is the default.

NOTrans
Indicates that NETDATA, DISK DUMP, CARD, and READCARD format files are not to be translated to their CMS
file forms. The default is to translate such files. You may have to use NOTrans if a file appears to be in one of
these formats but cannot be displayed with translation because of errors in the file.

UNpack
Indicates that packed files are to be displayed in their unpacked forms. This includes SPOOL files that translate to
a packed CMS file. This is the default.

NOUNpack
Indicates that packed files are not to be displayed in unpacked form.
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SEGments n | 2
Is used to specify the minimum amount of memory that SHOW is to leave for other programs to use. The amount
is specified in half-segments of 32K each. The default amount of memory is one whole segment (or 64K). This
option is most useful with large reader files and has no effect when using SHOW to look at a file on disk.

NOScreen
Indicates that SHOW is to run in typewriter mode, regardless of whether the terminal is a display terminal or not.

x
Used to specify a wild character for pattern matching. The default character is the % sign.

NOTE

SHOW is documented in detail in HELP files; issue HELP SHOW MENU. SHOW does not browse the contents
of a store-and-forward file.

VSPUTIL
Contents

Privilege

CP privilege class B or E.

Function

The VSPUTIL command displays an accurate account of SPOOL utilization. Areas of SPOOL occupied by dumps or
overflow virtual memory pages are indicated immediately following the volume entry for easy identification. There is one
line of information for each SYSOWN device that is online and contains SPOOL (SPOL), PAGE, DRCT or TDSK space.
The figure on the next page shows sample output from VSPUTIL.

Syntax

VSPUTIL  ?

         SHort

         LOng

         STack

         RC

Operand Definitions

?
Indicates information is requested about VSPUTIL syntax

SHort
Requests only overall SPOOL utilization message

LOng
Requests full VSPUTIL output (default)

STack
Requests full VSPUTIL output to be stacked (used by VSPOOL (Display command)

RC
Requests SPOOL utilization percentage be returned as a return code
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          ------+-----+------+-------+------+--------+--------+-------

          Alloc  |  Pct  |  CYLS  |  CYLS   |  CYL   | Open CYL | Open CYL | Avail

          Type   | Util  | Alloc  | In use  |  Util  | Used Pgs | Util     | Pages

          ------+-----+------+-------+------+--------+--------+------

   XA2RES DRCT   |  25   |     4  |      1  |    25  |     150  |     100  |    450

          TDSK   |   0   |   123  |      0  |     0  |       0  |       0  |  18450

   VPAG01 PAGE   |   4   |   150  |     28  |    19  |     971  |      23  |  21529

   VPAG02 SPOOL  |  28   |   101  |     56  |    55  |    4200  |      50  |  10950

          PAGE   |  15   |   200  |    118  |    59  |    4372  |      25  |  25628

   VSPL01 SPOOL  |   7   |   200  |     26  |    13  |    2188  |      56  |  27812

   VSPL02 SPOOL  |  21   |   200  |     80  |    40  |    6436  |      54  |  23564

   XA2ARE DRCT   |  25   |     4  |      1  |    25  |     150  |     100  |    450

   TDSK01 TDSK   |   0   |   884  |      0  |     0  |       0  |       0  | 132600

   Overall SPOOL utilization is 17

UNPURGER Service Virtual Machine Commands
This section describes the commands that are sent to UNPURGER. The UNPURGER service virtual machine handles
user-purged spool files. UNPURGER can either truly purge the files, back them up to minidisk, or transfer them to another
user ID. For more information, see How Does V/SEG-Plus Work?  

UNPURGER BACKUP

Privilege

SYSTEM_OWNER or SYSTEM_ALLOW.

Function

Controls the date and time of the last backup. This is intended to be used by the system minidisk backup process; when it
starts, it should issue:

SMSG UNPURGER BACKUP START date time

with date and time set to the current date and time, in yy/mm/dd hh:mm:ss format. This tells UNPURGER when a backup
has started. When the backup completes, the backup machine should send:

SMSG UNPURGER BACKUP FINISH

which tells UNPURGER that the backup completed, and that it should erase all minidisk backups from before the START
time.

Syntax

CP SMsg UNPURGER BACKUP {QUERY | START [date time] | FINISH | RESET}
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Operand Definitions
START

Tells UNPURGER when a minidisk backup starts; the date and time are recommended but are optional. The
default is the time when SMSG is received.

FINISH
Tells UNPURGER when a minidisk backup completes successfully.

QUERY
Displays the current backup state (DONE or PENDING).

RESET
Resets the backup state to the previous state; this is used when a START reported that another machine already
had a backup in progress, if a backup fails, or if any other error occurs.

UNPURGER cmscommand
 

Privilege

SYSTEM_OWNER or SYSTEM_ALLOW.

Function

Accesses any CMS command through UNPURGER.

Syntax

CP SMsg UNPURGER cmscommand

LIST
 

Privilege

SYSTEM_OWNER or SYSTEM_ALLOW.

Function

To list the files for a specific user or users.

Syntax

CP SMsg UNPURGER LIST [userid] [type]

Operand Definitions

 

userid
Specifies a userid whose UNPURGEd files are to be listed. The default is the requestor's userid.
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type
Specifies a filetype

UNPURGER RELOAD

Privilege

SYSTEM_OWNER or SYSTEM_ALLOW.

Function

Reaccesses the disk containing the ACTFILE and rereads it. This allows changing the ACTFILE while the SVM is running,
telling it to load the changed version.

Syntax

CP SMsg UNPURGER RELOAD

UNPURGER RESTART

Privilege

SYSTEM_OWNER or SYSTEM_ALLOW.

Function

Terminates and restarts the SVM; reaccesses disks and reloads any changed programs.

Syntax

CP SMsg UNPURGER RESTART

UNPURGER RESTORE
 

Privilege

SYSTEM_OWNER or SYSTEM_ALLOW.

Function

To cause a SPOOL file to be restored by UNPURGER.

Syntax

CP SMsg UNPURGER RESTORE [userid] [id  |  key] [("Options"]

 

Options:

  FOR userid

 |  QUEUE queue
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 |  xxx

 |  [WARN  |  NOWARN]

CONSOLES Service Virtual Machine Commands
This section describes the commands that are sent to the CONSOLES service virtual machine. CONSOLES manages
users' SPOOLed console files.

CONSOLES cmscommand

Privilege

SYSTEM_OWNER or SYSTEM_ALLOW.

Function

Accesses any CMS command through CONSOLES.

Syntax

CP SMsg CONSOLES cmscommand

CONSOLES LIST

Privilege

SYSTEM_OWNER or SYSTEM_ALLOW.

Function

To list the files for a specific user or users.

Syntax
CP SMsg CONSOLES LIST [userid] [type]

Operand Definitions
userid

Specifies the userid whose consoles are to be listed. The default is the requestor's userid.
type

Specifies a filetype or partial filetype of consoles to be listed.

CONSOLES RELOAD
 

Privilege

SYSTEM_OWNER or SYSTEM_ALLOW.
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Function

Reaccesses the disk containing the ACTFILE and rereads it. This allows changing the ACTFILE while the SVM is running,
telling it to load the changed version.

Syntax

CP SMsg CONSOLES RELOAD

CONSOLES RESTART
 

Privilege

SYSTEM_OWNER or SYSTEM_ALLOW.

Function

Terminates and restarts the SVM; reaccesses disks and reloads any changed programs.

Syntax

CP SMsg CONSOLES RESTART

SCAVENGE
Contents

Privilege

SYSTEM_ALLOW or SYSTEM_OWNER.

Function

Causes “scavenging” of console files for other virtual machines, as defined in the ACTFILE. Scavenging normally takes
place automatically at midnight; however, if a system shutdown is pending, for example, it might be desirable to issue a
manual SCAVENGE to collect consoles from critical service virtual machines.

Syntax

CP SMsg CONSOLES SCAVENGE

SEND

Privilege

SYSTEM_OWNER or SYSTEM_ALLOW.

Function

To send CONSOLES files to a specified user.
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Syntax
CP SMsg CONSOLES SEND [userid] [type]

Operand Definitions
userid

Specifies the userid whose console file is to be sent. The default is the requestor's userid.
type

Specifies a filetype or partial filetype of a console to be sent. If omitted, or specified as _, it defaults to the most
recent file.

CONSOLES SHOW

Privilege

All users unless explicitly prohibited.

Function

Displays ACTFILE settings for a user, DEFAULT, or the SYSTEM settings for CONSOLES.

Syntax

CP SMsg CONSOLES SHOW

CONSOLES STOP

Privilege

SYSTEM_ALLOW or SYSTEM_OWNER.

Function

Stops CONSOLES.

Syntax

CP SMsg CONSOLES STOP

V/SEG-Plus EXEC Reference
This section discusses each product EXEC, showing the format and describing each parameter.

The SSEBLD EXEC
The SSEBLD EXEC is supplied to facilitate building the various components that comprise this product. If, for instance,
HCPSDFBK COPY changes, you must rebuild portions of this product so that changes are reflected. If you receive
product updates, you can selectively build each component or module.

The format of SSEBLD is:

SSEBLD "Parms" 
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Parms:

  CP 

| CMS ctln ppfn [( options...]

| EXEC 

| XEDIT

| MACLIB

| ALL

| MESSAGES

| SHOW

| component

| NORUN

 

Where:

CP
Assembles CP modules supplied or enhanced by this product.

CMS ctln ppfn [ ( options...]
Assembles and generates CMS modules supplied by this product.

ctln
The control file to be used

ppfn
The PPF to be used
Options are:

NOCLEAR
Do not clear the screen between parts

[asmopt]
Any other options are assumed to be VMFHLASM options, and are passed to the EXEC called.

EXEC
Generates EXEC files

XEDIT
Generates XEDIT macros

MACLIB
Generates MACLIBs

ALL
Generates all components

MESSAGES
Generates product messages

SHOW
Reassembles and regenerates the SHOW program.

component
Generates a specific module from any of the preceding categories

NORUN
Generates SSEBLDX EXEC

If the file to be assembled is packed, SSEBLD will temporarily unpack it to the A-disk before assembly, and erase it after
assembly.
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SSEBLD will regenerate XEDIT macros and EXECs on the V/SEG-Plus disk, if it is accessed Read/Write (R/W); if not, the
files will be regenerated on the A-disk.

All other files will always be generated on the A-disk, and must be moved to the product disk. Because object filetypes are
site-specific, this product cannot determine them; thus no utility is provided to move these files.
Use the CMS FILELIST command or equivalent to determine which files were created by SSEBLD (these files will be the
most recent files on the disk), or run SSEBLD with an empty A-disk, so that all files may be safely copied.

SSEBLD Functions Used for Maintenance

SSEBLD functions not used in initial installation may be required later when applying product maintenance. These include
the XEDIT, EXEC, and MESSAGES functions, which regenerate XEDIT macros, EXECs, and CMS message repository
files respectively.

If you receive maintenance to any of these files, you can issue the SSEBLD command with the appropriate operand to
regenerate the affected files.

If you wish to regenerate all product components -- for example, if a disk problem or installation error has left the product
in a partially installed state -- use the ALL operand to do so.

The SSECOPY EXEC
The SSECOPY EXEC is provided to simplify copying product files to public disks. SSECOPY use is not required, but is
suggested, to ensure that all required product parts are accessible to the user community.

Syntax

SSECOPY syntax is:

SSECOPY [function [idisk [odisk]] ]

where:

function
Indicates the files to be moved, and is one of PUBLIC, HELP, NOHELP, AUTOVSEG, VSPSERV, VSPWORK,
CONSOLES, or UNPURGER:
PUBLIC

Indicates to copy all publicly accessible files to the target disk, including HELP files.
NOHELP

Indicates to copy all publicly accessible files except the HELP files (same as PUBLIC, except HELP files
are not copied; use with HELP, described below).

HELP
Indicates to copy all HELP files to the target disk (use with NOHELP).

AUTOVSEG
Copy required files to the AUTOVSEG userid's A-disk.

VSPSERV
Copy required files to the VSPSERV userid's A-disk.

VSPWORK
Copy required files to the VSPWORK userid's A-disk.

CONSOLES
Copy required files to the CONSOLES userid's A-disk.
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UNPURGER
Copy required files to the UNPURGER userid's A-disk.

idisk
is the filemode of the disk containing the product files.

odisk
is the filemode of the disk to receive the product files.

Usage

When invoked with no operands, SSECOPY prompts for all required operands. SSECOPY always prompts before any
copying is performed.

SSECOPY uses the CMS COPYFILE command with the TYPE option to display each fileid as it is copied.

Notes

SSECOPY uses the CMS COPYFILE command with the REPLACE option to replace any older copies of this product files
on the target disks; thus there is potential for overlaying existing copies of files, should a locally modified copy exist on the
target disk.
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Messages
 

This section lists and describes the messages and codes generated by V/SEG-Plus. Messages may appear in a service
virtual machine console, the system operator's console, or the console of a user authorized to perform distributed
maintenance.

Message Conventions and Notations
Messages without numbers appear in alphabetic order; numbered messages appear in

numeric order. The following information is included:

• Message number
• Message text
• Severity (the last digit in the message number)
• Reason
• Action

NOTE
Some messages not in the 5000 - 6999 range (that is, whose message number is not between 5000 and 6999)
use standard CMS messages; HELP for these messages is available from standard CMS HELP for the DMS
message equivalent. Thus if message SSXUNP002E is issued, HELP is available by issuing HELP MSG
DMS002E.

The severity levels are explained in the following box:

Code Description Explanation

E Error An error has been detected.
S Severe A serious error has been detected.

If the suggested Action is to contact Broadcom Support.

Numeric Order Cross-Reference
The following list contains all messages in numeric sequence. Messages that do not have a number are presented at the
beginning of the list. For further information about a message, consult the following section which includes the message
origin, severity, and action.

             ERROR ISSUING DIAGNOSE 8

             ERROR ISSUING RESTORE COMMAND

             ERROR ON RELEASE OF STORAGE BUFFER

             ERROR WHILE RELEASING STORAGE BUFFER

             INPUT FILE DOES NOT EXIST

             INPUT FILE IS INVALID

             INVALID ATTEMPT TO RENAME A NON-DCSS/NSS

             MISSING ARGUMENT(S)

             OUTPUT ERROR ON WRITE

             OUTPUT FILE ALREADY EXISTS

             RC FROM FSREAD = rc
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             RC FROM FSWRITE = rc

             RC FROM VSEG RESTORE = rc

             READ ERROR

             REQUESTED SPOOL FILE HAS INVALID CLASS

             REQUESTED SPOOL FILE NOT FOUND

             text error msg from VSEG command

             UNABLE TO ALLOCATE ENOUGH MEMORY FOR RESTORE

             UNABLE TO OBTAIN SUFFICIENT STORAGE FOR BACKUP

             UNEXPECTED ERROR WHEN ISSUING DIAGNOSE 8

             UNEXPECTED RESPONSE FROM QUERY NSS

             VSEG NOT INSTALLED OR INVALID RESPONSE

DMSSHO001E   Missing parameters

VSPUSE001E   Unknown IUCV error

DMSSHO002E   File fn ft not found

VSPUSE002E   Message limit exceeded

DMSSHO003E   Invalid option option

VSPUSE003E   Invalid IUCV service requested

VSPUSE004E   Insufficient storage for IUCV buffer

DMSSHO005E   Missing option value.

VSPUSE005E   No authorization found

VSPUSE006E   Serverid has no more connections available

VSPUSE007E   You have no more connections available

VSPUSE008E   Serverid is not ready to receive

VSPUSE009E   Serverid is not logged on

DMSSHO013E   Member member not found in library fn ft fm

DMSSHO026E   Invalid parameter parameter

DMSSHO033E   File fn ft fm is not a library

DMSSHO037E   Disk fm is read only

DMSSHO048E   Invalid file mode fm

DMSSHO066E   MEMBER and DICT are conflicting options

DMSSHO069E   Disk fm not accessed

DMSXFI069E   Filemode A not accessed

DMSSHO104S   Error rc occurred reading file fn ft fm

SSXFBR104S   Error rc reading SPOOL file via server

DMSSHO105S   Error rc writing file fn ft fm to disk

DMSSHO109S   Insufficient virtual storage

DMSSHO513E   Unknown CP/CMS command

DMSSHO514I   Return code rc from command

DMSSHO525E   Invalid PFkey/PAkey number

DMSSHO528E   Invalid range: target2 (line nn) precedes target1

DMSSHO534E   Too many logical screens defined

DMSSHO540E   screen already defined

DMSSHO546E   target not found

DMSSHO583I   EOF:

DMSSHO584I   TOF:

DMSSHO600E   First selection level (nn) cannot be greater than the

             second selection level (nn)

DMSSHO642E   This is not <a formatted file|an OS dataset>

DMSSHO643I   No more files

DMSSHO651E   EXTRACT must be called from REXX

DMSSHO651E   PULL must be called from REXX

DMSSHO657W   Undefined PFkey/PAkey

DMSSHO698E   Target string too long
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DMSSHO700E   Spool file spfile is in an unsupported format

SSXFBR781E   Device SPOOLed but there is no actively SPOOLed data

SSXFBR782E   Error parsing CP response -- notify product support

SSXFBR783E   User not logged on

SSXFBR784E   You are not authorized to look at this file

SSXFBR785E   SPOOL file no longer exists

SSXFBR786E   SPOOL file requested does not exist

SSXFBR787E   Invalid queue specified

SSXFBR788E   Device not SPOOLed

SSXFBR789E   Device does not exist

SSXFBR790E   Unsupported DIAGNOSE subcode c specified on call to

             SSXFBR

SSXFBR791E   Invalid SPOOL file page number requested

SSXFBR792E   SSXFBR "open" call required before "read" calls

SSXFBR795E   Invalid SPMBK read by server

SSXFBR796E   Invalid VSPIBUF found

SSXFBR797E   Invalid page address passed to SSXFBR.

SSXAUT908T   Error rc from IPL CMS PARM AUTOCR!

SSXCON908T   Error rc from IPL CMS PARM AUTOCR!

SSXUNP908T   Error rc from IPL CMS PARM AUTOCR!

SSXAUT999T   Error rc from CP VSEG SET AUDIT

SSXUNP999T   Error rc from CP VSPOOL SET UNPURGE ON

HCPSG1002E   Invalid operand - operand

HCPSG1020E   Userid missing or invalid

HCPSG1026E   Operand missing or invalid

SSXSBM1801E  No CP VSPOOL 

HCPSG2002E   Invalid operand - operand

SSXRED5112I  File sdf does not exist as a class A or R file

SSXRED5114I  Userid AUTOVSEG lacks CP privileges for QUERY SDF or QUERY NSS

VMSSPL5114I  You are not authorized to use VSPOOL (DISPLAY

VMSSPL5114I  You are not authorized to use VSPOOL (UTIL

SSXCLN5205I  Error rc from QUERY sdftype, SSXCLN terminated

SSXRED5301I  File REDEFCMD EXEC A created

SSXRED5302I  Sending REDEFCMD EXEC

SSXCLN5311I  option is not a valid SSXCLN option

SSXRED5311I  option is not a valid SSXREDEF option

SSXRED5317I  A *NSS SDF was deleted while SSXREDEF was running

SSXRED5318I  Error rc from cmd:

SSXRED5322I  Unknown *NSS SDF type type found, cannot REDEFINE

SSXAUT6001S  Warning -- combined variable values too long, truncated to nn bytes; last 2_ bytes are: value

SSXBCK6001I  option is not a valid SSXBCK option

SSXCON6001S  Warning -- combined variable values too long,truncated to nn bytes; last 2_ bytes are: value

SSXCON6001S  Warning -- combined variable too long

SSXCON6001S  Error rc from XAUTOLOG userid

SSXRST6001I  option is not a valid SSXRST option

SSXUNP6001S  Warning -- combined variable values too long, truncated to nn bytes; last 2_ bytes are: value

SSXAUT6002S  Specified MAILEXEC setting EXEC not found

SSXAUT6002S  VSERVER MODULE * not found

SSXAUT6002S  SPDISK MODULE * not found

SSXAUT6002S  Required file fn ft fm not found

SSXBCK6002I  Backing up count member *NSS SDF(s) associated with dcssname

SSXCON6002E  No such file found for userid

SSXCON6002S  Specified user macro macroname CONSOLES does not exist
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SSXCON6002S  Specified MAILEXEC setting EXEC not found

SSXCON6002S  VSERVER MODULE * not found

SSXCON6002S  SPDISK MODULE * not found

SSXCON6002S  Required file fn ft fm not found

SSXRST6002I  Restoring count member *NSS SDF(s) associated with dcssname

SSXUNP6002E  No such file(s) found for userid type

SSXUNP6002S  Specified user macro macroname UNPURGER does not exist

SSXUNP6002S  Specified MAILEXEC setting EXEC not found

SSXUNP6002S  VSERVER MODULE * not found

SSXUNP6002S  SPDISK MODULE * not found

SSXUNP6002S  Required file fn ft fm not found

SSXBCK6003I  type1 renamed to type2

SSXBCK6004I  Backup of type successful

SSXBCK6005I  Backup of type failed -- RC=rc

SSXBCK6006I  QUERY NSS fileid failed

SSXBCK6007I  *NSS SDF fileid not found

SSXBCK6008E  Disk fm not accessed

SSXCON6008S  Disk fm cannot hold current files, erasing older files

SSXBCK6009E  Backup of fn ft failed -- insufficient disk space

SSXBCK6010E  Error rc from QUERY type

SSXAUT6016T  Error rc from GLOBALV SELECT

SSXCON6016S  Error rc from XEDIT performing CLEANUP

SSXCON6016T  Error rc from GLOBALV SELECT

SSXUNP6016S  Error rc from SPDISK QUERY, file purged

SSXUNP6016S  Error rc from XEDIT performing CLEANUP

SSXUNP6016T  Error rc from GLOBALV SELECT

SSXCON6032S  Error -- cleanup of disk fm failed, return code rc

SSXAUT6036S  Warning -- disk not valid, SFS directories not supported

SSXAUT6036S  Warning -- disk not accessed R/W, cannot be used

SSXAUT6036S  Error rc ACCESSing vdev fm

SSXCON6036S  Warning -- disk not valid, SFS directories not supported

SSXCON6036S  Warning -- disk not accessed R/W, cannot be used

SSXCON6036S  Error rc ACCESSing vdev fm

SSXUNP6036S  Warning -- disk not valid, SFS directories not supported

SSXUNP6036S  Warning -- disk not accessed R/W, cannot be used

SSXUNP6036S  Error rc ACCESSing vdev fm

SSXAUT6054S  SYSTEM records must precede USER or DEFAULT records

SSXAUT6054S  DEFAULT records must precede USER records

SSXAUT6054S  No setting specified for keyword, keyword ignored

SSXAUT6054S  Unknown keyword keyword, ignored

SSXAUT6054S  Invalid keyword/value combination, ignored

SSXCON6054S  SYSTEM records must precede USER or DEFAULT records

SSXCON6054S  DEFAULT records must precede USER records

SSXCON6054S  No setting specified for keyword, keyword ignored

SSXCON6054S  Unknown keyword keyword, ignored

SSXCON6054S  Invalid keyword/value combination, ignored

SSXUNP6054S  SYSTEM records must precede USER or DEFAULT records

SSXUNP6054S  DEFAULT records must precede USER records

SSXUNP6054S  No setting specified for keyword, keyword ignored

SSXUNP6054S  Unknown keyword keyword, ignored

SSXUNP6054S  Invalid keyword/value combination, ignored

SSXRST6100I  No member _NSS SDFs associated with userid need restoring

SSXRST6101I  AS not valid with sdftype SDFs
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SSXRST6102I  type is not a valid SSXRST filetype

SSXAUT6104S  Error rc reading AUTOVSEG ACTFILE from disk

SSXCON6104S  Error rc reading CONSOLES ACTFILE from disk

SSXUNP6104S  Error rc reading UNPURGER ACTFILE from disk

SSXCHK6200I  SSXCHK started date; no options specified

SSXAUT6201S  Error rc checkpointing alias and AUTOFIT settings

SSXCHK6201I  SSXCHK started date; options options

SSXUNP6201E  File(s) are queued in the punch because disk space is not available Files will be purged after next backup cycle

SSXAUT6202E  Unknown timer name name ignored

SSXCHK6202E  sdftype(s) SDF(s) not backed up; DISK FULL

SSXUNP6202E  Unknown timer name name ignored

SSXAUT6203I  Connection to userid on path path complete

SSXCHK6203I  Checkpoint complete; no changes found

SSXCHK6203I  Checkpoint complete, timezone change detected

SSXCON6203I  Connection to userid on path path complete

SSXUNP6203I  Connection to userid on path path complete

SSXAUT6204I  User userid has severed path path

SSXCHK6204I  mm of nn SDF(s) restored

SSXCON6204I  User userid has severed path path

SSXUNP6204I  User userid has severed path path

SSXAUT6205I  User userid attempt to connect on path path rejected

SSXCHK6205I  SSXCHK ended date; elapsed time nn seconds

SSXCON6205I  User userid attempt to connect on path path rejected

SSXUNP6205I  User userid attempt to connect on path path rejected

SSXCHK6206I  Duplicate sdftype SDF found

SSXCHK6207I  A sdftype SDF is missing at startup:

SSXCHK6208I  A sdftype SDF has been deleted:

SSXCHK6209I  Restore starting for fn ft

SSXAUT6210E  Unexpected IUCV type type received

SSXCHK6210I  Restore of fn ft successful

SSXCON6210E  Unexpected IUCV type type received

SSXUNP6210E  Unexpected IUCV type type received

SSXAUT6211E  Unknown IUCV type type received

SSXCHK6211I  Restore of fn ft failed; no backup exists

SSXCON6211E  Unknown IUCV type type received

SSXUNP6211E  Unknown IUCV type type received

SSXAUT6212I  Restoring VSEG alias/AUTOFIT settings from CURRSEG EXEC

SSXCHK6212I  Error rc restoring file fn ft

SSXCON6212S  Error rc from file forwarding command, file purged

SSXUNP6212S  Error rc from file forwarding command, file purged

SSXAUT6213I  VSEG settings restored

SSXCHK6213I  Restore of sdftype SDF fn ignored by request

SSXUNP6213W  File fn ft fm from owner purged, exceeds size limit of nnn pages

SSXAUT6214E  Error rc from CURRSEG EXEC A restoring VSEG settings

SSXCHK6214I  A sdftype SDF (name) has a new SPOOL file number:

SSXUNP6214S  Disk fm cannot hold file id from owner file transferred to PUNCH; will be deleted at next cleanup SSXAUT6215S Accounting requested but SSXACA MODULE unavailable or invalid; accounting disabled

SSXCHK6215I  A new sdftype SDF has been created:

SSXUNP6215I  type file fn ft fm from owner purged; will not fit on disk, and SDFs cannot be TRANSFERred to PUNCH

SSXUNP6215S  Accounting requested but SSXACS MODULE unavailable or invalid; accounting disabled

SSXAUT6216S  Secure file checking requested but SSXSEC MODULE unavailable or invalid, secure file checking disabled

SSXCHK6216I  A sdftype SDF (sdfname) has changed:

SSXUNP6216E  Error rc from SPDISK BACKUP

SSXUNP6216S  Error rc from SPDISK QUERY, file purged
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SSXAUT6217S  File "AUTOVSEG LOG A" missing or unusable, logging will not occur

SSXCHK6217I  Space space changed, common member name type id backed up:

SSXCON6217S  File userid LOG A missing or unusable, logging will not occur

SSXUNP6217S  File userid LOG A missing or unusable, logging will not occur

SSXCHK6218I  Backup starting for name type id

SSXCHK6219I  Backup of sdfinfo (id) complete|failed reason

SSXUNP6219E  Unknown, restricted, or invalid command: command

SSXCHK6220I  Backup of sdftype SDF name id ignored by request

SSXUNP6220I  Processing command: command

SSXCHK6221I  Unable to issue privileged QUERY SDF; SSXCHK terminated

SSXUNP6221E  SHUTDOWN command ignored -- use STOP to terminate

SSXCON6250E  Unknown, restricted, or invalid command: command

SSXCON6251I  Processing command: command

SSXCON6252E  SHUTDOWN command ignored -- use STOP to terminate

SSXCON6253E  Error rc sending file fn via CMS SENDFILE

SSXCON6254W  fn ft file from userid exceeds warning threshold of nn; file has nn records

SSXCON6255W  fn ft file from userid will exceed daily file size limit of nn lines

SSXCON6255W  ctype file id from origin will exceed daily file size limit of n lines

SSXUNP6301E  Error rc restoring file fn ft fm to userid's queue

SSXUNP6302W  Backup cleanup state was PENDING for userid since date

SSXUNP6302W  Pending backup set by userid

SSXUNP6303E  Invalid BACKUP state state, state not changed

SSXUNP6304E  Backup cleanup state was not PENDING; FINISH ignored

SSXUNP6305W  Pending backup set by userid FINISHed by userid

SSXUNP6306S  Accounting requested but OPTION ACCT missing from CP directory entry; accounting disabled

SSXUNP6307W  Cleanup not performed, no last backup date available

SSXUNP6307W  Cleanup not performed, backup in progress (state is state)

SSXAUT6340I  User user has no explicit authorizations

SSXAUT6341I  User user has ALL privileges

SSXAUT6342I  User user is authorized for strip list

SSXAUT6350E  Error rc from SSXRST restoring file

SSXAUT6351I  nn * SDFs named sdfname exist

SSXAUT6352I  userid already authorized for ALL

SSXAUT6353I  userid <un>authorized for name1 <name2 ... <namen>>

SSXAUT6354I  User userid has no authorizations

SSXAUT6355I  userid authorized for ALL, cannot unauthorize specific names

SSXAUT6356E  Invalid SDF type sdftype

SSXAUT6357E  Unknown or restricted command command

SSXAUT6358E  SHUTDOWN command ignored -- use STOP to terminate

SSXAUT6359I  nn line(s) stacked:

SSXCON6359I  n line(s) stacked:

SSXUNP6359I  n stacked:'

SSXAUT6360I  function of fn (id) performed by userid

SSXAUT6361S  Accounting requested but OPTION ACCT missing from CP directory entry; accounting disabled

SSXAUT6362E  File(s) are not being backed up because disk space is not available

SSXAUT6363I  sdfname System Data File not found

SSXAUT6364I  Missing operand operand

SSXAUT6365I  You are not authorized to operand

SSXAUT6366I  Invalid command command

SSXAUT6367I  Backup request for userid failed -- SECURE file backup not enabled

SSXAUT6368I  Invalid value option on cmd command

HCPSP11001E  xxxxxxxx is not a valid VSPOOL parameter

HCPSP11002E  VSPOOL parameter is missing
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HCPSP11003E  userid is not a valid userid

HCPSP11004E  USERID parameter is missing

HCPSP11005E  userid is not logged on

HCPSP11006E  Virtual address is missing

HCPSP11007E  Virtual address is invalid

HCPSP11008I  Command for userid accepted

HCPSP11009E  VSPOOL command failed

HCPSP11010I  userid SPOOLed output is suspended

HCPSP11011I  userid SPOOLed output is resumed

HCPSP11012E  userid SPOOLed output is already suspended

HCPSP11013E  userid SPOOLed output is not suspended

HCPSP11014E  userid is suspended * issue VSPOOL UNFREEZE command first

HCPSP11015E  Cannot FREEZE yourself

HCPSP11016E  Cannot FREEZE the system operator

HCPSP11017I  freezee suspended since hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy by freezer

HCPSP11018I  No users have SPOOLed output suspended

HCPSP11019I  nnnn users have resumed SPOOLed output

HCPSP11030I  VSPOOL UNPURGE is ON|OFF; receiver userid is xxxxxxxx

HCPSP11031E  No users explicitly excluded

HCPSG11950E  Required SNTNAME parameter is missing

HCPSG11951E  Required REQNAME parameter is missing

HCPSG11952E  Substitution already set for reqname

HCPSG11953I  No|nnnn VSEG entries removed

HCPSG11954I  No matching entries are set

HCPSG11955I  Requests for reqname [by user userid] will be given sntname

HCPSG11956I  Saves of reqname by user userid will be given sntname

HCPSP11992E  Invalid SBRBK specified

HCPSG21954I  No matching entries are set sntname

HCPSG21958E  Required BASENAME parameter is missing

HCPSG21959E  AUTOFIT already active for this basename

HCPSG21960I  One AUTOFIT entry added

HCPSG21961E  Invalid number of AUTOFIT names

HCPSG21962E  Missing keyword: OFF or WITH

HCPSG21963I  No AUTOFIT entries removed

HCPSG21964I  One AUTOFIT entry removed

HCPSG31957I  type of reqname replaced with

HCPSG31960I  f s of n (m) by u

Unnumbered Messages
The topics that follow describe messages without message numbers.

ERROR ISSUING DIAGNOSE 8
ERROR ISSUING DIAGNOSE 8

Severity: E

Reason:

The user ID needs privilege class E to issue a restore command.

Action:

Log on to a privileged user ID and retry.
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ERROR ISSUING RESTORE COMMAND
ERROR ISSUING RESTORE COMMAND

Severity: E

Reason:

This indicates that an error was returned from the RESTORE command.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

ERROR ON RELEASE OF STORAGE BUFFER
ERROR ON RELEASE OF STORAGE BUFFER

Severity: E

Reason:

ACMSSTOR RELEASE failed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

ERROR WHILE RELEASING STORAGE BUFFER
ERROR WHILE RELEASING STORAGE BUFFER

Severity: E

Reason:

A release of a storage buffer failed.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

INPUT FILE DOES NOT EXIST
INPUT FILE DOES NOT EXIST

Severity: E

Reason:

The input file to be restored does not exist.

Action:

Check to make sure that the full fileid is valid.

INPUT FILE IS INVALID
INPUT FILE IS INVALID

Severity: E

Reason:
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The specified file was not created with SGXBCKP.

Action:

Check to be sure that the file was created by SGXBCKP.

INVALID ATTEMPT TO RENAME A NON-DCSS/NSS
INVALID ATTEMPT TO RENAME A NON-DCSS/NSS

Severity: E

Reason:

The issuer attempted to rename a segment that is not a DCSS or NSS.

Action:

Check the member to be restored. If the segment is a DCSS or NSS, contact Broadcom Support.

MISSING ARGUMENT(S)
MISSING ARGUMENT(S)

Severity: E

Reason:

The fileid is incomplete.

Action:

For SGXBCKP, specify spoolid filename filetype filemode. For SGXRSTR, specify filename filetype filemode.

OUTPUT ERROR ON WRITE
OUTPUT ERROR ON WRITE

Severity: E

Reason:

An error occurred during an FSWRITE when trying to back up a saved segment.

Action:

Check to see that sufficient space exists on the target disk.

OUTPUT FILE ALREADY EXISTS
OUTPUT FILE ALREADY EXISTS

Severity: E

Reason:

The target file for the saved segment already exists.

Action:

If issuing the BACkup command from SGXUTIL, specify BACkup (REPlace on the command line.
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RC FROM FSREAD = rc
RC FROM FSREAD = rc

Severity: E

Reason:

An error occurred when trying to read the backed up saved segment.

Action:

Try copying the file to see if the CMS COPY command is successful. If so, reissue the command; if not, contact Broadcom
Support.

RC FROM FSWRITE = rc
RC FROM FSWRITE = rc

Severity: E

Reason:

An error occurred when trying to back up the saved segment to disk.

Action:

Note the return code and contact Broadcom Support.

RC FROM VSEG RESTORE = rc
RC FROM VSEG RESTORE = rc

Severity: E

Reason:

An error occurred when issuing the RESTORE command.

Action:

Ensure that the issuer has privilege class E; if so, contact Broadcom Support.

READ ERROR
READ ERROR

Severity: E

Reason:

An error occurred reading a file from disk. This message will be accompanied by the message RC FROM FSREAD = rc

Action:

Check to be sure that the file was created by SGXBCKP.

REQUESTED SPOOL FILE HAS INVALID CLASS
REQUESTED SPOOL FILE HAS INVALID CLASS

Severity: E
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Reason:

The issuer attempted to back up a segment with a class other than S or R.

Action:

Only segments that have been saved can be backed up.

REQUESTED SPOOL FILE NOT FOUND
REQUESTED SPOOL FILE NOT FOUND

Severity: E

Origin: Old backup/restore processing.

Recipient: Issuer of SGXBCKP.

Reason:

The fileid specified for SGXBCKP does not exist.

Action:

Check the fileid of the input file and reissue the command.

UNABLE TO ALLOCATE ENOUGH MEMORY FOR RESTORE
UNABLE TO ALLOCATE ENOUGH MEMORY FOR RESTORE

Severity: E

Reason:

The virtual machine size is insufficient.

Action:

Define a virtual machine large enough to hold the saved segment and reissue the command.

UNABLE TO OBTAIN SUFFICIENT STORAGE FOR BACKUP
UNABLE TO OBTAIN SUFFICIENT STORAGE FOR BACKUP

Severity: E

Reason:

The virtual machine size is insufficient.

Action:

Define a virtual machine large enough to hold the saved segment and reissue the command.

UNEXPECTED ERROR WHEN ISSUING DIAGNOSE 8
UNEXPECTED ERROR WHEN ISSUING DIAGNOSE 8

Severity: E

Reason:

SGXBCKP received an error trying to issue a CP command.
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Action:

Ensure that the userid has privilege class E before contacting Broadcom Support.

UNEXPECTED RESPONSE FROM QUERY NSS
UNEXPECTED RESPONSE FROM QUERY NSS

Severity: E

Reason:

The response from a CP QUERY NSS command had unexpected information.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

VSEG NOT INSTALLED OR INVALID RESPONSE
VSEG NOT INSTALLED OR INVALID RESPONSE

Severity: E

Reason:

A VSEG command was issued and there was no response.

Action:

Ensure that the product modules are in the nucleus by issuing CP LOCATE commands for HCPSG1, HCPSG2, and
HCPSG3.

text error msg from VSEG command
text error msg from VSEG command

Severity: E

Reason:

An error occurred when issuing a VSEG command.

Action:

If the message is self-explanatory, make corrections and reissue. If you cannot understand the message, contact
Broadcom Support.

DMS Messages
 DMS Messages  

DMSSHO001E
Missing Parameters

Reason:

A parameter was missing on a SHOW subcommand.

Action:

Add the missing parameter(s) and retry the command.
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DMSSHO002E
File fn ft not found

Reason:

The file requested was not found.

Action:

Retry the command, specifying a different file.

DMSSHO003E
Invalid option option

 

Reason:

option is not a valid SHOW command option.

Action:

Correct the command and reissue it.

DMSSHO005E
Missing option value.

Reason:

option was entered without a required value.

Action:

Correct the command and reissue it.

DMSSHO013E
Member member not found in library fn ft fm

Reason:

member does not exist in the library.

Action:

Correct the command and reissue it.

DMSSHO026E
Invalid parameter parameter

Reason:

parameter is not a valid parameter for the command.

Action:

Reissue the command using a valid parameter.
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DMSSHO033E
File fn ft fm is not a library

Reason:

File fn ft fm is not a library name.

Action:

Reissue the command using a valid library name, or omit the MEMBER or DICT option.

DMSSHO037E
Disk fm is read only

Reason:

You cannot write to disk fm

Action:

Specify a R/W disk as the target of a PUT subcommand.

DMSSHO048E
Invalid file mode fm

Reason:

The filemode specified is invalid.

Action:

Reissue the command with a valid filemode.

DMSSHO066E
MEMBER and DICT are conflicting options

Reason:

You cannot use both MEMBER and DICT options for the same command.

Action:

Reissue the command using one or neither of the options.

DMSSHO069E
Disk fm not accessed

Reason:

The disk specified is not accessed.

Action:

Reissue the command after accessing the appropriate disk or directory.
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DMSSHO104S
Error rc occurred reading file fn ft fm

Reason:

An error occurred reading a file on disk fm

Action:

Contact the product administrator; if you are the product administrator, see if the disk is full or otherwise damaged, and
correct the problem.

DMSSHO105S
Error rc writing file fn ft fm to disk

Reason:

An error occurred while trying to write a file to disk.

Action:

Contact the product administrator; if you are the product administrator, see if the disk is full or otherwise damaged, and
correct the problem.

DMSSHO109S
Insufficient virtual storage

Reason:

You have exceeded the amount of virtual storage available.

Action:

Increase your virtual storage and retry the command.

 

DMSSHO513E
Unknown CP/CMS command

Reason:

The command that you entered is not a valid CP/CMS command.

Action:

Reissue a valid command.

DMSSHO514I
Return code rc from command

Reason:

The indicated command returned the return code specified.

Action:

None.
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DMSSHO525E
Invalid PFkey/PAkey number

Reason:

The PFkey/PAkey being defined does not exist.

Action:

Redefine the PFkey/PAkey using a valid key number.

DMSSHO528E
Invalid range: target2 (line nn) precedes target1

Reason:

target2 must be a line that follows target1.

Action: Reissue the command using valid target numbers.

DMSSHO534E
Too many logical screens defined

Reason:

Too many logical screens are defined. No more than the smaller of eight logical screens or the number of files being
browse may be defined. (In other words, only one view of a file is allowed).

Action:

Reduce the number of screens requested and reissue the command.

DMSSHO540E
screen already defined

Reason:

screen is already defined.

Action:

Reissue using a new name for screen.

DMSSHO546E
target not found

Reason:

target was not found.

Action:

None.
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DMSSHO583I
EOF:

Reason:

End of file was reached.

Action:

None.

DMSSHO584I
TOF:

Reason:

Top of file was reached.

Action:

None.

DMSSHO600E
First selection level (nn) cannot be greater than the second selection level (nn)

Reason:

The first SET DISPLAY selection level cannot be higher than the second.

Action:

Correct the command and reissue it.

DMSSHO642E
This is not <a formatted file | an OS dataset>

Reason:

The file being browsed is not in one of the special SPOOL file formats and thus cannot be translated (when the TRANS
option is specified), or is not an OS dataset, so the XTRACT Osvalue command is invalid.

Action:

Correct the command and reissue it.

DMSSHO643I
No more files

Reason:

There are no more files for the UPFILE or DNFILE subcommands to display.

Action:

None.
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DMSSHO651E
EXTRACT must be called from REXX

Reason:

EXTRACT is only valid from REXX, since it sets REXX variables.

Action:

Issue EXTRACT from REXX.

 

DMSSHO651E-2
PULL must be called from REXX

Reason:

PULL is only valid from REXX, since it sets REXX variables.

Action:

Issue PULL from REXX.

DMSSHO657W
Undefined PFkey/PAkey

Reason:

The PFkey/PAkey you tried to access is not defined.

Action:

Define the key and retry.

DMSSHO698E
Target string too long

Reason:

The target string you entered is too long.

Action:

Reenter a different target string and reissue the command.

DMSSHO700E
Spool file spfile is in an unsupported format

Reason:

The SPOOL file specified to be browsed is not in a format which SHOW can read. Files in this category include
VMDUMPs and CP system dumps, when read directly from SPOOL; when read using the product server, these files are
valid.

Action:

None.
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DMSXFI069E
Filemode A not accessed

Reason:

You must have a Read/Write A-disk to use VSPOOL.

Action:

Access a R/W A-disk and reissue the command.

HCP Messages
The following topics describe HCP messages.

HCPSG1002E
Invalid operand - operand

Reason:

The issuer used an invalid operand with the VSEG command.

Action:

Correct the command and reissue it.

HCPSG1020E
Userid missing or invalid

Reason:

For the USER parameter of the VSEG command, a userid is either missing or invalid.

Action:

Correct the command and reissue it.

HCPSG1026E
Operand missing or invalid

Reason:

An operand is either missing or invalid.

Action:

Correct the command and reissue it.

HCPSG11950E
Required SNTNAME parameter is missing

Reason:

The sntname parameter is missing from the VSEG command.

Action:
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Correct the command and reissue it.

HCPSG11951E
Required REQNAME parameter is missing

Reason:

The reqname parameter is missing from the VSEG command.

Action:

Correct the command and reissue it.

HCPSG11952E
Substitution already set for reqname

Reason:

A VSEG SET command is already in effect for this reqname

Action:

Issue VSEG SET OFF for this reqname and then reissue the VSEG SET command.

HCPSG11953I
No | nnnn VSEG entries removed

Reason:

nnnn is the number of entries removed by the command.

Action:

No response is necessary.

HCPSG11954I
No matching entries are set

Reason:

No corresponding VSEG SET entries were found.

Action:

No response is necessary.

HCPSG11955I
Requests for reqname by user userid will be given sntname

Reason:

This is in response to a VSEG SET command to set an alias, substituting sntname for reqname.

Action:

No response is necessary.
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HCPSG11956I
Saves of reqname by user userid will be given sntname

Reason:

The response to a request to save reqname is substitution of the actual name.

Action:

No response is necessary.

HCPSG2002E
Invalid operand - operand

Reason:

The issuer used an invalid operand with the VSEG command.

Action:

Correct the operand and retry.

HCPSG21954I
No matching entries are set

Reason:

No corresponding VSEG SET entries were found.

Action:

No response is necessary.

HCPSG21958E
Required BASENAME parameter is missing

Reason:

The issuer omitted a basename from the VSEG SET AUTOFIT command.

Action:

Specify a basename and reissue.

HCPSG21959E
AUTOFIT already active for this basename

Reason:

A VSEG SET command is already in effect for basename.

Action:

Issue a VSEG SET OFF command for the original setting and reissue the command.
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HCPSG21960I
One AUTOFIT entry added

Reason:

This confirms the SET AUTOFIT request.

Action:

No response is necessary.

HCPSG21961E
Invalid number of AUTOFIT names

Reason:

The command specified more than 16 AUTOFIT members.

Action:

Reduce the number of AUTOFIT members to 16 and reissue the command.

HCPSG21962E
Missing keyword: OFF or WITH

Reason:

OFF or WITH should follow basename.

Action:

Correct the command and reissue it.

HCPSG21963I
No AUTOFIT entries removed

Reason:

No entry matches basename.

Action:

No response is necessary.

HCPSG21964I
One AUTOFIT entry removed

Reason:

An AUTOFIT entry was found and removed.

Action:

No response is necessary.
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HCPSG31957I
type of reqname replaced with sntname

Reason:

This is in response to use of the NOTIFY option with the VSEG SET command when ne of the following requests was
previously issued for reqname. The message substitutes he following terms for type:

SAVE
Indicates substitution for a SAVESYS or SAVESEG

FIND
Indicates substitution for a DIAGNOSE X'64' FINDSYS(subcode X'0C') operation

QUERY
Indicates substitution for a DIAGNOSE X'64' SEGEXT function (subcode X'18') operation

LOAD
Indicates substitution for a DIAGNOSE X'64 LOADSYS function (subcode X'00', X'04', or X'10') or on the IPL
command

PURGE
Indicates substitution for a DIAGNOSE X'64' PURGESYS function (subcode X'08')

Action: No response is necessary.

HCPSG31960I
f s of n (m) by u

Reason:

This message indicates that an auditable action has been taken against an SDF. This message is normally trapped by the
AUTOVSEG service virtual machine, which then acts on it if appropriate. The message substitutes the following terms for
the variables:

f
Indicates the function, one of: SAVESYS, SAVESEG, CREATE, LOAD, IPL, PURGE, FIND, QUERY, or RESET.

s
Indicates a subfunction (SHARED, UNSHARED, or NOVERLAY for LOAD functions; LOGOFF, IPL, or SYSTEM
for RESET functions; or FINDSEGA, SPACE, or SKELETON for QUERY functions). For other functions, this field
will be blank.

n
Indicates the System Data File name affected.

m
Indicates the requested name (for IPL, FIND, QUERY, LOAD, and RESET functions) or the SPOOL file number
(for CREATE and PURGE functions).

U
Indicates the user initiating the action.

Action: No response is necessary.

HCPSP11001E
xxxxxxxx is not a valid VSPOOL parameter
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Reason:

A parameter specified on the CP VSPOOL command was invalid.

Action: 

Correct and reissue the command.

HCPSP11002E
VSPOOL parameter is missing

Reason:

A required parameter was missing on a CP VSPOOL command.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

HCPSP11003E
userid is not a valid userid

Reason:

An invalid userid was specified on a CP VSPOOL command.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

HCPSP11004E
USERID parameter is missing

Reason:

The required userid was omitted on a CP VSPOOL command.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

HCPSP11005E
userid is not logged on

Reason:

The userid specified as the target of a CP VSPOOL command is not logged on. The userid may have been misspelled.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

HCPSP11006E
Virtual address is missing

Reason:

The required virtual address was omitted on a CP VSPOOL CLOSE command.
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Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

HCPSP11007E
Virtual address is invalid

Reason:

The virtual address specified on a CP VSPOOL CLOSE command was invalid. It must be a valid hexadecimal value
between 0 and FFFF.

Action: Correct and reissue the command.

HCPSP11008I
Command for userid accepted

Reason:

A CP VSPOOL command with the SPOOL, CLOSE, FOR, or QUIET operands was issued for the target user. This
message does not indicate whether the command executed successfully or not.

Action:

None.

HCPSP11009E
VSPOOL command failed

Reason:

A CP VSPOOL command failed.

The syntax may have been incorrect; if so, the return code will reflect the error that the CP SPOOL or CLOSE command
detected. For example, if the return code is 3, the error detected would have issued message HCP0003E; you can use the
CMS HELP command to get details on this message.

If user active was included, the user was actively executing at the instant that the command was issued, and thus the
command could not execute safely. In this case, the eturn code will be 16.

Action: Correct the command and reissue it.

HCPSP11010I
userid SPOOLed output is suspended

Reason:

A CP VSPOOL FREEZE command executed successfully.

Action:

None.

HCPSP11011I
userid SPOOLed output is resumed
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Reason:

A CP VSPOOL UNFREEZE command executed successfully.

Action:

None.

HCPSP11012E
userid SPOOLed output is already suspended

Reason:

A CP VSPOOL FREEZE command was issued against a user who was already frozen.

Action:

None.

HCPSP11013E
userid SPOOLed output is not suspended

Reason:

A CP VSPOOL UNFREEZE command was issued against a user who was not frozen.

Action:

Correct the userid if it was specified incorrectly and reissue the command.

HCPSP11014E
userid is suspended - issue  VSPOOL UNFREEZE command first

Reason:

A CP VSPOOL CLOSE or CP VSPOOL SPOOL command was issued against a user who was already the target of a CP
VSPOOL FREEZE command.

Action:

Issue CP VSPOOL UNFREEZE userid if appropriate and reissue the original command.

HCPSP11015E
Cannot FREEZE yourself

Reason:

A CP VSPOOL FREEZE command was issued against the issuer. This is not allowed.

Action:

None.

HCPSP11016E
Cannot FREEZE the system operator

Reason:
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A CP VSPOOL FREEZE command was issued against the system operator. This is not allowed.

Action:

None.

HCPSP11017I
freezee   suspended since hh:mm:ss mm/dd/yy by freezer

Reason:

This is a normal response to a CP VSPOOL QUERY FREEZE or VSPOOL QUERY FROZEN command when at least one
user has been frozen. One line is displayed for each frozen user.

Action:

None.

HCPSP11018I
No users have SPOOLed output suspended

Reason:

This is a normal response to a CP VSPOOL QUERY FREEZE, VSPOOL QUERY FROZEN, or VSPOOL UNFREEZE ALL
command when no users have been frozen previously.

Action:

None.

HCPSP11019I
nnnn users have resumed SPOOLed output

Reason:

This is the normal response to a CP VSPOOL UNFREEZE ALL command when at least one user had been frozen.

Action:

None.

HCPSP11030I
VSPOOL UNPURGE is ON|OFF; receiver userid is xxxxxxxx

Reason:

This is the normal response to a CP VSPOOL QUERY UNPURGE command.

Action:

None.

 

HCPSP11031E
No users explicitly excluded
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Reason:

This is the normal response to a CP VSPOOL QUERY UNPURGE EXCLUDE command when no users have been
explicitly excluded from UNPURGE processing. Note that the UNPURGE receiver userid is always implicitly excluded
from UNPURGE processing.

Action:

None.

HCPSP11992E
Invalid SBRBK specified

Reason:

This indicates that a CP VSPOOL SBRCALL was issued with an invalid parameter list.

Action: 

If the CP VSPOOL SBRCALL command was issued by an end-user, this message is normal; if it appears as a result of a
Π utility such as SPDISK, contact Broadcom Support.

SSX Messages
The following topics describe SSX messages.

SSXUNP908T
Error rc from IPL CMS PARM AUTOCR!

Reason:

An error occurred trying to recover from a CMS ABEND.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SSXUNP999T
Error rc from CP VSPOOL SET UNPURGE ON

Reason:

An error occurred trying to set UNPURGE. This likely means the product was not installed correctly or UNPURGER lacks
the CP privilege class required to issue the command (the class required is usually class D).

Action:

Check installation and privilege classes and correct the problem.

SSXAUT6002S
 Required file fn ft fm not found 

 Reason: 

A file required for execution is not available.

 Action: 
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Make the file available.

SSXAUT6001S
Warning -- combined variable values too long, truncated to nn bytes; last 2_ bytes are: value

 

Reason:

The variable value in the ACTFILE is longer than 255 bytes.

Action:

Correct the value to be 255 bytes or shorter.

SSXAUT6002S-4
VSERVER MODULE _ not found

Reason:

The VSERVER service machine program is not accessible.

Action:

Make the VSERVER program available.

SSXAUT6002S-2
Specified MAILEXEC setting EXEC not found

Reason:

The EXEC filename specified on the MAILEXEC record in the ACTFILE does not exist. This file must exist for sending
mail when a severe error occurs.

Action:

Correct the ACTFILE or make the EXEC available.

SSXAUT6002S-3
SPDISK MODULE _ not found

Reason:

The SPDISK program is not available.

Action:

Make SPDISK available.

SSXAUT6016T
Error rc from GLOBALV SELECT

Reason:

An error occurred on a GLOBALV command. This should never happen, and indicates a severe CMS error.

Action:
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Contact the product administrator or Broadcom Support.

SSXAUT6036S
 Error rc ACCESSing vdev fm  

 Reason: 

An error occurred accessing a disk.

 Action: 

Examine the disk, correct the problem, and restart AUTOVSEG.

SSXAUT6036S-1
Warning -- disk not valid, SFS directories not supported

Reason:

A disk specified as a default backup target is a Shared File System directory. SFS directories are not supported for SDF
backups.

Action:

Access a minidisk or specify a different filemode in the ACTFILE.

SSXAUT6036S-3
Warning – disk not accessed R/W, cannot be used

Reason:

A disk specified as a backup target is not accessed Read/Write, so it cannot be used for backups.

Action:

Access the disk R/W or specify a different filemode in the ACTFILE.

SSXAUT6054S-1
DEFAULT records must precede USER records

Reason:

DEFAULT records in the ACTFILE must appear before any USER records.

Action:

Reorder the records in the ACTFILE and restart AUTOVSEG.

SSXAUT6054S-2
Invalid keyword/value combination, ignored

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for a valid keyword in the ACTFILE.

Action:

Correct the ACTFILE and restart AUTOVSEG.
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SSXAUT6054S-3
No setting specified for keyword, keyword ignored

Reason:

A null value was specified with a valid keyword in the ACTFILE.

Action:

Correct the ACTFILE and restart AUTOVSEG.

SSXAUT6054S-4
SYSTEM records must precede USER or DEFAULT records

Reason:

SYSTEM records in the ACTFILE must appear before any USER or DEFAULT records.

Action:

Reorder the records in the ACTFILE and restart AUTOVSEG.

SSXAUT6054S-5
Unknown keyword keyword, ignored

Reason:

An unknown keyword was specified in the "ACTFILE".

Action:

Correct the ACTFILE and restart AUTOVSEG.

SSXAUT6104S
Error rc reading AUTOVSEG ACTFILE from disk

Reason:

An error occurred reading the ACTFILE.

Action:

Repair the damaged file and restart AUTOVSEG.

SSXAUT6201S
Error rc checkpointing alias and AUTOFIT settings

Reason:

An error occurred writing the alias and AUTOFIT checkpoint file to disk. The likeliest cause is a full AUTOVSEG A-disk.

Action:

Correct the problem and restart AUTOVSEG.
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SSXAUT6202E
Unknown timer name name ignored

Reason:

A named timer event occurred with an unknown timer name. This should never occur.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SSXAUT6203I
Connection to userid on path path complete

Reason:

An IUCV or APPC connection completed successfully.

Action:

None.

SSXAUT6204I
User userid has severed path path

 

Reason:

The IUCV or APPC path to the specified userid has been severed.

Action:

None.

SSXAUT6205I
User userid attempt to connect on path path rejected

Reason:

An attempt to make an IUCV or APPC connection to the specified userid on the specified path was rejected.

Action:

None.

SSXAUT6210E
Unexpected IUCV type type received

Reason:

An IUCV message type was received which AUTOVSEG was not expecting. This can occur of a CP SET value IUCV is
issued manually.

Action:

None, other than to reset the CP SET value IUCV if one was issued manually.
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SSXAUT6211E
Unknown IUCV type type received

Reason:

An unknown IUCV message type was received. This should never occur.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SSXAUT6212I
Restoring VSEG alias/AUTOFIT settings from CURRSEG EXEC

Reason:

The saved alias and AUTOFIT settings are being restored. This message is displayed when AUTOVSEG is started.

Action:

None.

SSXAUT6213I
VSEG settings restored

Reason:

The saved alias and AUTOFIT settings were restored.

Action:

None.

SSXAUT6214E
Error rc from CURRSEG EXEC A restoring VSEG settings

Reason:

An error occurred attempting to restore saved alias and AUTOFIT settings.

Action: 

Contact Broadcom Support.

SSXAUT6215S
Accounting requested but SSXACA MODULE unavailable or invalid; accounting disabled

Reason:

Accounting was requested, but the utility module which creates the accounting records is not available, so accounting
cannot occur.

Action:

Make the module available or disable accounting in the ACTFILE.
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SSXAUT6216S
Secure file checking requested but SSXSEC MODULE unavailable or invalid, secure file checking disabled

Reason:

Secure file checking was requested, but the utility module which performs that checking is not available, so secure file
checking cannot occur.

Action:

Make the module available or disable secure file checking in the ACTFILE.

SSXAUT6217S
File "AUTOVSEG LOG A" missing or unusable, logging will not occur

Reason:

The LOG file was not found or was not in the required format, so logging has been disabled.

Action:

If logging is desired, create or correct the AUTOVSEG LOG file. This file must be fixed format with a logical record length
of 160; the first record specifies the current record number and the maximum file size, as whole numbers. For example, a
newly reated LOG file might contain:

1 1000

indicating that the file is to contain 1000 entries (and that the current entry is line 1). When 1000 lines of the log have been
filled, it will wrap to line 1 again.

SSXAUT6340I
User user has no explicit authorizations

Reason:

The user whose authorization was requested has no authorizations defined.

Action:

None.

SSXAUT6341I
User user has ALL privileges

Reason:

The user whose authorization was requested has no authorizations defined.

Action:

None.

SSXAUT6342I
User user is authorized for strip list
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Reason:

The user whose authorization was requested has the authorizations listed in list.

Action:

None.

SSXAUT6350E
Error rc from SSXRST restoring file

Reason:

An error occurred when SSXRST attempted to restore an SDF. This message will be preceded by messages from
SSXRST indicating the source of the error.

Action:

Correct the error and issue an AUTOVSEG CHECKPOINT command to retry the restore.

SSXAUT6351I
Nn * SDFs named sdfname exist

Reason:

Duplicate SDFs were found.

Action:

Delete the duplicates if appropriate.

SSXAUT6352I
userid already authorized for ALL

Reason:

The target user already has ALL privileges.

Action:

None.

SSXAUT6353I
userid <un>authorized for name1  <name2 ... <namen>>

 

Reason:

The target user has been authorized or unauthorized for the listed DCSS/NSS name(s).

Action:

None.

SSXAUT6354I
User userid has no authorizations
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Reason:

The user requested is not authorized to perform any actions using AUTOVSEG.

Action:

None.

SSXAUT6355I
userid authorized for ALL, cannot unauthorize specific names

Reason:

Since the user has ALL privileges, you cannot unauthorize specific NSS/DCSS names.

Action:

None.

SSXAUT6356E
Invalid SDF type sdftype

 

Reason:

The SDF type specified was not recognized. Valid types are DCSS, NSS, MEMBER, SPACE, CPDCSS, IMG, UCR,
TRF_nnnn, and NLS, optionally with a number appended (e.g., NLS3).

Action:

Correct the command and reissue it.

SSXAUT6357E
Unknown or restricted command command

Reason:

The command specified is unknown or you are not authorized to execute it.

Action:

Correct the command and reissue it.

SSXAUT6358E
SHUTDOWN command ignored -- use STOP to terminate

Reason:

SHUTDOWN is not the command to stop AUTOVSEG: use STOP.

Action:

Correct the command and reissue it.

SSXAUT6359I
nn line(s) stacked:
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Reason:

A command executed by AUTOVSEG left one or more lines in the CMS program stack. AUTOVSEG displays and deletes
lines but does not execute them.

Action:

None.

SSXAUT6360I
function of fn (id) performed by userid

 

Reason:

The specified action occurred against an SDF and the ACTFILE specified that a user should be warned.

Action:

None.

SSXAUT6361S
Accounting requested but OPTION ACCT missing from CP directory entry; accounting disabled

Reason:

Accounting was requested but AUTOVSEG cannot create accounting records because OPTION ACCT was not specified
in its CP directory entry.

Action:

Add OPTION ACCT and restart AUTOVSEG.

SSXAUT6362E
File(s) are not being backed up because disk space is not available

Reason:

A backup disk is full so SDF backups are not being performed.

Action:

Allocate more disk space, or free some up, using the privileged AUTOVSEG CLEANUP command or by manually erasing
old backups. If backups are erased manually, issue an AUTOVSEG CHECKPOINT command to reset the DISK FULL
condition; CLEANUP resets the condition automatically.

SSXAUT6363I
sdfname System Data File not found

Reason:

The file specified to be purged or backed up does not exist.

Action:

Correct the command and reissue it.
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SSXAUT6364I
Missing operand operand

Reason:

A parameter was missing on an AUTOVSEG command.

Action:

Correct the command and reissue it.

SSXAUT6365I
You are not authorized to operand

 

Reason:

Your userid is not authorized, either in the ACTFILE or via an AUTHORIZE command, to manipulate the SDF you
requested an action against. You may have misspelled the SDF name.

Action:

Correct the command and reissue it.

SSXAUT6366I
Invalid command command

Reason:

An AUTOVSEG command was specified with invalid syntax.

Action:

Correct the command and reissue it.

SSXAUT6367I
Backup request for userid failed -- SECURE file backup not enabled

Reason:

BACKUP_SECURE NO was specified in the ACTFILE, and the file you requested for backup is secure, so it cannot be
backed up.

Action:

None.

SSXAUT6368I
Invalid value option on cmd command

Reason:

An option value on the command was invalid.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.
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SSXAUT908T
Error rc from IPL CMS PARM AUTOCR!

Reason:

An error occurred trying to recover from a CMS ABEND.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SSXAUT999T
Error rc from CP VSEG SET AUDIT

Reason:

An error occurred trying to set SDF auditing. This likely means the product was not installed correctly or AUTOVSEG
lacks the CP privilege class required to issue the command (the class required is usually class E).

Action:

Check installation and privilege classes and correct the problem.

SSXBCK6001I
option is not a valid SSXBCK option

Reason:

An option specified was not recognized.

Action:

Correct the command and reissue it.

SSXBCK6002I
Backing up count member _NSS SDF(s) associated with dcssname

 

Reason:

A segment space or segment space member was backed up. To enable a usable restored segment space, all changed
members must be backed up as well. SSXBCK detects this situation and backs up the related members; this message
merely informs the user that the scope of the SSXBCK command was (perhaps) greater than anticipated.

Action:

None.

SSXBCK6003I
type1 renamed to type2

Reason:

An older backup of the SDF backed up was renamed to the filetype specified (type2) when the new backup was created.

Action:
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None.

SSXBCK6004I
Backup of type successful

Reason:

The SDF backup completed successfully.

Action:

None.

SSXBCK6005I
Backup of type failed -- RC=rc

 

Reason:

An error occurred backing up an SDF. This message is usually accompanied by other messages indicating the error.

Action:

Investigate the error, based on the accompanying messages.

SSXBCK6006I
QUERY NSS fileid failed

Reason:

SSXBCK was unable to QUERY the NSS specified for backup with the MAP option. This may mean the *NSS SDF was
purged while SSXBCK was running, or that the virtual machine executing SSXBCK lacked the CP privilege classes
required to issue the CP QUERY NSS command (usually class E).

Action:

Validate that the virtual machine has the appropriate privilege classes; if not, add them and reissue the command.

SSXBCK6007I
*NSS SDF fileid not found

Reason:

A *NSS SDF disappeared while SSXBCK was executing. The specified file was not backed up; if a segment space was
being backed up, one or more members may have been backed up already.

Action:

None.

SSXBCK6008E
Disk fm not accessed

Reason:

The filemode specified as a backup target was not accessed. A backup target must be an accessed Read/Write filemode.
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Action:

Correct the command and reissue it.

SSXBCK6009E
Backup of fn ft failed -- insufficient disk space

Reason:

The filemode specified as a backup target cannot hold the SDF specified for backup. An SDF requires one 4096-byte
disk block (or equivalent) for each record, plus one block for control information, plus a few blocks for disk allocation
information.

Action:

Allocate more disk space or specify a different filemode as a backup target and reissue the command.

SSXBCK6010E
Error rc from QUERY type

 

Reason:

A CP QUERY type failed. This usually means the userid executing SSXBCK lacks the CP privilege classes (usually class
E) required to issue the QUERY.

Action:

Add the appropriate privilege classes and reissue the command.

SSXCHK6200I
SSXCHK started date; no options specified

Reason:

An AUTOVSEG checkpoint was started without the QUIET option. The time of the checkpoint is displayed in the message
header.

Action:

None.

SSXCHK6201I
SSXCHK started date; options options

 

Reason:

An AUTOVSEG checkpoint was started; if one of the options is QUIET, the SYSTEM_OWNER userid(s) do not receive
this message. The time of the checkpoint is displayed in the message header.

Action:

None.
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SSXCHK6202E
sdftype(s) SDF(s) not backed up; DISK FULL

Reason:

A backup target disk is full; backups are disabled.

Action:

Allocate more disk space, or free some up, using the privileged AUTOVSEG CLEANUP command or by manually erasing
old backups. If backups are erased manually, issue an AUTOVSEG CHECKPOINT command to reset the DISK FULL
condition; CLEANUP resets the condition automatically.

SSXCHK6203I
Checkpoint complete; no changes found

Checkpoint complete; timezone change detected

Reason:

An AUTOVSEG checkpoint completed without finding any new, changed, or missing SDFs. If SSXCHK was started with
the QUIET option, the SYSTEM_OWNER userid(s) do not receive this message.

If AUTOVSEG detected a change in the system timezone from the previous checkpoint, it skipped backing up any SDFs
which were unchanged. AUTOVSEG issued this warning message to note the timezone change.

Action:

None

SSXCHK6204I
mm of nn SDF(s) restored

Reason:

SSXCHK attempted to restore nn SDFs and was successful at restoring mm of them. mm and nn should be the same; if
not, other error messages will have preceded this message.

Action:

If mm and nn are not the same, correct the errors and issue an AUTOVSEG CHECKPOINT command.

SSXCHK6205I
SSXCHK ended date; elapsed time nn seconds

Reason:

SSXCHK completed execution. If SSXCHK was started with the QUIET option, the SYSTEM_OWNER userid(s) do not
receive this message.

Action:

None.

SSXCHK6206I
Duplicate sdftype SDF found
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Reason:

A duplicate SDF was found by SSXCHK. Duplicates can cause problems, especially if they are members of segment
spaces; it is recommended that they be purged. AUTOVSEG does not purge them automatically, since it cannot know
which copy is the "extra" one.

Action: Purge the extra copy.

SSXCHK6207I
A sdftype SDF is missing at startup:

Reason:

An SDF was missing when SSXCHK was invoked on AUTOVSEG startup. This message is followed by a line of
information about the missing file.

Action:

None. AUTOVSEG will restore the file automatically if configured to do so and a valid backup exists.

SSXCHK6208I
A sdftype SDF has been deleted:

Reason:

An SDF was missing when SSXCHK was invoked after startup. This message is followed by a line of information about
the missing file.

Action:

None. AUTOVSEG will restore the file automatically if configured to do so and a valid backup exists.

SSXCHK6209I
Restore starting for fn ft

 

Reason:

SSXCHK is starting an automatic restore for a missing or deleted SDF.

Action:

None.

SSXCHK6210I
Restore of fn ft successful

Reason:

SSXCHK completed an automatic restore of a missing or deleted SDF.

Action:

None.
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SSXCHK6211I
Restore of fn ft failed; no backup exists

Reason:

SSXCHK could not restore a missing or deleted SDF because no backup file was found for it. This may mean the SDF
was created just before the system crashed, or while AUTOVSEG was not up; that a backup disk is no longer available to
AUTOVSEG; that backup files were manually erased; or that a backup was not created due to DISK FULL or other error.

Action:

If the missing file is critical, recreate it manually.

SSXCHK6212I
Error rc restoring file fn ft

Reason:

An error occurred when SSXCHK attempted to restore a missing or deleted SDF. Other error messages will accompany
this message.

Action:

Examine the cause of the failure as indicated by the other messages, correct it, and issue an AUTOVSEG CHECKPOINT
command to retry the backup.

SSXCHK6213I
Restore of sdftype SDF fn ignored by request

Reason:

file (AUTOVSEG ACTFILE) specifies that the file should not be restored automatically.

Action:

None.

SSXCHK6214I
A sdftype SDF (name) has a new SPOOL file number:

Reason:

SSXCHK detected an SDF which is identical except for a changed SPOOL file number. This occurs because V/SEG-
PLUS or CP SPTAPE was used to restore an SDF. This message is followed bytwo lines of information about the old and
new versions of the SDF.

Action:

None.

SSXCHK6215I
A new sdftype SDF has been created:

Reason:

SSXCHK detected a new SDF. This message is followed by a line of information about the new SDF.
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Action:

None.

SSXCHK6216I
A sdftype SDF (sdfname) has changed:

Reason:

SSXCHK detected a changed SDF (one with the same name but a new date, time, size, etc.). This means the SDF was
recreated. This message is followed by two lines of information about the old and new versions of the SDF.

Action:

None.

SSXCHK6217I
Space space changed, common member name type id backed up:

Reason:

A segment space was changed, which implicitly changes the contents of all common members; as such, the common
members must be backed up to enable a usable space on a restore. This message is followed by two lines of information
about the old and new versions of the SDF.

Action:

None.

SSXCHK6218I
Backup starting for name type id

Reason:

SSXCHK is starting a backup of the SDF called name of type type (SPOOL file number id).

Action:

None.

SSXCHK6219I
Backup of sdfinfo (id) complete|failed reason

 

Reason:

The specified SDF backup completed or failed for the indicated reason.

Action:

If the backup failed, correct the error and issue an AUTOVSEG CHECKPOINT command to retry.

SSXCHK6220I
Backup of sdftype SDF name id ignored by request

Reason:
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indicates that it should not be backed up.

Action:

None.

SSXCHK6221I
Unable to issue privileged QUERY SDF; SSXCHK terminated

Reason:

SSXCHK lacks the CP privileges required to issue the CP QUERY SDF command or one of the SDF QUERY commands
(QUERY NLS, etc.). The required privilege class is usually class E.

Action:

Add the missing privilege class and restart AUTOVSEG.

SSXCLN5205I
Error rc from QUERY sdftype, SSXCLN terminated

Reason:

An unexpected error occurred while attempting to reconcile SDF CLEANup or Query CLEANup was running.

Action:

Retry the command; if the error persists, verify that AUTOVSEG has sufficient privilege classes to issue the required CP
Query commands.

SSXCLN5311I
option is not a valid SSXCLN option

Reason:

An invalid option was specified on an AUTOVSEG CLEANup or Query CLEANup subcommand.

Action:

Correct the command and reissue it.

SSXCON6001S-1
Error rc from XAUTOLOG userid

 

Reason:

An attempt to XAUTOLOG a filter userid failed with an error other than "user already logged on". This may mean the
userid is invalid (does not exist), or some other error is preventing logon.

Action:

Check the error, correct it, and restart CONSOLES.

SSXCON6001S-2
Warning – combined variable too long
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Reason:

The variable you entered is larger than 256.

Action:

Reissue the command with a variable less than 256.

SSXCON6001S-3
Warning -- combined variable values too long, truncated to nn bytes; last 2_ bytes are: value

Reason:

The variable value in the ACTFILE is longer than 255 bytes.

Action:

Correct the value to be 255 bytes or shorter.

SSXCON6002E
No such file found for userid

 

Reason:

No file was found for the user specified which matches the filetype specified. The userid may have been specified
incorrectly.

Action:

Reissue the command with a valid userid and/or filetype.

SSXCON6002S
Required file fn ft fm not found

Reason:

A file required for execution is not available.

Action:

Make the file available.

 

SPDISK MODULE * not found

Reason:

The SPDISK program is not available.

Action:

Make SPDISK available.

 

Specified MAILEXEC setting EXEC not found

Reason:
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The EXEC filename specified on the MAILEXEC record in the ACTFILE does not exist. This file must exist for sending
mail when a severe error occurs.

Action:

Correct the ACTFILE or make the EXEC available.

 

Specified user macro macroname CONSOLES does not exist

Reason:

macroname is not a valid macro name or does not exist.

Action:

Reissue the command with a valid macro name.

 

VSERVER MODULE * not found

Reason:

The VSERVER service machine program is not accessible.

Action:

Make the VSERVER program available.

SSXCON6008S
Disk fm cannot hold current files, erasing older files

Reason:

A console repository disk cannot hold current files dating back as far as the KEEP period specified in the ACTFILE, so
CONSOLES is erasing old files.

Action:

Increase the size of the disk or decrease the KEEP file retention period.

SSXCON6016S
Error rc from XEDIT performing CLEANUP

Reason:

An error occurred performing routine disk cleanup.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SSXCON6016T
Error rc from GLOBALV SELECT

Reason:

An error occurred on a GLOBALV command. This should never happen, and indicates a severe CMS error.

Action:
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Notify the V/SEG-Plus administrator or Broadcom Support.

SSXCON6032S
Error -- cleanup of disk fm failed, return code rc

 

Reason:

An error occurred performing emergency disk cleanup.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SSXCON6036S
Error rc ACCESSing vdev fm

Reason:

An error occurred accessing a disk.

Action:

Examine the disk, correct the problem, and restart CONSOLES.

 

Warning -- disk not accessed R/W, cannot be used

Reason:

A disk specified as a backup target is not accessed Read/Write, so it cannot be used for backups.l

Action:

Access the disk R/W or specify a different filemode in the ACTFILE.

 

Warning -- disk not valid, SFS directories not supported

Reason:

A disk specified as a default backup target is a Shared File System directory. SFS directories are not supported for SDF
backups.

Action:

Access a minidisk or specify a different filemode in the ACTFILE.

SSXCON6054S
DEFAULT records must precede USER records

Reason:

DEFAULT records in the ACTFILE must appear before any USER records.

Action:

Reorder the records in the ACTFILE and restart CONSOLES.
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Invalid keyword/value combination, ignored

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for a valid keyword in the ACTFILE.

Action:

Correct the ACTFILE and restart CONSOLES.

 

No setting specified for keyword, keyword ignored

Reason:

A null value was specified with a valid keyword in the ACTFILE.

Action:

Correct the ACTFILE and restart CONSOLES.

 

SYSTEM records must precede USER or DEFAULT records

Reason:

SYSTEM records in the ACTFILE must appear before any USER or DEFAULT records.

Action:

Reorder the records in the ACTFILE and restart CONSOLES.

 

Unknown keyword keyword, ignored

Reason:

An unknown keyword was specified in the "ACTFILE".

Action:

Correct the ACTFILE and restart CONSOLES.

SSXCON6104S
Error rc reading CONSOLES ACTFILE from disk

Reason:

An error occurred reading the ACTFILE.

Action:

Repair the damaged file and restart AUTOVSEG.

SSXCON6203I
Connection to userid on path path complete

Reason:

An IUCV or APPC connection completed successfully.
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Action:

None.

SSXCON6204I
User userid has severed path path

 

Reason:

The IUCV or APPC path to the specified userid has been severed.

Action:

None.

SSXCON6205I
User userid attempt to connect on path path rejected

Reason:

An attempt to make an IUCV or APPC connection to the specified userid on the specified path was rejected.

Action:

None.

SSXCON6210E
Unexpected IUCV type type received

Reason:

An IUCV message type was received which CONSOLES was not expecting. This can occur of a CP SET value IUCV is
issued manually.

Action:

None, other than to reset the CP SET value IUCV if one was issued manually.

SSXCON6211E
Unknown IUCV type type received

Reason:

An unknown IUCV message type was received. This should never occur.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SSXCON6212S
Error rc from file forwarding command, file purged

Reason:
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An error occurred attempting to forward a file; the likeliest cause is an invalid userid specified on the FORWARD
statement in the ACTFILE.

Action:

Check and correct the ACTFILE and restart UNPURGER.

SSXCON6217S
File userid LOG A missing or unusable, logging will not occur

Reason:

The LOG file must exist and be RECFM F LRECL 160, and the first record must contain a relative record number and a
maximum file size in records. Sample files are provided on the product tape.

Action:

Create or correct the file and restart CONSOLES.

SSXCON6250E
Unknown, restricted, or invalid command: command

Reason:

You are not authorized to issue that command, or it is not a known command.

Action:

Correct the command and reissue it.

SSXCON6251I
Processing command: command

 

Reason:

Your command was received and is being processed.

Action:

None.

SSXCON6252E
SHUTDOWN command ignored -- use STOP to terminate

Reason:

SHUTDOWN is not the command to stop CONSOLES: use STOP.

Action:

Correct the command and reissue it.

SSXCON6253E
Error rc sending file fn via CMS SENDFILE
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Reason:

An error occurred when CONSOLES tried to send a file back to you.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SSXCON6254W
fn ft file from userid exceeds warning threshold of nn; file has nn records

Reason:

A console file received contains more lines than the warning threshold specified in the ACTFILE.

Action:

Verify that the userid creating the console is not having problems.

SSXCON6255W
ctype fileid from origin will exceed daily file size limit of n lines

Reason:

A console file was received which (possibly in combination with other console files received from that same user from the
same day) contains more lines than the limit defined as the BIG value in the CONSOLES ACTFILE entry for that user (or
the default entry, if no user-specific entry exists). The file will be queued in CONSOLES' punch queue and deleted at the
next midnight or CONSOLES restart.

Action:

None.

 

fn ft file from userid will exceed daily file size limit of nn lines

Reason:

A console file received will, if read, exceed the daily record limit specified in the ACTFILE.

Action: 

Verify that the userid creating the console is not having problems.

SSXCON6359I
n line(s) stacked:

Reason:

The CMS command left one or more lines in the console or program stack. CONSOLES reads these lines and displays
them; they are not executed.

Action:

None.

SSXCON908T
Error rc from IPL CMS PARM AUTOCR!
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Reason:

An error occurred trying to recover from a CMS ABEND.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SSXFBR104S
Error rc reading SPOOL file via server

Reason:

The SPOOL file server (VSPSERV) indicated an error.

Action:

Contact the product administrator; if you are the product administrator, see if the disk is full or otherwise damaged, and
correct the problem.

SSXFBR781E
Device SPOOLed but there is no actively SPOOLed data

Reason:

The target console is started but no data has been SPOOLed yet.

Action:

None.

SSXFBR782E
Error parsing CP response -- notify product support

Reason:

An error occurred parsing a response from CP. This indicates a serious product error, or else a change in a CP response
which requires product update.

Action:

Contact the product administrator or Broadcom Support.

SSXFBR783E
User not logged on

Reason:

The target user is not logged on, and thus the open file requested does not exist.

Action:

Request the open file at a later time when the target user is logged on.

SSXFBR784E
You are not authorized to look at this file
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Reason:

The SSXACI user exit in VSPSERV rejected your attempt to look at the specified file.

Action:

None.

SSXFBR785E
SPOOL file no longer exists

Reason:

The requested file no longer exists. This error is issued after the file has been located and some data has been read.

Action:

None.

SSXFBR786E
SPOOL file requested does not exist

Reason:

The requested file no longer exists. This error is issued when the file cannot be located at all.

Action:

Retry the command using a different SPOOL file name.

SSXFBR787E
Invalid queue specified

Reason:

An invalid queue was specified. The file queue must be one of RDR, PRT, PUN, or OPEN.

Action:

Retry the command using a different queue type.

SSXFBR788E
Device not SPOOLed

Reason:

The target device is not SPOOLed.

Action:

SPOOL the target device and retry the command.

SSXFBR789E
Device does not exist

Reason:

The target device does not exist.
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Action:

Retry the command using a different target device.

SSXFBR790E
Unsupported DIAGNOSE subcode c specified on call to SSXFBR

Reason:

An impossible subcode was requested; this indicates a serious product error.

Action:

Contact the product administrator or Broadcom Support.

SSXFBR791E
Invalid SPOOL file page number requested

Reason:

An invalid SPOOL file page number was requested; this indicates a serious product error.

Action:

Contact the product administrator or Broadcom Support.

SSXFBR792E
SSXFBR "open" call required before "read" calls

Reason:

This indicates a serious product error.

Action:

Contact the product administrator or Broadcom Support.

SSXFBR795E
Invalid SPMBK read by server

Reason:

The server returned an invalid SPMBK. This likely indicates that the file was deleted and the DASD space reused while it
was being browsed.

Action:

None.

SSXFBR796E
Invalid VSPIBUF found

Reason:

This indicates a serious product error.

Action:
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Contact the product administrator or Broadcom Support.

SSXFBR797E
Invalid page address passed to SSXFBR.

Reason:

This indicates a serious product error.

Action:

Contact the product administrator or Broadcom Support.

SSXRED5112I
File sdf does not exist as a class A or R file

Reason:

AUTOVSEG was asked to redefine a *NSS file, but no such file exists. Possibly the name of the *NSS to be redefined was
specified incorrectly.

Action:

Correct the *NSS name and reissue the command.

SSXRED5114I
Userid AUTOVSEG lacks CP privileges for QUERY SDF or QUERY NSS

Reason:

AUTOVSEG REDEFine cannot execute because it cannot issue the CP QUERY commands it requires to do the redefine.

Action:

Correct AUTOVSEG's privilege classes, restart AUTOVSEG, and reissue the command.

SSXRED5301I
File REDEFCMD EXEC A created

Reason:

AUTOVSEG REDEFine processing created a work file.

Action:

None.

SSXRED5302I
Sending REDEFCMD EXEC

Reason:

The command(s) required to redefine the *NSS file(s) requested have been created in file REDEFCMD EXEC and are
being sent to the requestor's reader.

Action:
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Read in the file, examine it, and execute it if desired.

SSXRED5311I
option is not a valid SSXREDEF option

Reason:

An invalid option was specified on a REDEFine subcommand.

Action:

Correct and reissue the command.

SSXRED5317I
A *NSS SDF was deleted while SSXREDEF was running

Reason:

The *NSS configuration changed while a REDEFine subcommand was being executed, such that REDEFine processing
could not complete.

Action:

Reissue the REDEFine subcommand.

SSXRED5318I
Error rc from cmd:

Reason:

An error occurred while executing one of the commands generated to redefine a *NSS file.

Action:

If the command failed due to an already-existing class S *NSS file with the same name, purge the existing file and reissue
the REDEFine.

SSXRED5322I
Unknown *NSS SDF type type found, cannot REDEFINE

Reason:

The response from a CP Query NSS indicated an unexpected file type; REDEFine processing could not complete.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SSXRST6001I
option is not a valid SSXRST option

Reason:

An option specified was not recognized.

Action:
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Correct the command and reissue it.

SSXRST6002I
Restoring count member _NSS SDF(s) associated with dcssname

 

Reason:

A segment space or member was restored with the SPACE or ASSOCIATES option; SSXRST must thus restore any other
members of the segment space. This message notifies the user that these members were restored.

Action:

None.

SSXRST6100I
No member _NSS SDFs associated with userid need restoring

Reason:

A segment space was restored with the SPACE or ASSOCIATES option, but all of its members already existed; thus no
members need to be restored.

Action:

None.

SSXRST6101I
AS not valid with sdftype SDFs

Origin: Backup/restore processing.

Recipient: Issuer of the SSXRST command.

Reason:

The AS option is only valid for *NSS SDFs.

Action:

Correct the command and reissue it.

SSXRST6102I
type is not a valid SSXRST filetype

Reason:

A filetype specified to SSXRST was not a recognized SDF backup filetype. SSXRST must recognize the filetype in order
to know which queue to restore the backup to. Valid filetypes are DCSS, NSS, MEMBER, SPACE, CPDCSS, IMG, UCR,
TRF_nnnn, and NLS, optionally with a number appended (e.g., NLS3).

Action:

Correct the command and reissue.
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SSXSBM1801E
No CP VSPOOL

Reason:

The CP VSPOOL command is not available to AUTOVSEG. This command requires privilege class D.

Action:

Correct AUTOVSEG's privilege classes to include D.

SSXUNP6001S
Warning -- combined variable values too long, truncated to nn bytes; last 2_ bytes are: value

Reason:

The variable value in the ACTFILE is longer than 255 bytes.

Action:

Correct the value to be 255 bytes or shorter.

SSXUNP6002E
No such file(s) found for userid type

 

Reason:

No file was found for the userid/filetype combination specified.

Action:

Reissue the command with a valid userid and filetype.

SSXUNP6002S
Required file fn ft fm not found

Reason:

A file required for execution is not available.

Action:

Make the file available.

 

SPDISK MODULE * not found

Reason:

The SPDISK program is not available.

Action:

Make SPDISK available.

 

Specified user macro macroname UNPURGER does not exist
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Reason:

macroname is not a valid macro name.

Action:

Correct the ACTFILE and restart UNPURGER.

 

VSERVER MODULE * not found

Reason:

The VSERVER service machine program is not accessible.

Action:

Make the VSERVER program available.

SSXUNP6016S
Error rc from SPDISK QUERY, file purged

Reason:

A file in UNPURGER's reader either was purged or is damaged such that it cannot be manipulated by SPDISK.
UNPURGER purges such files, as they cannot be backed up.

Action:

None.

 

Error rc from XEDIT performing CLEANUP

Reason:

An error occurred performing routine disk cleanup.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SSXUNP6016T
Error rc from GLOBALV SELECT

Reason:

An error occurred on a GLOBALV command. This should never happen, and indicates a severe CMS error.

Action:

Contact the product administrator or Broadcom Support.

SSXUNP6036S
Error rc ACCESSing vdev fm

Reason:

An error occurred accessing a disk.
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Action:

Examine the disk, correct the problem, and restart UNPURGER.

 

Warning -- disk not accessed R/W, cannot be used

Reason:

A disk specified as a backup target is not accessed Read/Write, so it cannot be used for backups.l

Action:

Access the disk R/W or specify a different filemode in the ACTFILE.

 

Warning -- disk not valid, SFS directories not supported

Reason:

A disk specified as a default backup target is a Shared File System directory. SFS directories are not supported for SDF
backups.

Action:

Access a minidisk or specify a different filemode in the ACTFILE.

SSXUNP6054S
DEFAULT records must precede USER records

Reason:

DEFAULT records in the ACTFILE must appear before any USER records.

Action:

Make the VSERVER program available.

 

Invalid keyword/value combination, ignored

Reason:

An invalid value was specified for a valid keyword in the ACTFILE.

Action:

Correct the ACTFILE and restart AUTOVSEG.

 

No setting specified for keyword, keyword ignored

Reason:

A null value was specified with a valid keyword in the ACTFILE.

Action:

Correct the ACTFILE and restart AUTOVSEG.

 

SYSTEM records must precede USER or DEFAULT records
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Reason:

SYSTEM records in the ACTFILE must appear before any USER or DEFAULT records.

Action:

Reorder the records in the ACTFILE and restart AUTOVSEG.

 

Unknown keyword keyword, ignored

Reason:

An unknown keyword was specified in the "ACTFILE".

Action:

Correct the ACTFILE and restart UNPURGER.

SSXUNP6104S
Error rc reading UNPURGER ACTFILE from disk

Reason:

An error occurred reading the ACTFILE.

Action:

Repair the damaged file and restart AUTOVSEG.

SSXUNP6201E
File(s) are queued in the punch because disk space is not available. Files will be purged after next backup cycle

Reason:

A backup target disk is full, so files to be backed up are being saved in the punch queue rather than being backed up.

Action:

Add more disk space, free space by taking a minidisk backup and using BACKUP commands to cause UNPURGER to
delete the old backups, or delete backups manually.

SSXUNP6202E
Unknown timer name name ignored

Reason:

A named timer event occurred with an unknown timer name. This should never occur.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SSXUNP6203I
Connection to userid on path path complete

Reason:

An IUCV or APPC connection completed successfully.
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Action:

None.

SSXUNP6204I
User userid has severed path path

Reason:

The IUCV or APPC path to the specified userid has been severed.

Action:

None.

SSXUNP6205I
User userid attempt to connect on path path rejected

Reason:

An attempt to make an IUCV or APPC connection to the specified userid on the specified path was rejected.

Action:

None.

SSXUNP6210E
Unexpected IUCV type type received

Reason:

An IUCV message type was received which UNPURGER was not expecting. This can occur of a CP SET value IUCV is
issued manually.

Action:

None, other than to reset the CP SET value IUCV if one was issued manually.

SSXUNP6211E
Unknown IUCV type type received

Reason:

An unknown IUCV message type was received. This should never occur.

Action: Contact Broadcom Support.

SSXUNP6212S
Error rc from file forwarding command, file purged

Reason:

An error occurred attempting to forward a file; the likeliest cause is an invalid userid specified on the FORWARD
statement in the ACTFILE.

Action:
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Check and correct the ACTFILE and restart UNPURGER.

SSXUNP6213W
File fn ft fm from owner purged, exceeds size limit of nnn pages

Reason:

A file received is larger than the BIG size limit specified in the ACTFILE, so UNPURGER has purged it without backing it
up.

Action:

None.

SSXUNP6214S
Disk fm cannot hold file id from owner file transferred to PUNCH; will be deleted at next cleanup

Reason:

A file received will not fit on the backup disk, so it has been saved in the punch queue. If space is not made available, it
will be purged after the next backup cycle.

Action: Add more disk space, free space by taking a minidisk backup and using BACKUP commands to cause
UNPURGER to delete the old backups, or delete backups manually.

SSXUNP6215I
type file fn ft fm from owner purged; will not fit on disk, and SDFs cannot be TRANSFERred to PUNCH

Reason:

A VMDUMP or CP system dump file was received but will not fit on disk, and since SDFs cannot be TRANSFERred to the
punch queue, the file has been purged without being backed up.

Action:

Add more disk space, free space by taking a minidisk backup and using BACKUP commands to cause UNPURGER to
delete the old backups, or delete backups manually.

SSXUNP6215S
Accounting requested but SSXACS MODULE unavailable or invalid; accounting disabled

Reason:

Accounting was requested, but the utility module which creates the accounting records is not available, so accounting
cannot occur.

Action:

Make the module available or disable accounting in the ACTFILE.

SSXUNP6216E
Error rc from SPDISK BACKUP

Reason:

An error occurred backing up a SPOOL file.
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Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SSXUNP6216S
Error rc from SPDISK QUERY, file purged

Reason:

UNPURGER "saw" a file via CP QUERY, but when it attempted to obtain further information via SPDISK QUERY, it
received the error listed. Usually this means the file was purged by a privileged user between the QUERY and the
SPDISK QUERY.

Action:

None.

SSXUNP6217S
File userid LOG A missing or unusable, logging will not occur

Reason:

The LOG file must exist and be RECFM F LRECL 160, and the first record must contain a relative record number and a
maximum file size in records. Sample files are provided on the product tape.

Action:

Create or correct the file and restart UNPURGER.

SSXUNP6219E
Unknown, restricted, or invalid command:command

Reason:

The command specified is unknown or you are not authorized to execute it.

Action: Correct the command and reissue it.

SSXUNP6220I
Processing command: command

Reason:

UNPURGER is processing your last command.

Action:

None.

SSXUNP6221E
SHUTDOWN command ignored -- use STOP to terminate

Reason:

SHUTDOWN is not the command to stop UNPURGER: use STOP.

Action:
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Correct the command and reissue it.

SSXUNP6301E
Error rc restoring file fn ft fm to userid's queue

Reason:

An error occurred restoring a SPOOL file.

Action:

Contact Broadcom Support.

SSXUNP6302W
Backup cleanup state was PENDING for userid since date

Reason:

Another user had set the backup state to PENDING and had never send the corresponding BACKUP FINISH. The backup
state has been reset as requested.

Action:

None.

 

Pending backup set by userid

Reason:

The user specified has set the backup state to PENDING.

Action:

None.

SSXUNP6303E
Invalid BACKUP state state, state not changed

Reason:

The state requested was not START, FINISH, or RESET.

Action: Correct the command and reissue it.

SSXUNP6304E
Backup cleanup state was not PENDING; FINISH ignored

Reason:

An attempt was made to set the backup state to FINISH when it was not PENDING. The state has not been changed.

Action:

Determine why the state is not as expected and retry.
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SSXUNP6305W
Pending backup set by userid FINISHed by userid

Reason:

One user set the backup state to PENDING, and another set it to FINISH. This may or may not indicate a problem.

Action:

Determine why the difference occurred.

SSXUNP6306S
Accounting requested but OPTION ACCT missing from CP directory entry; accounting disabled

Reason:

Accounting was requested but UNPURGER cannot create accounting records because OPTION ACCT was not specified
in its CP directory entry.

Action:

Add OPTION ACCT and restart UNPURGER

SSXUNP6307W
Cleanup not performed, no last backup date available

Cleanup not performed, backup in progress (state is state)

Reason:

Automatic cleanup could not be performed because no date of last backup was available or a backup was in progress.
There will be no last backup date available the first time UNPURGER tries to do cleanup, if no BACKUP START/BACKUP
FINISH commands have been issued yet. A backup in progress means that the current backup state is PENDING, and
either means that a minidisk backup process has started but not completed, or a minidisk backup process has terminated
without sending the required BACKUP FINISH.

Action:

Determine the cause of the problem, correct it, and restart UNPURGER.

SSXUNP6359I
n line(s) stacked:'

Reason:

The CMS command left one or more lines in the console or program stack. UNPURGER reads these lines and displays
them; they are not executed.

Action:

None.

VMS Messages
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VMSSPL5114I
You are not authorized to use VSPOOL (DISPLAY

Reason:  

VSPOOL (DISPLAY requires class B or E privileges to issue CP DISPLAY H commands and to use DIAGNOSE X'04'.

  Action: 

Contact the product administrator.

 

You are not authorized to use VSPOOL (UTIL

Reason:

VSPOOL (UTIL requires class B or E privileges to issue CP DISPLAY H commands and to use DIAGNOSE X'04'.

Action: 

Contact the product administrator.

VSP Messages
The topics that follow describe VSP messages.

VSPUSE001E
Unknown IUCV error

Reason:

A serious IUCV error occurred communicating with the VSPSERV service virtual machine.

Action: Contact Broadcom Support.

VSPUSE002E
Message limit exceeded

Reason:

An IUCV message limit was exceeded.

Action: Contact Broadcom Support.

VSPUSE003E
Invalid IUCV service requested

Reason:

An invalid IUCV communications request was issued.

Action: Contact Broadcom Support.

VSPUSE004E
Insufficient storage for IUCV buffer
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Reason:

There is not enough virtual storage available for VBROWSE.

Action:

Increase the virtual machine size.

VSPUSE005E
No authorization found

Reason:

CP rejected your attempt to communicate with the VSPSERV service virtual machine.

Action:

Contact the product administrator or Broadcom Support.

VSPUSE006E
Serverid has no more connections available

Reason:

The maximum number of IUCV connections allowed for the VSPSERV service virtual machine are active. This number is
defined in VSPSERV's CP directory entry on an OPTION MAXCONN n statement.

Action:

Contact the product administrator to increase the number of connections allowed.

VSPUSE007E
You have no more connections available

Reason:

The maximum number of IUCV connections allowed for your virtual machine are active. This number is defined in your CP
directory entry on an OPTION MAXCONN n statement.

Action:

Contact the product administrator to increase the number of connections allowed.

VSPUSE008E
Serverid is not ready to receive

Reason:

The VSPSERV service virtual machine is logged on but is not running the VSPSERV program, has not yet initialized, or a
CMS ABEND has occurred.

Action:

Contact the product administrator or Computer Associate Technical Support.

VSPUSE009E
Serverid is not logged on
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Reason:

The VSPSERV service virtual machine is not logged on. If you are using a different userid than VSPSERV, you may have
failed to change it in VSPOPTS COPY, or you may have changed it but failed to reassemble and regenerate the programs
which use it. All CMS programs should be regenerated if the userid is changed from VSPSERV.

Action:

Contact the product administrator or Broadcom Support.
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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